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XX (A
PROLOGUE
A s planning enters the Seventies the city has become an even more
complex and unmanageable area for the planner to contend with. But what
are the paremeters of this inability to plan for the city? Is it the vast
size both in population and land use? Is it the seemingly unconfrontable
bureacracv of the many governments that surround the city? Or is it the
fact that what is planned or left unplanned will affect the lives of many
people? The answer is simply that the combination of all these is the
only way to describe what confronts the planner. Are there any solutions
to the problem? Has the vast amount of planning activity of the sixties
offered us any clue to where we should or must go from here?
If planners brought any tools with them into the seventies then co -
ordination of governmen t agencies and metropolitan government head up the
list. In planning for government planners face not only the municipal
government but a whole kaleidoscope of governments, officials and adminis-
trators all with the vested interests of: fire protection districts, sani-
tation districts, polic departments, airport authorities, school districts,
air pollution control districts, public health departments, mental health
departments, whatever universities and colleges may be present, and in the
case of Springfield and Indianapolis state governments: in their hip
pockets. To the political scientist and the urban planner confronting
this multiplicity of governments there appeared an obvious answer to their
problem. That is the first tool of the sixties; coordination of govern*
ments
.
The reader may find it almost humerous to think that it would take
either a great amount of theorizing or activity to bring about this coordi-
nation. But the realities of our society and its government make the
obvious solution sometime the most difficult to realize.
What attempts at coordinated planning efforts have proven is that we
have grossly underestimated the ability of people to defend whatever de-
partment or administration offers them employment. In this we have under-
estimated people's fear of removing whatever function their government may
be doing from its own separate entity. The nation is dotted with attempts
at coordination of government, yet in most every attempts the council of
governments have become luncheon clubs of the power elites of the communi-
ties and chances for planners and government workers to at best trade
frustrations. For time and time again the agencies of governments that
banded together had no desire to relinquish any of their powers, and the
planning effort was still marred by lack of total committment by the areas
to be planned.
The studio examined first the attempts in Springfield, Illinois to
coordinate the various federal, state and local agencies and governments.
Springfield's coordination attempts we found were merely limited to on
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paper statements. Various planners in the numerous planning agencies of
Springfield, be it the Regional plan commission, the health planner, the
law enforcement planner all confirmed our suspicions that we were wrong
in thinking that Soringfield was attempting to coordinate the various
program working toward the planning of Springfield.
A great deal of the urban government studies of the late 50' s and
60's concerned itself with the inability of the central city to maintain
the tax revenue to pay for needed services. This was brought about by
the exodus to the suburbs by their industries and wealthier residents.
And to make matters further worse the same wealthier former residents
would return during the day to benefit from the cities services and return
home at night without paying a penny of tax toward those services. Once
again there appeared an obvious solution to the problems of the inability
of governments of the city to fairly tax suburbia. Indianapolis through
the efforts of city and suburban mayor and councilmen created one city for
all of the communities.
Indianapolis did not accept metropolitan government lock, stock and
barrell. Certain limits were put on the metropolitan government from its
conception. First was the fact that it came about without referendum from
the people giving it some less credibility in the eyes of its constituents,
Especially questioning were members of the black population who realized
that UNIGOV watered down their political power in the community; although
they received the advantage of ward election. Legislative mandate inpowered
the UNIGOV to take over control of previous separate municipal functions
only when it felt it could offer the services needed. This has meant that
UNIBOV has not been able to provide the manpower on its own to take over
services such as police. ^nd it has lacked the initiative to incorporate
the individual agencies under its control. Other shortcomings of the
UNIGOV effort were discovered by the research of both this studio and the
Urban Planning ^37 studio which were working in Indianapolis; these find-
ings include the inability of the Planners to include the larger seven
county metropolitan region in their planning effort, and the inability of
UNIGOV to include a key taxing and ficial welfare institutions the school
districts and Health and Hospital Corporation in UNIGOV.
As we began our study in Indianapolis we found it to be a city that
had taken steps toward coordinating various agencies and institutions of
government and welfare. As I have expressed above there were limits put
on UNIGOV. Yet as planners we could see that the citv had taken the step
toward metropolitanizing government—so that their Planning and Develop-
ment Department would have the advantage of working under the metropolitan
government as well as working with a coordinated group of government
agencies.
In the following paragraphs I will offer a brief summary of the .
efforts of the planning teams whose work you will find in the chax^ters
that are to follow.
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Team One devoted itself to a study of the administration process of
the Division of Planning and Zoning concerning itself with the interaction
of members of that staff not only with their fellow staff members but
also with outside agencies and departments. It uses for its analysis the
Clique analysis method to determine the amount of interactions and the
people who were interacting. This offered the team the ability to have an
insight into the characteristics of both formal and informal interaction
in the business setting of the Divisions office. They invision their
final product as being eventually able to determine whether these studies
would suggest whether the functions of the Division could be carried out
by either reorganizing or closer adhering to the formal structure of the
division. The group offers also a valuable insight into the techniques
of studying office interactions as through their experiences. They also
offer a good and well stated understanding of the limits and problems of
interviewing.
Team Two examined the concept of small area planning. The Planning
Department initiated small area planning so that it could better contin-
ually revise its general plan. The team looks at the special character-
istics of small area planning and its advantages to planners as well as
the special problems that occur when a planner commits himself to this
type of citizen participation.
The team has chosen the Butler Tarkington community which is both
integrated and one of the area that the planning staff has engaged in
small area planning with. The students set out in the Butler-Tarkington
community to determine who are the leaders in the eyes of the members of
the community (the method that Hunter used in his study of the power
structure of Atlanta). The student planners then determine the members
of the UNIGOV planning staff who had the most experience in working with
the Butler Tarkington community. The planning students then attempted to
gather some early impressions of what they viewed as questions that would
determine whether the leaders of the community and the planners had the
same conception of community and the particular characteristic of the
Butler-Tarkington neighborhoods.
After examining the data returned from their questionnaire the stu-
dents found that the planners and leaders' conception of the problem
facing Butler-Tarkington would differ in many areas. Planners seemed to
find little understanding of the people's concern for maintaining the
stability of the community; and there appeared an inability of either
group to define the need for integration and the unique characteristics
of the integration or lack of integration in that community, ?iost dis-
tressing to any planner or student of plannins is the lack of credibility
that was shown by the leaders for the planners and what planners could do
for the community in the future.
Gaming and role playing is the unique approach that is created by
Team Three. Team Three offers us an insight into the structure of the
health system in Indianapolis and the characteristics of the people who

both control and use it. What the team offers for the future may be its
greatest contribution. By using the game people will have the opportunity
to find some sense of empathy for those who view health delivery i.e.--
from a different position than they do. This ability to walk in the
shoes of another man can best help those who control the health system
to realize the problems of the poor and indigent who have been denied
health care the most. Team Three in portraying roles offers us not only
entertainment but most important understanding of the complexity of both
the system and the personalities that function within it.
Team Four examines the problems of assuring all citizens access to
the public transportation, ''/hat the team was to discover was that trans-
portation would greatly shape the land use in Indianapolis in the next
fifteen years. What is the most dismaying is Indianapolis' s lack of mass
transportation and the inability of the cities major educational, cultural
and health institutions to be served by public transportation. The team
offers us the fact that much of the highway construction will center
around the proposed seven Interstate Highways that will be located in
Indianapolis. The team offers us an insight into man's great facination
for the use of the automobile as the only form of transportation. The
team discolses the dismaying fact that one out of every six people in
Indianapolis has to use public transportation for their means of getting
to work, visiting friends and relatives as well as all other travel. Yet
there exists no transit system to serve them. Finally the team takes on
the task of defining for us the alternative that can be pursued in plan-
ning for mass transit in 1985^
Who plans a nark and what does a community expect from that park is
the question that Team Five asks. The team studied the newly refurbished
Lentz Park and the community that surrounds it. The planners explored
the process that led to the decision to refurbish the park and they
examined the process of deciding how exactly the park was planned. The
team offers the reader an insight into why the community received better
than average participation in the planning of the park. The team then
goes on to explore the coordination between planners of both the Park
District and the UNIGOV planning Department. Then the team attempts to
determine whether planning for parks and recreation has been improved
since the creation of UNIGOV,
The final report compiled by team Six examines housing in Indianapo-
lis and the attempts that are being made to integrate housing in the
metropolitan area. The team attempted to construct a questionnaire that
would define people's impressions of integration and the value that it
may or may not serve the community. The team explored the agencies who
were supposed to, or claimed to be or were thought of bringing about
integration. Ultimately the report offers insight into what is not being
done by either planners or any agencies to assure equality and the end
of segregation in housing.
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PROBLEM TWO - INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA CASE AREA
For the remainder of the semester, the workshop will be concerned with the
Indianapolis-Marion County metropolitan government, better known as UNIGOV. Our
study of UNIGOV will complete the workshop's comparative analysis of metropolitan-
wide policies planning.
We have seen one end of the spectrum in Springfield - a rather (!) loosely-knit
coalition of planning functions. In addition, we have discussed and read about
other coalition efforts in metropolitan areas. These activities should have
provided at least a minimal introduction to the scope and functioning of metro-
politan planning, and a base for the remainder of the semester's work.
Procedure
We will again perform our investigations in teams. Each team will be free to
develop its own method of approach. Seven functional areas have been delineated:
1. Health
2. Housing
3. Transportation
4. Environment
5. Small Area Planning
6. Administration (modeling, coordination and control of total
area objectives)
7. Administration (future scope and definition of metropolitan
unified development)
Each team should be composed of four or five students. To facilitate the division
of the class, each student should be prepared by Monday, March 8, to list his
first and second choices among the seven functional areas.* This should allow
adequate time for students to peruse the Indianapolis shelf materials and discuss
among yourselves the results of the class session with Indianapolis staff on
Friday, March 5.
* If, after this orientation period, you are convinced that an individual study
is best for you speak with the instructors about the possibility of develop-
ing an individual study proposal for March 8. Be prepared to provide some
indication of where you intend to fit within the functional areas framework.
•ic-y, -:
k-,-:
..i r
Schedule
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Friday, March 5
Friday, March 12
Friday, April 16
Introductory seminar by Indianapolis staff-
Bevier Hall Studio.
Class visit to Indianapolis - Department of
Metropolitan Development, City-County Bldg.
Class visit to Indianapolis - functional area
research.
Critique of student progress by Indianapolis
staff - Bevier Hall Studio.
Friday, April 30
Other meetings will be scheduled as the semester progresses
Product
The educational objectives of this phase are:
1. An understanding of the UNIGOV approach to metropolitan-wide
policies planning.
2. An awareness of the comparative liabilities and benefits of the
Indianapolis/Springfield cases.
3. A detailed knowledge of a functional area; the relationship of
that functional area to the whole; the benefits gained from
grouping functional areas.
4. An awareness of priorities: for the metropolitan area and
within functional areas.
Preliminary products, such as descriptive reports and rough drafts of final
reports, will be required as a means for continuing staff evaluation of student
work.
In addition, there will be assigned at least two short (one to two day) class
problems sometime during the semester dealing with issues that will demand an
understanding of how functional areas interact. An example might be: a militant
group of basketball fans beseige the Mayor's office protesting his decision to
demolish the ancient, but beloved, civic arena in order to clear the way for a
badly-needed health center. The Mayor asks you (the staff) to justify his
decision by documenting the economic, social, and physical merits of his proposal.
PBK:jac
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I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this research was to amlyze the interactions
among the members of the Division of Planning and Zoning
under the Indianapolis-Marion County consolidated form of
government as well as the Division's interactions with out-
side agencies and departments and to determine the formal and
informal organizational structures within the Division.
We hypothesized that the formal and informal structures would
differ to a significant degree. For our purposes, the infor-
mal groups, or cliques, were those that used different chan-
nels of communication than the channels specified on formal
organization charts. This hypothesis was tested by interviewing
thirty-eight members of the Division of Planning and Zoning and
performing a clique analysis. We also hoped to discover the
reason for existence of an informal structure, if one was found
to exist, and to determine the implications this would have
for efficient and effective planning within the Division and
in relation to its interactions with various outside depart-
ments and agencies. We would then be able to suggest one of
two alternatives if applicable to the actual situation: reor-
ganization of or closer adherence to the formal structure.
This area of research was chosen for the following three rea-
sons. First, it appeared to be a logical extension of a brief
survey of the Sprigfield Area Interagency Planning Council
(SAIPC). After a three-week study of the planning administra-
tion of SAIPC, it was concluded by the administration team of
this studio that the Springfield coalition was primarily an
organization on paper only. Four of our five members were of
that team and felt that because the coalition was as yet in
embryonic form, a comparison with the more fully developed
Indianapolis consolidated form of government could provide
valuable insights for understanding the administrative needs
of SAIPC. Second, the methodology required by this research
was possible because of the availability of valuable resources.
Our most important resource was Carl Patton's thesis on clique
analysis performed in Springfield, An Approach to the Defini -
tion of Organisation Structure through Computer Analysis of
Interpersonal Task Relationships . His thesis included the
computer program necessary for defining cliques within the
Division of Planning and Zoning. We employed the University
of Illinois' IBM 36O computer for our analysis, with funding
provided by the Department of Urban Planning. The data needed,
as determined primarily by our methodology, was able to be col-

lected in several visits to the Division of Planning and
Zoning in Indianapolis. Thirdly, we chose this area because
it appeared to be minimally limited as compared to our other
research proposals by the usual constraints of insufficient
staff, time, financial and other resources encountered in a
studio, although our research was still limited in part by
these factors. To a large extent, however, our results suf-
fered from methodological flaws that we were not aware of in
time to correct them. This was due to this team 's lack of
knowledge and experience in research methods. Most noticeable
and most serious of our errors was the lack of a clearly de-
fined hypothesis with precise measurements for its retention
or rejection. Other errors in our method and their remedies
are discussed in the following sections.
The outcome of our research was ambiguous and to a large degree,
Inconclusive. This we feel, is a result of constraints beyond
our control and errors that were within our control. However,
this does not necessarily imply that our research is value-
less:
Regardless of whether the outcome is clear
or ambiguous with respect to the initial
problem, it will inevitably, leave many rele-
vant questions unanswered. For that matter,
the value of a research project might be
judged, in part, by the number of new, spe-
cific questions that it raises. Such ques-
tions can provide the framework within which
new research is designed.
Imaginative consideration is geven to these kinds of questions
in the following sections of this chapter.
The most valuable product of this research for the members of
this team, however, is the knowledge and understanding gained
in the areas of administration of planning under a consoli-
dated form of government, clique analysis, research methods,
computer programming and team coordination and cooperation.
The rest of this chapter will be concerned with the description
and analysis of our methods, data and findings. This chapter
is a result of input from all of the five team members, although
each member is primarily responsible for a specific section.
The next sect ionvcfealsir. with the interviewing method we em-
ployed and compares this method with others that may have been
more applicable to our approach. This is followed by an explana-
tion and conclusions on the theory and application of clique
analysis. The fourth section discusses the data gathered on the

outside contacts of the Division of Planning and Zoning. Fi-
nally, the conclusion considers the relevancy of our methodol-
ogy in relation to our original hypothesis and suggests pos-
sible improvements on our methodology that could be applied
to future research of the administration of planning under a
city-county consolidated form of government.
Footnotes
1. Scott, William A. and Michael Wertheimer, Introduction
to Psychological Research
, University of Colorado, 1962,
p. 3W.

II... Methodology
c
A. Introduction
This section of the report will deal with the development of
the questionnaire and the subsequent administering of the
interviews. The underlying assumption will be that the infor-
mation which the questionnaire attempts to elecict is, indeed,
the desired information; that is, originally we, as research-
ers had a conception of the situation we wished to explore.
We then selected a methodology and determined what information
we would-.; need. The question of whether the methodology is
relevant to the hypothesis will not be considered in this
section. The affirmative answer will be assumed, and the dis-
cussion of relevance will be deferred until later in the paper.
Assuming that the methodology is relevant to the problem, this
section will include a description of the questionnaire, the
interviews, and comments on some of the difficulties in admi-
nistering the questionnaire, together with an examination
in detail of the responses to one of the questions and a dis-
cussion of some of the approaches for the evaluation of these
responses. The last part of this section will consider pos-
sible causes of the discrepancies in the response and some
suggestions for an improved methodology, granted the assump-
tion stipulated in the preceding paragraph.
B. Procedure
The purpose of the questionnaire was to determine the contacts
and their respective frequencies for as many members of the
staff of the Planning and Zoning Division (of the Department
of Metropolitan Development of the Consolidated City of
Indianapolis) as possible. These contacts were divided into
two categories: those occurring between members of the
Planning and Zoning staff and those involving a Planning and
Zoning staff member and an individual who is not a member of
the Planning and Zoning Division. There were two exceptions
to this. Two individuals who are not members of the Planning
and Zoning Division, but who work very closely with the Division
were interviewed. This study treated them as though they were,
in fact, Planning and Zoning staff members. In the interview
each Planning and Zoning staff member was asked to name the
people with whom he had regular professional contact and the
frequency of contact. The responses which related to intra-
divisional contacts were crosschecked by comparing a respon-
dent's listed contacts to. the list of people who name his as
a contact. The responses for contacts outside the division
were not confirmed by an outside check.

Note here that contacts were listed by pairs only. For
example, suppose that individuals 1, 2 and 3 held a weekly
conference and this was the only time any one of them saw
any of the others. This interaction would theoretically
show up as two once-a-week contacts that individual 1 would
list with individual 2 and individual 3> two once-a-week con-
tacts that 2 would list with 3 and 1, and two once-a-week
contacts that 3 would list with 1 and 2. In other words,
the raw data lists only two-way contacts. The clique theory
application must be utilized in order to determine the larger
working groups.
The model for this study was taken from a Master's thesis by
Carl Patton entitled An Approach to the Definition of Organi-
zational Structure Through Computer Analysis of Interpersonal
Task Relationships . Patton' s study used clique theory to
examine the interaction between the offices of a state govern-
ment. The questions for our interview were patterned after
those included in Patton' s revised questionnaire; the questions
were somewhat modified, since they were directed towards
individuals rather than offices.
The second question in our questionnaire attempted to locate
primary information and policy centers. Following is a copy
of the questionnaire
:
1. With whom do you professionally interact on a regular basis?
(within division - outside division)
2. In any assignment in which you lack information, whom do
you consult?
The interviews were given on two different days about a week-
and-a-half apart. It was administered in the offices of the
Planning and Zoning Division (in Indianapolis). We attempted
to interview each individual separately; however, due to the'
office area arrangement this was not always possible. In at
least one case, another individual was present and insisted
on repeatedly prompting the respondent.
We were the interviewers as well as the researchers. None of
us had had any previous interviewing experience. We were stu-
dents and this was known by all of the respondents. There had
been some previous interaction between students and some of
the members of the office; whether or not this pre-condition
affected the "neutrality of the interview" is not known, but
will be considered in drawing conclusions about the results
of the interview.
Another factor which might have influenced the neutrality of
the interviewee was the individual characteristics of the
interviewers— of the four interviewers, one was black, one
was from a foreign country (He is fluent in English although
he has an obvious accent.), one was female, and one had quasi-

long hair.
The respondents were all members of a city-county bureaucracy.
Many of them were under forty. On the first interview visit,
each of three interviewers was given a list of respondents
prepared by Mr. Depew, and Assistant Administrator under Area-
wide Planning. Not all of the listed individuals were available
that day, so two interviewers made a second trip. Only one
interviewer went twice. A total of thirty-eight individuals
were interviewed. Every contact in the Division of Planning
and Zoning listed by a respondent was interviewed. In other
words, within the Division of Planning and Zoning we have a
closed set of contacts.
During the course of the interviews the following conditions
were noted and may have contributed to the biasing of the
results
:
1. As mentioned earlier several of the interviews were conduc-
ted within the hearing range of a future respondent.
2. Some of the interviews i\rere delayed a week-and-a-half
and one interview lias begun on one visit and concluded on
the next.
3. Some of the respondents were reluctant to answer, thus
indicating the threat potential of the questions.
^. Many of the respondents did not give frequencies. One
interviewer probed to get them, the other three recorded
only contacts in these cases.
5. The term "interaction" was not suitably defined prior to
the interviews. The interviewers were unsure whether or
not to count memos, how to regard quasi-social interaction,
etc.
6. Many of the respondents reacted to the ambiguity of the
last question. One interviewer improvised by changing the
question to, "In any assignment in which you lack infor-
mation in regard to policy—whom do you consult?" As a
result the responses to this question were incompatible.
The other three interviewers often received impossibly
long lists of names in response to this question. Due
to these difficulties this question and its responses were
ignored and will not be discussed further in this report,
C. Results
1. Introduction and Explanation of Notation
The responses to the first part of the first question which

dealt with intra-departmental interaction will be examined in
this section. The extra-departmental interaction will be
discussed in a later section.
First we will give some definitions. Let S be used to denote
a respondent. Let P be used to denote another person who was
interviewed in the study. (Respondents are identified by number
only. ) Let
s
Cp be equal to the number of contacts s listed
with p. If s aid not mention p then Cp=0. If s mentioned
p but did not give a frequency C =x. All frequencies are
measured in terms of the number of contacts per week. C
s
is the number of contacts p listed for s. Theoretically
pC s= s Cpj however, there are many factors which interfere.
Let Hs be the set of all p such that s Cp + pCs > 0; that is
Rs is the set of all people whom s listed as contacts plus
all people who listed s as a contact. A person whom s listed
and who listed s is naturally counted only once.
Bearing these preliminary definitions will in mind we can
proceed to examine the interview responses.
I

82. Interview Responses to the First Question
s = subject person (identified by number)
p = other person
c = contacts s recorded with p
s p
*
c = contacts p recorded with s
R = {P: c + c > 0}
s l $ i p s. ;
1'eR,
P
c
P s
2 5
5 3
8 3
9 10
11 25
12 1
13 3
15 2
17 2.5 X
18 2-5
23 1
25 2.5 1
27 X
28 15 1
29 5 2.5
30 5
31 5
32 5 1
33 5
35 3
36 10
37 15 5
38 75 50
l 5
7 X X
8 X
9 •5
18 5
23 5 20
eR
s
c
s p
c>
P 3
9 1
13 1 1
11+ 5 5
22 1 5
25 2
31 5 5
31+ 2.5
35 • 33
36 • 75
9 5
32 5 1
35 3
l 3
8 10
11 3
15 3
21 10
29 3
31 2
33 10
3^ X 1
35 10
36 20 5
8 X
11 X
22 5 5
28 5
31 5
32 X
35 X

s
c
s p
c
2 X X
8 1
9 2
11 1
15 • 25
32 1 1
35 3
l 3
2 X
5 10
6 X
7 1
9 1
11 5 1
13 3
15 3
18 5
21 l
23 • 5
27 • 5
31 5 1
32 7 1
3^ 6
35 2 5
36 2
l 10
2 5
3 1
k 5
7 2
8 1
13 1 2
23 15 25
2k 1
26 5 5
27 1
28 3 X
29 1
31 3 2
32 15 1
33 10
35 5
36 3 5
10
11
12
13
Ik
S £
c
» p P~i
18 :^5 5
23 1
33 2.5
1 25
5 3
6 X
7 l
8 1 5
15 k
26 5
31 25 1
32 33
35 25 1
37 33
l l
18 X
23 5 15
2^ 5
29 •5
31 1
32 1
35 l
l 3
3 l 1
8 3
9 o 1
18 .25
20 5 10
21 25
23 1
31 1 2
33 5 15
7A 25
36 5
3 5 5
25 1
28 1
31 2 5
3^ 2

10
15
16
17
18
19
20
6K
s
c
s p
c
s p
1 2
5 3
7 •25
8 3
11 k
21 X
27 5 7
32 1
35 1
37 2
20 3 10
2k X X
37 X
1 X 25
30 X
32 X 1
35 X
36 X
37 X
38 X
l 2.5
2 5
8 5
10 5 15
12 X
13 2.5
20 X 2
23 8
25 X 5
27 X
29 X
32 5 1
33 X 3
23 X
32 l
38 5
13 10 5
16 10 3
18 2 X
23 1
28 1
33 3
21
22
23
2k
S
c
s p
c
P s
5 10
8 1
13 •25
15 X
27 X 5
28 5
31 1
3k 1
36 3
3 l 1
6 5 5
31 5 5
3k l
37 X
1 1
2 20 5
8 •5
9 25 15
10 1
'12 15 5
13 1
18 8
20 l
2k X
26 l
28 X
29 k k
32 7
33 2 3
35 3
38 2
9 1
12 5
16 X X
18 5 X
23 X
25 X
30 5
32 X
33 X 15

11
25
26
27
28
>eR
s
c
s p P s
1 1 2.5
3 2
11+ 1
2k X
28 1
31 1 2
33 1
3^ 1 5
37 1
38 1
9 5 5
11 • 5
23 1
28 5
31 5
35 1
36 5
l X
8 • 5
9 1
15 7 5
18 X
21 5 X
32 l
35 • 5
37 X
1 1 15
6 5
9 X 3
14 1
20 1
21 5
23 X
25 1
26 5
31 1 5
32 X 2
33 1
3k 1
35 X
36 X
37 1
38 1
29
30
31
32
) R
s
c
s p
c
P s
1 2.5 5
5 3
9 1
12 • 5
18 X
23 k k
32 2 1
35 • 25
l 5
17 X
2k 5
37 5 X
l 5
3 5 5
5 2
6 5
8 1 5
9 2 3
11 1 •25
13 2 1
Ik 5 2
21 1
22 5 5
25 2 1
26 5
28 5 1
3k 10 1
35 1
36 2 5
l 1 5
k 1 5
6 X
7 1 1
8 1 7
9 1 15
11 • 33
12 1 1
15 1
17 1 X
18 1 5
19 1
23 7
2k X
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(32)
33
34
35
S
c
s p
c
P s
27 1
28 2 X
29 1 2
35 5 X
37 1
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3. Discussion
Because of the large number of non-quantified frequencies (x)
that vrere obtained, some measures of discrepancies based
only on name matches x^ere developed to illustrate the dis-
parity between the subject's record of his contacts and the
corresponding list of contacts compiled from the responses
of his fellow office members. It will be necessary to
start with some definitions.
Recall that Rs is the set of all p such that either s listed
p as a contact or p listed s as a contact. Let R(s
f
') he
the set of all p such that s listed p as a contact. Let R(» s \
be the set of all p such that p listed s as a contact.
Therefore Rs = R( Sf «) U fl(. g j.
If T is a set then fT* will be defined to be the number of
elements in T.
The first measure of discrepancy is called the coefficient
of agreement of existing contacts involving s and is represen-
ted by E(s)
()= W ifRs*0
If Rs = f f then E(s)=0.
Hence E(s) is the number of name matches between the set of
people which s listed as contacts and the set of people which
listed s as a contact over the total number of people who
either were listed by s or listed s or both.
^ E(s) s 1
If E(s)=0 then none of the people whom s listed as a contact
listed s as a contact. If E(s)=l then everyone s listed as
a contact listed s as a contact and everyone who listed s
as a contact xtfas listed by s. The E(s) values for our study
varied from to .67 and are represented on the graph on the
following page by the dotted line.
In order to delineate more precisely what kind of discrepancies
were occurring two additional measures were divised.
The first is called the coefficient of agreement of existing
contacts recorded by s and is symbolized Eby s.
Ebys= iR( 'y^ A ^-> '
If R (s, • ) = 0i then Eby s =
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Ebv s is the number of matches between the set of people
which s listed as contacts and the set of people which
listed s as a contact divided by the number of people s
listed as contacts.
4 Eby s ^ 1
If E^
s
= then there are no matches. If E^ = 1, then
everybne s listed as a contact listed s as a c'ontact but the
converse is not necessarily true. E^y s is represented on
the graph by the undecorated line.
The third coefficient is called the coefficient of agreement
of existing contact recorded with s and is symbolized by Ewith s.
<
R (',s)|
If R (-,s) = ' '^ith s 0.
Hence Ewith s is the number of matches for s divided by the
number of people who recorded s as a contact. .Again * E^ith s
and E^th s £ 1 If E^ th =0 then there are no matches.
If E^ith s = -1- then those who listed s as a contact were
recorded by s as a contact but again the converse need not
hold. Ex.j-j.th s is represented by the crossed line on the graph.
Now let us look at what these three measures indicate when
used together. The respondents on the left side of the graph
have a poorer ratio of matching responses than those on the
right side as indicated by the increasing E(s) value as one
moves to the right along the graph. Respondent 19 is assigned
a zero value for all three coefficients because he did not
list any contacts and hence there were no matches.
Respondents 5 and 6 have low E(s) values but both have a
^with s value equal to one. What does this mean? It means
that both of them listed all of the contacts which listed
them and both of them listed a great many more contacts besides.
Respondent 35 on the other hand was listed by all of the
contacts whom he listed but also by a great many others.
Similarly respondent 37-
Now examine respondent 21. Although this respondent had a
low percentage of matches he erred similarly in both directions.
He listed some people as contacts who did not list him and
some people listed him as a contact whom he did not list.
These basic cases are repeated all along the graph. The two
people who had the highest level of general matches listed
some people who did not list them although they listed every-
one who did. Some possible causes for these discrepancies
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will be examined in the next section.
Some work was done attempting to evaluate the responses with
a consideration of frequencies. A simple empirical model
was developed which seemed reasonable; however, there were
not enough cases with which to test it because of the large
number of non-quantified frequencies. Hence a discussion of
it will not be included in this report.
The part of the questionnaire dealing with outside contacts
was not able to be cross-checked. Because outside contacts
seemed more identifiable and a record of outside contact seems
to offer less of a threat potential to Division members these
contacts were treated as though verified.
D. Discussion and Conclusions
An examination of the responses clearly indicated that there
is a great deal of disparity between the contacts a respondent
lists and those his fellow office members list for him. There
are two possibilities which explain this set of circumstances.
We can assume that the flaw exists in the methodology and try
to locate the places where errors could have occurred or we
can instead assume that the communication pattern in the
Planning and Zoning Office is so poorly defined that our re-
sults are primarily indicative of the many ambiguous, impro-
vised communication channels * We will consider both possibili-
ties and then suggest a research plan which could be used to
determine which supposition is correct.
Let us consider the former possibility first. Kahn and Cannell
in The Dynamics of Interviewing suggest a bias model which
attempts to classify the ways bias can affect an interview.
The model lists six sets of factors: interviewer background
characteristics, interviewer psychological factors, inter-
viewer behavioral patterns, respondent background character-
istics, respondent psychological factors and respondent be-
havioral factors. Under background characteristics in both
categories are included age, education, socioeconomic status,
race, religion and sex. Under psychological factors are per-
ceptions, attitudes, expectations and motives. Under behavioral
factors for the interviewer are errors in asking questions,
errors in probing, errors in motivating and errors in recording
responses. Behavioral factors for the respondent include
responses to questions (adequate, inadequate—accurate, inac-
curate). (1)
Observations about the interviewer behavioral factors were
already introduced in the procedural section and six major
problems were identified there. These, however, can be expan-
ded a little. An experiment done by L.L. Guest in the mid-
forties involved 15 interviewers and one respondent. The in-
terviewers were college students and the interviews were taped.
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The numbers of errors per interviewer varied from 12 to 36. (2)
None of us had had any previous interviewing experience, hence
it seems quite plausible that beyond the sources of errors
mentioned above, any number of additional mistakes could have
been made. One way to eliminate some of the errors would
have been to try to locate possible sources of difficulties
ahead of time. If the interview could have been initially
given in another office with each interviewer giving an inter-
view while his co-workers. observed and criticized his tech- .
nique, some of the problems itfould have possibly been im-
mediately recognized and resolved. This would have been
particularly valuable in aiding each interviewer to develop
methods of attaining rapport with his subject so as to suc-
cessfully motivate him.
None of the intervieitfers knew how to allay the suspicion with
which some of the respondents greeted the interview. By as-
suring everyone that the results would be open rather than
confidential we probably encouraged some data tampering. We
treated potentially threatening questions as though they were
not threatening and this may have immediately established a
credibility gap.
Now vse will examing some background characteristics of both
the interviewers and the respondents in hopes of locating
potential bias interactions.
The interviewers were all students. They came to Indianapolis
after having observed an informal government reorganizational
effort in Springfield which appeared dynamic in its prose but
in reality nonexistent. They had had contact with two of the
administrators from the Zoning and Planning Office and had been
encouraged to use this opportunity to delve into the profes-
sional life of a bureaucrat. They had no ties to Indianapolis
and were quite willing to call a spade a spade.
The respondents, on the other hand, had a vested interest in
Indianapolis. They were willing to moderately humor the
students but had in fact specifically discouraged the students
from proceeding with the project which would have automatically
entailed criticism of UNIGOV actions (Originally a cost/benefit
study for Indianapolis was proposed). As mentioned earlier,
several of the respondents were young, some were recent graduates
,
A study reported in 1964 examined the biasing effect of the
race of the interviewer, the social distance between the inter-
viewer and the respondent and the threat potential of questions
on the responses. The social rank of respondents and inter-
viewers was determined by rural-urban residence, highest status
job in household, level of education, other sources of income
in addition to salary or business earnings, and home, tele-
vision and radio ownership. The assignment of a threat po-
tential to various questions itfas basically intuitive. The
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The results indicated that as the social distance between the
interviewer and the respondent increased the high threat
questions were biased to a statistically significang degree, (3)
This result may have some implications for our experiment,
assuming that our questions had a high threat potential. If
the social rank is measured differently, i.e., in terms of
variables relating to student-professional status, the con-
clusion obrained above may be applicable. An interesting
complication is introduced here. That is, the referenced
experiemnt was unable to test bhe effect of lower status res-
pondents to higher status interviewers. In the suggested
status-determining variables here, high and low become dif-
ficult to identify-. And in fact it would vary for each in-
dividual ; one respondent may see the student as high status
and another as low. It may even happen that all interviewers
see themselves as high status while all respondents regard
the interviewer as low status.
A critique of the study quoted above stressed that the inter-
viewer effects are proportional to the interviewer attitudes
as well as the social distance. (^) This suggests a method
of overcoming this bias. The experiment could be conducted
using a group of white collar professionals as interviewers,
An additional complication is suggested by another study.
This study indicated that the interviewer's preference for
higher status respondents is likely to bias the results. (5)
In our experiment the interviewers may have been able to es-
tablish much better rapport with the professionals who were
.
closer to their own age. Another study also suggests this
conclusion. This study involved the interviewing of Girl
Scouts. The girls varied in ages from pre-teen to about
seventeen or eighteen and the interviewers were divided into
three groups: middle-aged and older and young. The inter-
viewers provided the respondents with stories involving
independence behavior (e-g. a child disobeying a parent) and
asked for a response . The highest percentage of independent
responses occurred in the interviews conducted by younger
interviewers and older girls, although the number of younger
interviewers were too few to be conclusive. (6)
An additional study examined respondent disengagement as an
influencing variable., For this study, age was considered a
disengagement measurement and they found chat the elderly
gave a higher percentage of no opinion responses. (7) It
is extremely difficult to identify additional disengagement
criteria. One of the respondents in our experiment refused
to list any contacts and this is an obvious example of bias
but the more subtle phenomena remain undetected.
A respondent who is close to retirement or who is looking
for a new job (although we suspect difficulty in determining
this condition) ma;y be disengaged. Also there may be temporary
disengagement.- A respondent who has just had .an argument with
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his supervisor or has had a project turn out badly or possibly
even a fight with his wife could bias the interview.
Having looked at some of the sources of bias in the interview
we will consider the possibility that instead of reflecting
interview bias our results are an indication of the nature
of the office communicational system. A problem occurs
in establishing the definition of "regular professional inter-
action." Our pre-interview definition consisted of the in-
tuitive concept of "professional as opposed to social inter-
action." "Regular" was not intended to mean merely pre-
planned interaction but also to encompass the unplanned con-
tacts which normally occur. Our use of the term "interaction"
instead, for example, of saying, "Who do you talk to regularly?"
may have limited subject responses to certain types of situa-
tions depending on the connotation they associate with the
term "interaction".
Miller's analysis of reaction to information input overload
may have an application here. Some of his reactions, par-
ticularly the one which responds with approximation or by
cutting categories of communications could be used by individ-
uals who are in several interaction circles. As a response
to overload they may purposefully or unconsciously ignore
certain communications channels. (8)
Another way seemingly incompatible evaluations could be made
is that quasi-social interactions could be regarded in dif-
ferent ways, A "subordinate could regard a chat with his
supervisor as a professional interaction where the supervisor
might tend to disregard the conversation as non-professional.
This would be particularly true in instances where the topic
was related to office procedures payroll, holidays, etc.
i
To differentiation was made between one-way and two-way com-
munication or among upwards, downwards, and horizontal com-
munication. This indicates our insensitivity to the par-
ticular communications system which exists in this office.
On the level that our study was done this was one of the
inevitable flaws; however, in an ideal experiemnt this could
have been avoided.
Before explaining an improved methodology we would like to
describe two additional studies on which, in part at least,
our conclusions are based.
The first study compared a self-enumerative procedure (ques-
tionnaire) with an interview procedure. Their conclusions
included
:
1. If one is trying to obtain information for which records
are available, a self--enumerative procedure yields more
accurate information.
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2. When there is a question as to what constitutes an adequate
response, interviews are more accurate.
3. Anonymity rather than presence or absense of an interviewer
• is the relevant variable in the finding that self-enum-
\?. erative procedures tend to reduce a social desireability
bias.
4. Education is more important in the interview than in the
questionnaire
.
5. Respondent motivation is more important in self-enu-
merative rather than interview procedures. (9)
The second study was on educational attainment. Two surveys
were conducted. The first asked one member of the family,
usually the wife, what educational level of attainment each
member of the family over sixteen had achieved. The second
study asked all individuals over sixteen the same question.
There was a great deal of disparity in the responses. One
of the conclusions was that in order to alleviate the res-
pondent's feeling of anxiety it would be good to begin the
interview with a question like "Did you get as much education
as you wanted?" (10)
We therefore conclude this section with suggestions for an
improved experiment, ignoring some of the constraints that
were placed on our original endeavor.
The first step of the experiment would be for one of the
researchers to assume a position of professional responsibility
in the office. This would allow the researchers to become
familiar with the general communicational system. This would
also provide a sensitive expert to act as a consultant for
the experiment.
The interviewers would initially be introduced as professionals
rather than students. Armed with the advice of their Trojan
horse their first contact with the office would be individual
pre-interviews with a small number of the office workers to
determine their definitions of "professional interaction",
"communication", "regular contact", etc.
The final questionnaire would list very specific types of
interaction memo, phone call, upward, horizontal, etc.
Depending on how specific the questions could be made (i.e.
whether or not there will be questions as to what constitutes
an adequate response) and how well motivation could be stimu-
lated by the questionnaire, the survey would be conducted as
an interview or a self-enumferative procedure, probably the
former. In either case anonymity would be assured. If inter-
views were used the first question would be open-ended some-
thing to the effect: "Do you find that the communication system
in the office allows you to work as effectively as possible?"
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A list of all the staff members would be provided so as to
encourage accuracy and minimize forgetfulr.ess. Instead of
estimating a contact frequency respondents would be asked
to choose a frequency level, e.g., once a day or more, once
a week, etc
,
The question regarding policy or information centers would
not be included because it is hypothesized to have too high
a threat potential.
This concludes the questionnaire methodology section. The
remainder of the report, unless specifically stated other-
wise, will accept the data as valid.
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III. Methodology of the Analysis
A. Introduction
This section deals with the analysis of the data using clique
theory an computer applications to organizations. First
of all a hrief history of cli nalysis will he presented,
followed "by a discussion of the relevance of the theory to
our hypothesis, which was stated earlier in the introduction
to the paper. Following this will he a description of the
application of clique analysis in this study. The results of
this application will then he discussed, together with some
suggested improvements which could he made in further work.
B. History and Development of Clique Analysis (1)
As modern organization has encroached more ; nd more into the
lives of almost everyone, there has arisen a concern with
how this organization works and thus how it can he controlled
in the interests of those using it for some purpose. As
technology and specialization of lahor made the former methods
of organizing labor ohsolete, new forms emerged and replaced
old structures with increasingly specialized forms. As
Thompson says, "the predominant form or organization is a
highly rationalized and impersonal integration of a large
number of specialists co-operating to achieve some announced
specific objective." (2) When a hierarchy of authority is
erimposed on these specialists we have what was defined
"by 'Veber as a "bureaucracy. This superimposition of course
creates Lome conflicts within the organization, and much of
the study of organizations in recent years has been devoted
to establishing the nature of this conflict and deciding how
to resolve it. "Increasingly large amounts of time, effort,
and thought are expended on the securing of co-operation. " (3)
These studies of organization have brought many results in
the form, of theories of how people should be managed to pro-
e optimal results. Again, according to Thompson:
Essentially, modern management comoines the group-iden-
tification approach and that of the individualistic
command, despite the fact that in actual ice the
two are basically incompatible. The group-identifica-
tion approach is manifested by an emphasis on teams,
teamwork, and gr decision; upon the attempt to
achieve organization-wide loyalties; upon moral
building, and the employment of sociologists and
psychologists to build "human r ms" into the
work situation. . .
.
(4)
These theories of organization notwithstanding, it has been
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observed that other forms of 'sub-organization' arise within
the formal organization. "Many experienced administrators
are so impressed with the importance of these non-hierarchical
lines of authority that they "believe the real facts of or-
ganizational structure and operation cannot he shown on an
organization chart." (5)
After the importance of these informal forms which arise
within the formal organizational structure was realized,
efforts to detect how they arose began. One of these lines
of investigation resulted in clique analysis. Before con-
sidering clique detection per se, a paradigmi for viewing an
organization is needeu. One model which has been developed
for looking at the non-hierarchical authority relationships
mentioned above is that developed by Morris F. Friedell in
his article, "Organizations as bemi lattices , " which first
eared in 1967. A brief discussion of semilattices will
help clarify the idea.
Semilattices are defined as partially ordered sets in which
;
every two elements have a least upper bound. A partial
ordering, often called a weak ordering, is a set in which
the relation (read greater than or equal to) has the
properties of rcflexivity (a a, where a is any element in :
the set), antisymmetry (a b and b a implies a=b), and :
transitivity (a b and b c implies a c). An upper bound
of a set is an element such that every element in the set is
less than or equal to that element. A least upper bound is
the lower bound of the set of upper bounds. The normal
form of hierarchy, the tree, is defined as a semilattice
with the special property that any two upper bounds of
a given element are comparable, i.e., one is an upper bound
of the other. (6) Friedell, p. 47
An illustration of each form may help clariiy the idea:
TREE SEMILATTICE
a a
/
s
be \?
/dex d e f
The relation is represented here by a descending path.
In the tree, the two upper bounds of d (b and a) are com-
parable. In the semilattice, b and c, which are both upper
bounds of e, are not comparable.
The interpretation oi this model in human terms translates
the term least upper bound to mean least common superordinate
,
while the relation denotes direct or indirect superordina-
tion. It can be seen that in the tree structure it is
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always clear to whom any conflict should he taken for its
resolution. In the semilattice problems such as this are
less easily resolved. Thus: "Insofar as the generally
desirable goals of securely legitimizing authority and
routinizing tasks are achieved, the relation of ordering,
and with it the danger of conflicting orders, will lose
Lience." (7)
Given the possibility that this semilattice structure already
exists as an infernal substructure in an organization, it
would be useful to detect it so that the formal arrange-
ment of the organization could be modified to reflect this
informal structure rather than being in conflict with and
possibly impeding it. The method of detecting this informal
structure which will be discussed here is called clique
analysis
.
One of the methods developed for this type of analysis is
based on manipulation of the group matrix. This matrix is
defined in the following manner: "All the elements in the
matrix are either zero or one. If there are n persons in
the group, then the matrix is square and of order n, i.e.
n by n. The element in the i, j Cell is taken as 1 if and
only if person i is in the given relation to person j, and
is zero otherwise, (by "in the relation tdu could be meant
for example, "talks to", "influences", etc.) The elements
lying in the diagonal are zero by convention." A clique is
defined as a maximal subgroup of at least three members in
which each member is in the relation to every other member.
(3) After this matrix is constructed, the matrix is manip-
ulated in such a way as to reveal the cliques in the group
portrayed by the matrix.
A second method of clique detection was developed by Charles
H. Hubbell in 1963 and presented in a 1965 article. This
method used the basic approach of Leontief input-output
analysis to determine the cliques in a group, and will be
discussed in more detail later.
Based on the first method mentioned above, computer methods
of decomposition of the group matrix into cliques have
been developed, and more recently special emphasis has been
placed on the recomposition of the subgroups or cliques
into a semilattice structure, avoiding the tendency of
earlier methods to divide the problem into an artificial
tree structure with no overlap. The program called VTCON 3,
developed by Charles L. Owen was used in this study. It
consists of a decomposition algorithm and a recomposition
algorithm. (9). This program was also used by • L Patton
in his study of the physical location requirements of the
Illinois State Government in Springfield. (10) A more
complete discussion of clique analysis and the program will
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"be contained in the application portion of this section.
C. Relevance of Clique Analysis to the otudy
In considering the relevance of the clique analysis to the
study of planning in Indianapolis/Marion County, one fact
must he made clear at the outset. There was a lack of. a
thorough understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of
clique analysis in the form which was used. This lack of
understanding led to an expectation that the program could
deliver more than it in fact could, and thus adversely
affected the results of the study. The situation is analo-
gous to a naive approach to statistics which is made in many
cases, resulting in a choice of hypothesis which can't he
proven or disproven with statistics. A "better understanding
of the complete method would have resulted in different
emphases in forming the hypothesis, structuring the data
collection procedure, etc. Bearing these facts in mind, we
can now consider the relevance of clique analysis to the pro-
blem at hand.
Four primary subsystems which make up an organization have
been identified. (11) These "four are" authority. *_. status,
technical* and groujw. ^discussion .of the. qualifies of each
of them will be helpfulT~ ? .
That authority is one of the main components of an organiza-
tion is certainly true. "The organization exists because
people know their roles, and the generalized roles of super-
ordinate and subordinate are incorporated in the concept of
the hierarchy, which in turn is consistent with the normative
theory of organizations." (12) In. more complex organizations,
when a task arises concerning a subject about which one per-
son is considered to know more than another, the more
knowledgeable person may be assigned to the superordinate
role. In another situation the subordinate in the above
case may be more knowledgeable and thus would be assigned
the superordinate role. It was thought probable that a
subsystem based on this type of authority exchange would
exist in the Planning and Zoning Division, since the above
situation seemed likely to occur there
t
A second social subsystem of an organization is based on
status. Traditionally, rewards such as incentives, promo-
tions, etc., have been used to achieve status within an
organization. lor this system to operate, it is necessary
that the employees be primarily dependent on the organiza-
tion for status ascription. Many professionals, however,
identify more closely with their profession than with the
organization which employs them. Thus other mechanisms for
status achievement develop, and these are likely to give
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rise to subgroups within the organization. Since planning
is, at least currently, "profession oriented", it is likely
that this development has occurred in Indianapolis.
A third subsystem, called technical, has also been identified
within organizations. When many highly developed and differen-
tiated skills are required, competition is reduced. The
dependence of the employee on the organization is reduced,
and the organization becomes somewhat dependent on the
employee.
These three subsystems: authority, status, and technical,
determine the informal organization and give rise to groups
within the formal organization. Since the conditions men-
tioned in all of the above descriptions were thought to
exist in the Planning and Zoning Division, we thought that
these groups would have indeed emerged and could therefore
be identified.
D. The Application of Clique Analysis to the Planning and
Zoning Division
As was discussea earlier, the data for the analysis were
obtained by interviews conducted with the members of the
Planning and Zoning Division. These data were then placed
in a 38 x 38 matrix with each person's list of contacts
occupying a single row. Each column would then be a list
of the people who mentioned the individual whose name is
at the top.
. B C D E
H =
1 1 1 1
10 111
110 10 Figure A
D
E ! l
As mentioned earlie
relation, in this c
while a indicated
of clique detection
metrical, that is,
the item in row B,
sideration that a c
in the original mat
the questionnaire,
matrix symmetrical
r, a 1 in the cell indicated that the
ase a "professional contact 1 exists,
no contact was mentioned. For the method
used here, the above matrix must be sym-
the item in row A, column B must equal
column A. When it is taken into con-
onsiderable amount of assymetry existed
rix, as was discussed in the section on
it can readily be seen that making the
involves a considerable distortion of the
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data. Two sets of data were actually run, one making the
matrix symmetrical by replacing the unmatched pairs with O's
and one making the unmatched pairs equal to l's.
Recalling the earlier discussion(in the questionnaire section)
concerning frequency of contacts reported in the survey, it
becomes apparent that some criteria for counting a contact
as regular had to be developed. The choice was essentially
arbitrary, and may have "severed" some infrequent but im-
portant contacts. Nevertheless, it was decided that no con-
tact with a frequency of less than once every two weeks would
be considered "regular". The X's mentioned earlier were
considered regular contacts. This problem can be partially
corrected for later in the process of the analysis, i.e., when
the recomposition and form solution are carried out).
After the data were assembled and adjusted in the above fashion,
the process of decomposition was begun. Although the com-
puter algorithm for the process is quite complex, the process
itself is quite simple. A brief illustration will be given
using the above data.
First of all, it can easily be seen that the matrix above
can be interpreted as a graphj with a line bec.reen two elements
representing the relation, in this case contact. The graph
corresponding to the above matrix looks like this:
Figure B
C -
Thus, A has contact with B, C, and E, as shown th the one's
in A's row in the matrix. Mow, recall from the above defini-
tion of a clique that at least three members are required,
and they must all be in the relation to each other. The most
elementary clique would be
:
Ay N s Figure C
B
^
C
By performing some operations on the above matrix, the cliques
can be determined. First of all, however, one point must be
made clear. In the above diagram with A, B, and C in a clique
view the lines between them as paths. It can then be seen
that, given two people, say A and B, there must be a path of
length one and a path of length two between them in order
for them to be in the same clique, In this case the paths are
A-C-B and A-B. Now this idea of paths can be applied to the
matrix. Thus, the first row of the matrix could be inter-
preted as follows: there are paths of length one from A to
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B.C.and E but no paths of length one from A to D or from A
to itself. irow that we have established the paths of length
one, all that remains for us to do is find the paths of length
two between the elements; then x\re will be able to identify
the cliques. As it turns out, there is a simple way to do
this. Call the matrix above M and compute "1^ (i.e. 14 times
M, where the elements of M^ are given by the formula
where i and j run from 1 to n).
p
It can be shown that an entry in M shows the number of paths
of length two from the element at the left of the row to the
element at the top of the column. This can easily be verified
by comparing the matrix (squared) to Figure B above.
m?j =g
mikmkj
A B C D E
1 2 1 2 T
2 4-211
12 3 12
2 112 1
E 1
= 1-1
1 2
-,2 Figure D
Again interpreting the first row, there are three paths of
length two from A to itself (i.e. A-E-A, A-B-A, A-C-A) , 2
paths of length two from A to B, 1 from A to C, 2 from A to D,
and 1 from A to E.
Now, remembering that there must be both paths of length one
and tx<ro between any two elements in order for them to be in
a clique, we can form another product denoted A X A, where
the X indicates that the corresponding elements of each
matrix are to be multiplied together. This has the effect
of dropping the paths of length two out where no path of
length one exists between the two elements.
(o 2 1 1
M
2XM =
•2 2 1 9
[1 2 1 0/ Figure E
\ 1 1 0:
\l 1 0/
In looking at the last two rows, we can see that both D and
E are connected to two and only two elements in the required
manner. They thus each belong to one clique, and only one.
Denoting clique by the letter "C",
CD = (D.B.C) Figure F
C
E
= (A,3,E)
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Since D and E are only in one clique each, they need not be
considered any more. If they are dropped out of the graph
(Figure B) all we have left is
A B
I S Figure G
This is also a clique, since it satisfies the requirements.
Thus x*e have a total of three cliques in this case:
B.C.D
A,B,E Figure H
A,B,C
This description is the basis of the process which is gone
through by the computer program in the decomposition phase
of the operation. The output of this section is a list of sets
or cliques meeting the input specifications supplied to the
program. The input matrix in the actual problem is, or course,
far more complex than the example given here, and a more com-
plex algorithm is required to perform the decomposition.
This example only illustrates the process and provides a
basis for furthe discussion. (13)
•
Upon the completion of the decomposition phase, the second
part of the program, called recomposition, begins. This
part of the program does the following:
VTCOJ'T 3«V .generates, a semilattice hierarchical struc-
. ..by reconsidering the distribution of vertices in
the subgraphs of the decomposition; condensing the
first level subsets into a smaller number of second
level sets; and then condensed through successive
higher levels of fewer but larger subgraphs until a
level is reached at which the entire graph is reas-
sembled. (14)
This process is somewhat more complicated than the de-
composition, and hence no discussion will be attempted
here. As will be seen later, this part of the process
is not essential to this particular application of the
analysis.
Once the recomposition is completed, then a form-solution
can be designed. It is here that the weights of the con-
tacts(i.e., frequencies, influence, etc.) can be con-
sidered. The hierarchy given in the recomposition phase
serves only as an aid in designing this solution.
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E. Results of the' Analysis
The result of the application of the clique analysis pro-
cess to the data obtained in the interviews was a list of
cliques, each containing anywhere from three to seven per-
sons. As was mentioned before, the program was run under
two extreme conditions; one made the matrix symmetrical by
replacing unmatched items with l's (Series A) and the other
replaced the unmatched items with 0's (Series B). Samples
from the two lists are shown below.
Series A Series B
1-8-9-23-28-32-35 3-13-1^-31
1-8-9-15-27-32-35 9-28-31-32
1-8-9-13-31-35-36 1-17-32-38
5-8-21-31-3^-35-36 3-9-13-21
It can readily be seen that there is a great disparity be-
tween the two sets of data, again reflecting the earlier
discussed discrepancies in the collected data. Because of
these great differences, one must decide whether an analysis
of either set of data or of a combination of them can tell
us anything about the Division of Planning and Zoning, or
whether this woud just be an academic exercise. It was
decided that the latter was the case. The question then
becomes one of deciding what the cause of these results
was. As mentioned before, the method may have had too
poor a set of data to work with. Another possibility is
that the methodology w.as applied to the data incorrectly.
A third is that the method could not have told us what
wa wanted to know even had the data been correct. A
closer look at the data may help point to the fault.
First of all the question of the reliability of the data
will be considered. It has been mentioned throughout the
report that the matrix of contacts is assymetrical to a
large degree. The section on the questionnaire mentioned
several possible reasons for this phenomenon, and they
will not be repeated here. One result emerged during the
analysis phase of the data, however, T\rhich may help answer
the question of why there were so many unmatched contacts.
To see this result, one of the cliques determined in the
decomposition process will be reconsidered. This is one
of the series A cliques, determined by matching all of
the unmatched contacts. Since the numbers are unimportant
to this discussion, letters will be used to represent the
members of the clique. Another slight modification will
be made. The direction of the contact will also be noted
in this case. A two way contact will be denoted by a double
line; a one way contact will be denoted by an arrow with
the tip at the end of the person contacted. (See Figure I)
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Person
E
D G
A c
B F
32
At first glance the figure may seem rather meaningless, but
a closer look gives some interesting results. The arrow
tips at any particular node represent, in effect, unacknowl-
edged contacts. It can be seen by looking at the figure
that not all of the people in this group have the same
number of unacknowl edged contacts. If the people in this
group are ranked according to their number of unaaknowledged
contacts, they are in the following order;
Unacknowledged Contacts
n
3
2
Interestincly enough, if the above persons were ranked ac-
cording to their status as given in the organization chart,
the ranking would remain the same. Many of the other cliques
follow a similar pattern. These results can be interpreted
in the following manner without distorting them: the only
contacts which were mentioned by a person were those which
were important to him, and the only ones which were important
to him were those with people above him in the organization.
This statement d'3S not hold strictly, but there are not a
significant number of contradictions to deny the existence
of a pattern: in other words, the 'forgetfulness' in the
interviews was by no means random.
As far as the analysis is concerned, this result in itself
does not mean much, however. It is probable that what has
been uncovered is some combination of subgroups based on
the four factors previously mentioned, i.e. authority,
status, technical, and group. The above results certainly
indicate consciousness of status or authority within the
Division.
The next obvious question is where do we go from here?
From looking at the above results, an indication of the
changes needed can, to a certain degree, be seen.
First of all, we can note that the most important fact that
we have to work with is the assymetry of the matrix and its
pattern. We also know, however, that the method of clique
analysis used here works only with symmetrical data. Thus
it would seem that a different method is needed to uncover
the type of structure we are looking for. It is true that
this assymetry can be combined with the method of analysis
used here when designing the form solution; however, the
fact remains that the artificial symmetry is used to find
the cliques, and in this case, at least, has resulted in
very little differentiation between cliques.
It would seem that another method of detecting cliques, one
in which the input matrix need not be symmetrical, would be
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more suited to this particular problem. Such a method
exists, and was presented in a 19&5 article by Hubbell
.
This method is similar to in principle to that used in
Leontif Input-Output Analysis. Instead of the zero's and
one's in the matrix of the above method, this one uses
a normalized row vector to represent each person's "re-
lations" and the matrix need not be symmetrical. A few
other qualities of this method which would seem to make
it useful in the problem at hand are 1) an individual can
be integrated into a clique through a few strong bonds,
perhaps better than many weak ones and 2) measures of
influence, if they can be obtained, can be inserted in the
group matrix. The specifics of this method are too
complex for further discusstion here. (15)
F. Conclusions
The only conclusion which can be reached from the above dis-
cussion is that the methodology which was chosen for the
analysis was probably the wrong one. Host of the applica-
tions of this method have been in design of physical sys-
tems on a large scale. It seems that more differentiation
than is present within smaller groups is necessary. The
fact that there is little differentiation spatially be-
tween the members of the Planning and Zoning Division makes
communication easier and therefore each contact is less
significant than it would be if the members of the Division
were physically separated to a greater degree. It is felt
that the above suggested model would probably be able to
include more of the differentiating factors, especially
those under the heading of status and authority. If this
other model were to be used, different questions would also
have to be asked in the questionnaire.
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IV. INTERACTION BETWEEN THE DIVISION OF PLANNING &
ZONING.
The purpose of analyzing the interaction between the
division of Planning & Zoning and other agencies and
organistaions was to shed light on some of the questions
raised during our earlier contact with planning agencies
in Springfield, 111, We wanted to make clear which agen-
cies and organisations had close relationships with
the agency incharge of preparing comprehensive plans
for the community and also to find out the channels
of interaction between agencies. We assumed that our
interviews with the planners in the division of Plan-
ning and Zoning would provide us with data on outside
contacts that could be analyzed by the computer program
referred to earlier: However, the data collected on
external contacts were found not suitable for the com-
puter analysis and the idea of testing our hypothesis
by analysing external contacts was abandoned.
The reliability of the data obtained from the interviews
has been discussed earlier in the report and proved to
be low. The discussion was primarily based on an analysis
of the internal contacts in which we were able to cross-
check the information given by one planner (A) about
his interaction with another planner (B), with the in-
formation that B gave on his interaction with A. For
data on external contacts we had no means of control-
ling the reliability. There is no doubt that the metho-
dological mistakes in our survey also affected the data
on external contacts but to what extent we don't know.
Two of the reasons for discrepancies in the data on
the internal contacts are likely to have less impact on the
data on external contacts. While it has been difficult
to separate social from professional contacts between
planners within the division, we can assume that exter-
nal contacts identified were only concerned with the
tasks of the interacting persons, Furthermore, we have
assumed that there was less probability that the per-
son interviewed felt threaten by our inquiry on his
external contacts than on matters concerning his rel-
ations with colleagues within the division.
On the basis of these assumptions, but with all the
limitations in mind, we compiled the material from the
interviews in the hope it would shed some light on the
interaction between the division and other participants
in the planning process.
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From the 38 interviews we identified a total of 177
regular links of interaction beteeen planners within
the division and other agencies and organisations. For
21.0 percent of these contacts no frequency was stated
by the person interviewed but for those contacts we have
assumed a frequency of one occasion of interaction per
month. A smaller number of contacts with frequencies be-
low one occasion of contact per month has been excluded
from the analysis. A few contacts had to be excluded
because the agency /organisation could not be identified
by name. These contacts; however, were only made by
one planner, had low frequency, and were assumed to be
of less importance.
The interview-survey was supposed to present the exter-
nal contacts in terms of the name of person contacted,
his/her position, and the name of the agency or organ-
isation he/she represented. The material does not permit
identification of the-names,.of all persons contacted.
Furthermore, in some cases the name of the agency and
in some the name of an office within that particular
agency was presented though both contacts referred to
the same office. In these situations the name of the
agency was chos- n and the total number of agencies and
organisations identified was thereby - reduced ' to 5^.
These agencies and organisations are presented in table
1. under five headings: Federal Government Agencies,
State Government Agencies, Local Government Agencies,
Community Organisations, and other Organisations. Local
Government Agencies include Unigov agencies, County
Agencies and other agencies controlled by local govern-
ment but not within the Unigov structure and here called
Independent Government Agencies. Community Organisations
include a variety of non-profit agencies and organisations.
Three of these organisations , namely Hospitals, Churches an
and neighborhood Associations are actually groups of several
independent organisations. Other Organisations include
Institutions of Higher Education, Private Consulting Firms,
and Other Private Firms.
The contacted agencies are in table 1. presented, within
each heading, listed in order of the extent of their inter-
action with the division of Planning & Zoning measured
by the number of regular contacts, i.e. number of planners
within the division they have contact with. From the table
can be seen that if ranked according to the frequency
of contacts , i . e. the total number of single occasions
of interaction per month, the order would differ. However,
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as. pointed out earlier the information on the frequency-
was not complete and some of the contacts with unknown
frequency might have much more frequent occasions than once
a month as assumed.
Figure 1,2, and 3 illustrate how the total amount of
interaction is distributed among the different types of
agencies and organisations. As the contacts can be of- very
varying frequency (Highest frequency in the data was 80
occasions of interaction per month, approximately equi-
valent with k occasions a day), the amount of interactoon
has been measured both in terms of total number of contacts
and frequency. The result was somewhat different depending .
on the criteria used but the main characteristics remained.
In figure 3- » however, one single contact between the div.
of Planning & Zoning and the div. of Housing with very high
frequency changed the characteristics considerably.
Table 2. lists the 38 planners ranked in order according
to the number of regular external contacts they identi-
fied. In order to see if the great difference in number of
regular contacts (ranging from to 24) was correlated with
the planners portion within the division, a comparison
was made. The correlation was low, and as can be seen in
table 2, there were planners on lower levels with several
regular contacts as well as planners on higher levels with
few contacts. During our visit to the div. of Planning
& Zoning we were informed about the procedures for assigning
planners to jobs within the Unified Planning Program. It
was pointed out that planners, no matter what position,
when assigned to and in charge of a job, were given
responsibility and authority to conduct his task with great
independance. as seen from table 2. , our data don't indicate
that this has had any effect on the number of regular con-
tacts. Furthermore, the assignment to several different
jobs doesn't neccessarily mean that the planner will be
interacting with more agencies.
Similar comparisons were undertaken separately for contacts
with federal government agencies, and with contacts with
state government agencies. The same characteristics apply *':
also on these contacts. However, x^e were aware that the
U.P.P. doesn't include all jobs performed within the division,
that the nature and extent of the individual jobs vary, and
consequently our comparison is crude.
Our data don't permit us to determine why the number
of regular external contacts identified by the planner
within the div. of Planning & Zoning varies, but indicate
that other factors than position and job-assignments might
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be. more. determinant. These factors might be the type of
job 'assigned to the planner or the personalities involved
but also, and perhaps most .important, the methodology used
in the interview-survey. However, in spite of these limita-i
tions we believe that the information as presented in table
1. and in figure 1.-3. reflects the main characteristics-.--
the extent and nature of interaction between the div. of
Plann ng & Zoning and other agencies and organisations"
during a time-period preceeding our survey.

Table 1. List of agencies contacted by planners within the division
of Planning & Zoning, and extent of interaction .
Agency contacted X X = Number of regular contacts 1
)
... = Total frequency of " 2)
Federal Government Agencies .
Environmental Protection Agency x'x'x'x X
Dept. of Housing & Urban Developm. '*.'"*
Dept. of Health, Education & "Jelf. x*\*X*
Federal Highway Administration y'x y
Veteran Administration y
State Government Agencies .
Highway Commission
x'x'x'x'x'x*
Ofc. of Community Affairs x'x X
Board of Health X*X*'"
Dept. of Natural Resources
x'\""
Local Government Agencies
.
£ounty_Agenc ie_s .
County Data Processing Central XXX
Dept. of Public V/elfare x X
County Auditors OfC. X*
Sheriff's Dept. X
County Surveyor X.
Unigov_Agenci
_
.
Dept. of Transportation x'x'x'x'x'x'x'x'x'x'x'x'x X X
Dept. of Public V/orks
x'x'x'x'x'x'x'x'x'x X
Dept. of Parks & Recreation X X X X X X
City-County Council X X X X X
Mayors Ofc. % X*x"'
Dept. of Public Safety jr' ''
Dept of Administration XXX
1) Each X represents one regular contaaft.?between aier andc.the. agency,
2) " . two single occasions per month for interaction.

Table 1 . Continued.
Agency contacted
Uni_goy__A__;encie s_, _con__
.
Dept. of Metropolitan Development
Div. of Urban Renewal
Div. of Code Enforcement
Div. of Buildings
Div. of Housing
X X = Number of regular contacts
... = Total frequency of
X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X
X X X X
X
_Ind.e_ge_nd_a.nt Public Agencies.
The Health & Hospital Corp.
Indpls. Model Cities Program
Indpls. Airport Authority
Indpls. Public Schools
Housihg Authority
Community Organisations .
Neighborhood Groups
Manpower Inc.
Community Action Against Poverty
Flannerhouse Homes Inc.
Metropolitan Health Council
Neighborhood Homes Inc.
Churches
Hospitals
American Legion
Community Service Council
Legion of Y/omen Voters
M. C. lAss.../ f . Mentally- Re.t. Children x
Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce
Other Organisations
.
_Ins_ti tut ions of Higher Education.
X X X X X X
X X X X X
• • • •
X X X X X
• • *
XXX
•
X X
X X X X X
X X X X
• • • •
XXX
•
XXX
X X
X X
X X
• • •
X X
• •
X X
X
IU - PU, Center for Urban Studies
Marion College
X X X X X

Table 1 . Continued.
Agency contacted X X = Number of regular contacts
...
= Total frequency of
Institutions_of Highe^Education^ £ont_
Indiana Central College
Butler University
Private _Concultants_.
Attorneys
Perry Associates
Barton Ashman
Other Pri_vat£ Firms.
Electric Sign
Indiana Bell Telephone Co.
WFVN Television
Indiana National Bank
X
X
XXX
• • •
X X
X
• •
X
X
X
•
X
Figure 1 . Distribution of interaction between the div. of Planning &
Zoning and Governmental Agencies, Co.-.nunity Organisations and Others ,
a) By number of regular contacts,
(percentual shares)
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Fiigure 2. Interaction between the div. of Planning it Zoning and depart-
ments within the Consolidated Government for Indianapolis - ~';.rion County.
a) Percentual distribution of
number of regular contacts.
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Figure 3« Interaction between the div. of Planning £ Zoning and other
divisions within the department of Metropolitan nt.
a) Percentual distribution of
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V. Summary and Conclusions
W. G. Cochran, in an article entitled "The Planning of
Observational Studies of Human Populations," has mentioned
two criteria by which a study proposal should be judged:
1) If the investigator succeeds in answering the
questions that he proposes to answer, will this
be a worthwhile contribution to our knowledge...?
2) If the investigator does what he proposes to do, is
he likely to answer the questions that he proposes
to answer? (1)
The first of these questions, we feel, could be answered
affirmatively. If the informal structure exists and can be
identified, bath of which possibilities we have argued
are probably the case, there would certainly be implications
concerning the improvement of planning in Indianapolis, as
was mentioned in the Introduction.
The second and third parts of the paper were addressed to
the answering of the second question above. We have seen
many possible reasons why the question asked was not answered.
In section II tAe flaws in the questionnaire and the inter-
view technique were reviewed. The ambiguity of the ques-
tionnaire and the naive interview technique were seen to be
possible sources of bias. The threat potential of the ques-
tions was also seen as a possible source of error. Remedies
for these problems were proposed, including a technique for
obtaining clear and relevant questions to be placed in a new
questionnaire. Suggestions were also made for an improved
method of administering this new questionnaire.
In section three the problems encountered beyond the interview
stage were reviewed. The problem of the lack of data in a
form suitable for the technique used was discussed. We
also saw there some patterns in the data which suggested
needed modifications in the analytic technique used, together
with a proposal for the modified technique.
Judging from the accumulated effects of these problems, then,
we can see in retrospect that we should have been able to
answer no to the second question posed above. But as usual,
hindsight is far superior to foresight.
In section four the outside contacts were examined. We saw
there that there was no clear correlation between position
and number of outside contacts. A description of the exis-
ting contacts and the agencies which were contacted was also
given in that section.
Overall, we can state unequivocally neither that informal
structures exist in the Division of Planning and Zoning, nor
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not that any firm conclusions can be reached about the outside
contacts encaged in by members of that Division. As stated
throughout this report, the primary reasons for these un-
certainties and others as ttfell were inadequacies in our meth-
odology and circumstances beyond our control.
Since we cannot state unequivocally that informal structures
exist, it appears that further discussion concerning the
reasons for the existence of these structures would be inap-
propriate. In light of this consideration a discussion of
the implications resulting from the existence of informal
structures for effecient and effective planning within the
Division, and in relation to its interactions with various
outside departments and agencies, atLso appears inappropriate,
J'urthermore , it would be presumptuous at this time to address
the questions of whether or not the Department should con-
sider reorganization; or whether the formal structure should
be more closely adhered to due to the findings of this study.
In conclusion, although few definite results have been shown
here, hopefully the potential usefulness of studies of this
sort can be seen.
If time-series data were collected, the changes in the organi-
zation over time could be monitored, hopefully pointing out
potential trouble spots and places where procedural improve-
ments^are needed.
This report hopefully serves to show the areas where improve-
ments can be made and the directions that these improvements
should take so that this useful eveluation mechanism can be
developed.
Footnotes
1. Zellner, Arnold (ed), Readings in Economic Statistics and
Econometrics
, Little 3rown & Co. Boston, 1968, p. 12.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with S'.all area planning in Indianapolis
in conjunction vith a studio class, Urban Planning 337. Some
general background regarding this particular type cf planning
in Indianapolis and hew it fits into the planning structure
will be discussed first to set the framework. The background
of this particular study nnd the questionnaire on attitudes
of planners and leaders aLout B itler-Tarkington will then be
discussed, first generally in terms of the area chosen, then
specifically in our hypothesis, assumptions and methodology.
The results cf our study are enr.umerated next. These are grouped
into topics and presented in the order which they were asked in
the questionnaire. The major conclusions, implications, and
an evaluation of the survey will then be discussed.

II.
In this chaptei the ir --all area . -g will be dis-
cussed in terss of its vernment I
County, including It aals and :s sore
abstract benefits and problem as a strategy for planning. - ly.
small area planning will be n - as it relates to a specif
neighborhood in Indianaoolis.
—
-alization of scall area p 2 into the entire process has
been a rather recent c: ion County. The adoption of
the General Land Us rion County in 1965 whit" mil.wet
a guideline for tl tan Developoent Commission la t e loca-
tion of private development and public facilities becase the impe:
for initiating saail ares 1 arming in this regicn. With adoption of
the plan the Division "g divided the county in-
to 107 residential Bubareas rder to accomplish eore detailed
olanning. ' It was in order to rev: e -he General Land
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. elopment Commission. I Ltloi
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Naturally, once t sail area planning had been ma
strategies had to be develop- erning the delineation of the
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ning process, alt : lved an
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Each area had tc . tail sither a majority of ir of a
similar chare:
-nt of such magnitude to create a t-
nity of interest v. e boundaries of the
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features such as f major thoroughfa
and special use are: or in-
dustrial develo r rjents.
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With the large number of delineated small areas, the following cri-
teria were applied to the selection of subareas for planning efforts:
1. The subarea was impacted by the development of metropolitan
facilities such as freeways.
2. The subarea was seriously affected by forces influencing the
redistribution of population, enterprise, and employment to
the degree where it becomes a metropolitan problem.
3. The subarea contains a major concentration of employment or
region serving centers for education, cultural activities,
or medical treatment, and the subarea environmental con-
ditions or physical problems are such that they directly
affect the metropolitan functioning of such facilities.
4. The sound development of metropolitan facilities in or through
the subarea is dependent on the adjustment of local land-
use, and/or street patterns.
5. The subarea is heavily affected by arterial streets carrying
intrametropolitan or regional traffic and requires special
treatment to avoid or minimize adverse effects of such
movement.
6. There clearly appears to be a strong potential for joint de-
velopment involving both metropolitan facilities and local
community development
.
(5)
From the above list it is clear that subareas are selected primarily
on the basis of the quality of its relationship to the entire metro-
politan area. Discounting the sixth point, three of the remaining
five criteria (numbers 2, 3, 4,) imply that a subarea will be consi-
dered for planning only when its problems begin to affect the entire
area. The remaining two criteria (numbers 1 and 5) make selection
of a subarea dependent on its being adversely affected by metropolitan
facilities. We would agree that the preservation of the institutions
and general quality of life of a metropolitan area is essential to
the uniqueness and vitality of that area, and in the long run can
save great expense for major rehabilitation efforts and would also
insure the continuation of the quality of the metropolitan area. How-
ever, we would also suggest that adherence to these criteria might
possibly result in the rejection of other subareas whose locational
or institutional configuration is of no metropolitan significance,
yet the area is afflicted by other forces which affect all -urban areas
such as poverty, poor education, and disease which in the long run
can have just as severe a deletorious effect of the whole area as the
neglect of those institutions which are of metropolitan importance.
Of course one t basic question is why become involved with small area
planning in the first place. The Metropolitan Planning Department
states the overall reason as "...the size and variety of conditions
within the metropolitan area make it necessary to delineate subareas
within and for which more detailed inventories, analyses, policies,
plans and development programs may be prepared and in which public in-
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terest and participation can be generated and effectively brought to
bear in planning activities.' (6) The benefits of snail area planning
are many and far outweigh the problems that result from this type of
planning approach. The planning department and other agencies are
forced to look at these areas as unique entities with their own assets
and liabilities. From the government point of view their work is fa-
cilitated by working with more manageable sized land areas. More
meaningful goals, policies, and development programs can result fi
the concentration of the planning agency, other city departments, and
citizens on one specific area. The resulting greater specificity of
goals and policies serves as ' etter guidelines for public agencies
and private developers. Small area planning forces the planner out of
the office and into contact, however uncomfortable it may be, with his
clientele. Hopefully, a greater sensitivity can result. For the ci-
tizen, there is the possibility to learn how the planning process
works, thus dispelling unnecessary myths and fears, and hopefully the
realization of the difficult position of the planner in his need to
be accountable to the entire metropolitan area, not just one neigh-
borhood .
Problems associated with small area planning may be considered in
three basic categories: conflict; delay; and citizen participation.
The more groups that are initiated into the olanning process, and the
more sincere to make their participation meaningful, the greater the
potential for conflict not only between the subarea and the planning
department, but between subareas themselves. Of course, any type of
conflict will probably cause delay as compromises are attempted.
There is also the possibility that a negative decision to a neighbor-
hood proposal by the final authority, the Metropolitan Development
Commission, will leave that area embittered and discouraged to try
additional planning efforts. The question of citizen participation
is extremely difficult. If the planning agency chooses to work sole-
ly with an established neighborhood organization, how can planners
be sure the organization is a representative one, or even hov does
one go about determining that fact. If there is not an organization,
there is the question of gathering support for the planning effort,
and trying to determine the sentiments of the citizens. Either al-
ternative requires extreme commitment and sensitivity to community
dynamics on the part of the planner.
The process of small area planning in Butler-Tarkington bef.an in 1968
as a result of neighborhood effort over several years to or tain assis-
tance in developing a land-use plan. (7) "It was because of the en-
croaching problems and the citizen desire for metropolitan assistance
that Butler-Tarkington was chosen as one of the first area units in
Marion County to receive intensive analysis and subarea recommenda-
tions. This particular area drew attention because of the success-
ful racial integration within its residential area, which set an ex-
ample for the metropolitan area.' (8)
••
...
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Briefly, planning for Butler-Tarkington was accomplished through
the efforts and contacts between the Division of Planning and Zoning
and the Butler-Tarkington Neighborhood Association (BTNA). BTNA is
a highly structured organization enjoying wide community support.
Specific responsibility for planning devolved upon the Long Range
Planning Committee (LRPC) , one of numerous functional committees with-
in BTNA. Formulation of goals and objectives for the plan involved
great effort to insure everyone had a chance to be heard. BTNA com-
mittees held public hearings, and an attitude survey was undertaken
to sample the opinions of those individuals who had nd.direct con-
tact with BTNA. Different alternatives to problems were discussed,
and in some instances of conflict the citizen approach was adopted.
Because of the highly developed contact between neighborhood and plan-
ner, and the belief in the Division of Planning and Zoning that
Butler-Tarkington could serve as an excellent example for this type
of relationship, we chose to study this neighborhood as an example
of small area planning. Our rationale for this choice will be more
fully explained in Chapter IV.
1
III. HISTORY AND DEMOGRAPHY
OF BUTLER-TARKINGTON
Butler-Tarkington is located three miles directly north of down-
town Indianapolis, and is surrounded by urban and suburban resi-
dential development. The strong identification with the neighbor-
hood by the residents is further aided by the existence of strong
physical boundaries: 38th Street on the south; Route 421, the
canal, and Westfield Boulevard on the west; and Meridian Street
on the east. The subarea may be broadly described as a middle-
class, middle-income integrated neighborhood consisting primari-
ly of single-family owner-occupied homes. In 1968 the population
of Butler-Tarkington was 9,953.(9)
Development of Butler-Tarkington began in the southern portion
during the late 1920' s, and proceeded northward with most construc-
tion occurring by 1940. The relocation of Butler University to its
current site in 1928 was a further impetus to the development of
the area. (10) During the 1950 's Butler-Tarkington experienced a
strong influx of black families particularly in the southern area.
The resulting panic selling by whites threatened the stability of
the neighborhood and the maintenance of a racial balance.
At this time several black and white families established
BTNA with the goal of maintaining a quality residential
environment in the atmosphere of racial
integration. (11) To a great extent
stabilization has taken place, and
BTNA is still actively pursuing its
goals.
Westfield
Blvd.
Demographically Butler-
Tarkington is not a typical
neighborhood, nor is it af-
fected by the pathologies
that afflict other urban neigh
borhoods. For both black and
white residents according to
almost every measure, the
neighborhood is in a more
advantageous position than
the county as a whole. For
instance, in 1960 the median
number of school years com-
pleted for those individuals
25 years or older was 11.4
for Marion County, and 13.0
years for Butler-Tarking-
ton. (12) The average year-
ly income for the subarea
was $10,000, while the
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county average was $7,300.(13)
Yet, there are differences within the area. For example, in 1968
over the entire neighborhood 57.1 percent of the residents were
black, and 42.9 percent were white. However, these percentages
are not evenly distributed throughout the area. The southern por-
tion (38th Street to 43rd Street) is 88.4 percent black, the central
section (43rd Street to 52nd Street) is 40. 5. percent black, and the
northern portion (52nd Street to the intersection of Westfield Bou-
levard and Meridian Street) is only 4.9 percent black. (14) When
problems which may be viewed as typically urban occur in Butler-
Tarkington, these usually arise in the southern section, and are
more severe than their occurrence in the whole neighborhood. This
may be primarily due to its age (35.0 percent of the houses are o-
ver 50 years old), and to its relatively more dense development. (15)
Examples of these particular problems include structural deteriora-
tion and the lack of recreation space. In 1960 in Butler-Tarkington
the greatest percentage of overcrowded units, 7.4 percent, occurred
in the southern portion. However, this is still well below the
county average of 11.7 percent. (16)
The relatively advantageous position of Butler-Tarkington along with
its active neighborhood association which has recognized these pro-
blems and has sought professional help to remedy them gives the
subarea a chance to survive in its present form.

IV. BACKGROUND OF THE - STUDY
Our study dealt with Butler-Tarkington, a small area or
neighborhood in Indianapolis. Such background material as the
rationale for selecting this area, our assumptions and our
specific hypothesis will be discussed in this section. First,
why did we pick Butler-Tarkington? Our main reasons were because
the planning staff had worked with the area, has a plan and en-
couraged us in this direction. Butler-Tarkington has a strong
neighborhood organization. "BTNA (Butler-Tarkington Neighborhood
Organization) existed ten years before the comprehensive land
use plan was initiated. Its structure allowed individual residents
to communicate through various committees and offered a positive
way to disseminate information to all residents. "(17) The planners
worked with BTNA to develop the plan for that area. The plan-
ning staff pointed to this interaction as a model for the rest
of the city. They feel that successful citizen participation
has reached a new height there. "Due to the logical organization
of BTNA, the relationship of the entire association with the
planning process, and the various means used to promote area-
wide citizen interest, this organization will be used as a primary
example of successful resident involvement as related to neigh-
borhood planning. "(18) In fact, other organizations were advised
to refer to BTNA as a model. "All interested neighborhood or-
ganizations should refer to the planning process undergone in
Butler-Tarkington and the Butler-Tarkington Subarea Report, which
fflill give an example of planning principles and how the neighbor-
hood related to the urban area." (J^)The Subarea Plans Work Paper
even emphasized this point in its conclusion. "By citing the
BTNA as an example of a successful organization, this paper has
hopefully encouraged and made it easier for other neighborhood
organizations to devise similar approaches which will result
in long-term benefits to their subarea's future. The resulting
organization will depend upon individual subarea characteristics,
but the basic guides provided by citizen groups such as BTNA
will help to suggest procedures for organization and for its
relation to the planning process ." (20)The planning department
felt communication with Butler-Tarkington had been so good that
this area could serve as a model of effective small area planning
to the rest of Indianapolis. By selecting Butler-Tarkington
for our study, we felt we would have the one area that the planners
knew the most about. If they could identify factors in any small
area, it would be Butler-Tarkington. If leaders and planners would
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A third group of assumptions concerned the respondents.
Rational answers- that is, their answers responded to the question-
logically consistent answers throughout the questionnaire, and
honest answers to the questions- that is, they were not trying
to trick us- were all taken for granted. We also assumed the
respondents had some knowledge of the area, and they responded
vis a vis their roles. (Planners answered as a planner would,
not just as any individual.) We also make a fourth group of
assumptions concerning the leaders. We took as given the fact
that leaders could be considered as a group with common ideas
because of their role.' We assumed there were no particular
characteristics about the people we asked to identify leaders
which would prevent a representative sample of a level of leader^
ship (mostly organized, not revolutionary types). Also, we
considered married couples as two people representing very similar
views. Thus, we interviewed only one of the two people.
The fifth set of assumptions concerned the planners.
Again, we felt a certain homogeneity existed among planners
vis a vis their profession so that we could consider them to be
a group. We also felt that the publication of the planning
department, Metropolitan Subarea Plans Work Paper: Neighbor-
hood Organization a guide to Local Planning Procedures
,
plus
fh-j comments of various planners which point to Butler-Tarkington
as a model were indicative of the views of the planning staff
in general. We have placed our ideas in the above five cate-
gories for clarity. These groupings comprise our major assump-
tions .
I. I
V. METHODOLOGY
Basically, the methodology can be broken down into five
steps. First, we decided to study attitudes and perceptions
of people about neighborhoods. We anticipated that the only really
feasible way for us to ascertain attitudes was by some sort of
survey technique. We certainly could not find attitudes in the
library. For the reasons already ennumerated, we picked Butler-
Tarkington. In addition to being a model for planning, it was a
fairly manageable size for our team of three students. Steps two
and three were chronologically synonomous at times. We still
separate them entirely for purposes of explanation. Second, we
had to pick a sample. Although we wanted to survey citizens, who
we felt could be the best indicators of the real attitudinal cli-
mate of the area, time limits of one semester and staff restrictions
prohibited surveying this group. We decided citizen leaders
would provide the best approximation of true feelings that we
could use. We would compare citizen leaders' ideas with those of
the planners. We picked the leaders in much the same way as Hunter
did in Atlanta. That is, we asked leaders in Butler-Tarkington
to name other individuals whom they considered to be leaders. We
repeated this process several times. We finally contacted twelve
leaders and interviewed eleven of them. One of the leaders was
unavailable on the day we interviewed. (These were two Fridays, April
16 and 23.) The planners were chosen in a similar way. We tabulated
the results of seven planners; we interviewed eight but had to re-
move one from our sample due to his inadequate knowledge about the
subject. Third, we designed the questionnaire. We had a general
hypothesis, already discussed, plus specific hypotheses for each
section and objectives for each question. We sought the advice of
several people involved in survey work, and we pretested the
questionnaire on some friends and teachers. A pretest on people
similar to those we would interview was impossible because of dis-
tance, staff size and time limitations, and limited sample size of
both leaders and planners. The planners' questionnaire was very
similar to that of the leaders'. Obviously, the word planner was
replaced by leader (i.e.. What do you think the leaders would say
about that?). The questions that did not apply to planners (i.e.,
friendships in Butler-Tarkington) were deleted. Also, part of this
field work stage were the personal interviews where we administered the
questionnaire. One or two of us were present along with the person
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being interviewed. These took place both in offices and homes
in Indianapolis. These interviews were preceded in every case by
pre-scheduled appointments. Usually one of us called the person
first, explained who we were and what our project was, and then
make an appointment. In the case of the planners, the adminis-
trative assistant in the Department of Metropolitan Plan-
ning, Mr. Depew, assisted us in making some of the appointments
in the planning department. We selected personal interviews
because of their speed and contact with the people. We could
probe answers, and respondents seem to take more interest in a
topic if the person is physically there. Step four was data
reduction. Because our sample size was so small, We felt electronic
data processing was not realistic. However, a computer program
to reduce some of the data could easily be written. We
did classify and code responses, and compute some averages,
medians, andstandard deviations where applicable. The weighting
system used was "one man, one vote 1 ' or in other words, every-
one was equal. Using subjective weighting, higher weights to
more knowledgable respondents, was suggested and later rejected
by us because of both the extremely small sample, (separating
one or two people could not show much since the numbers would
be so small) , and the absence of any logical way to categorize
respondent's knowledge. The last step was to analyze the results,
make conclusions and evaluate the study.

VI. FINDINGS- BOUNDARIES
The beginning section of the questionnaire v/as on boundaries and
neighborhood identification, and was designed for two purposes. First,
we wished to begin the interview with a subject area that was rela-
tively concrete and non-controversial in order to gain the trust of
the respondent. Second, we included this section because it was the
most elementary point at which we could begin to test the
planners perceptions about the neighborhood. Areas of concern co-
vered in this portion of the questionnaire include: the neighbor-
hoods that surround Butler University and their boundaries; why the
respondent chose these boundaries- and why he considered it his neigh-
borhood, or in the case of the planners <i neighborhood; the occupa-
tional composition of Butler-Tarkington; and a whole series of ques-
tions concerning common bonds of the area. Because of this elemen-
tary level, the results which did occur were not unexpected and are
presented briefly in this chapter.
All of the leaders and planners identified Butler-Tarkington as
one of the neighborhoods surrounding Butler University, and all of
them chose the boundaries of 38th Street on the south, Meridian Street
on the east, and Route 421, the canal, and/or Westfield Boulevard
on the west. Although we did not expect such an overwhelming re-
sult, it does seem likely that since each of these streets is a ma-
jor thoroughfare, and BTNA and the Butler-Tarkington study done by
the Division of Planning and Zoning have used these boundaries,
that they would be the ones most frequently chosen. When the leaders
were asked to delineate the boundaries of the neighborhood in which
they lived, all but one respondent ( r nercent) chose the Butler-Tar-
kington boundaries. That respondent chose the area from 38th Street
to 44th Street as her neighborhood.
When asked why they picked those particular boundaries, the two
groups replied in the following manner,
Table VI-1
Leader Response Planner Response
Reason Frequency Reason Frequency
1. Specified by 64% 1. Natural Boundaries 59%
BTNA
2. Natural Boundaries 45% 2. Delineated by B-T 29%
Study
3. Common Community 18% 3. Specified by 14%
Interest BTNA
From the data one can see that the groups differed in their explana-
tions of boundary choice. For the planners the most important rea-
son was that of strong natural boundaries, while for the leaders who
.!.
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can be assumed to have a stronger identification with the neighbor-
hood stated the most important reason was that these boundaries were
specified by the neighborhood association, BTNA. For the leaders,
the second most important reason was the existence of strong natural
boundaries. It is interesting to note that when the planners stated
that the boundaries were delineated by an outside source, they chose
to name their own study on Butler-Tarkington as that source, rather
than the numerous BTNA publications which had long before chosen
these boundaries.
A question along similar lines asked the leaders why they con-
sidered this their neighborhood, and the planners why they considered
Butler-Tarkington a neighborhood. Discounting the fact that 64 per-
cent of the leaders said it was their neighborhood because they lived
there, the most important reason that Butler-Tarkington could be
called a neighborhood for both groups was because it was organized
and had a sense of unity.
There was a slight difference between leaders and planners in
their perceptions of occupational traits in Butler-Tarkington as a
whole.
Table VI-2
Leader Response Planner Response
Occupation Frequency Occupation Frequency
1. Professional, Tech- 82% 1. Professional, Tech- 100%
nical, and Mana- nical, and Mana-
gerial gerial
2. Clerical and 18%
Sales
Because of the apparent uneasiness on the part of the respondents to
generalize, we subdivided the area into portions south of 43rd Street,
and north of 52nd Street. The results of the first category are
shown below.
Tabl e VI -3
Leader Response Planner Response
Occupation Frequency Occupation Frequency
1. Professional etc. 75% 1. Clerical and Sales 29%
2. No Response 25% 2. Craftsmen and Foremen 29%
3. Professional 14%
4. Laborers 14%
5. Operatives 14%
It is obvious that the planners are more split in their answers, and
see the area as having a very different occupational type than the
leaders. For the area north of 52nd Street all the planners and lea-
ders agreed that it could best be described as a "Professional" area.
However, these results are far from concrete since the sample size of
the leaders was only four. This occured because the questions about
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subarea occupational type were added after the interviewing of the
leaders had begun.
The questions concerning common bonds for Butler-Tarkington as
a whole and of certain subareas within the neighborhood were designed
to determine whether Butler-Tarkington was considered as a homogeneous
unit by the leaders and planners, and to see how their perceptions
differed. The overwhelming majority of both groups believed that
Butler-Tarkington as an entity had common bonds. This is illustrated
in Table VI-4 below.
Table VI-4
Does Butler-Tarkington Have Common Bonds
Leaders Planners
Yes 100% 86%
No 0% 14%
When asked what these common bonds were , the following responses were
given.
Table VI-
5
Leader Responses
Bond Frequency
1. Maintain a Quality Residential Area 56%
2. Promote Integration 45%
3. Education 45%
4. Recreation 27%
5. BTNA 9%
6. Maintain Property Values
Planner Responses
9%
Bond Frequency
1- Promote Integration and Maintain
Racial Stability
83%
2. BTNA 33%
3. Maintain a Quality Residential Area 17%
4. Maintain Property Values 17%
Except for the fact that "promote integration" appears high on both
lists (as would be expected, since it is one of the most important
goals of the neighborhood), the lists are quite dissimilar in the
importance attached to different bonds. This is especially true in
the case of maintaining a quality residential area and BTNA. It is
interesting to note that BTNA falls so low on the leaders list since
it appears to be one of the prime factors in the vitality of the
neighborhood and is representative of the area. It is also difficult
to categorize the responses in order to explore whether one group
considers the common bonds in a more social or physical aspect. Both
types appear on the lists and in no particular order. An attempt was
also made to correlate those individuals who stated physical common
bonds with their definitions of racial integration. There was no
correlation between the two sections of the questionnaire.
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When asked whether there were common bonds within Butler-
Tarkington, all of the people responded affirmatively with the ex-
ception of one leader. The two groups rated these common bonds in
the following manner.
Table VI-6
Leader Responses
Bond Frequency
1. Racial 30%
2. Professional 30%
3. Education 30%
4. Recreation 20%
5. Expansion of Butler University 10%
6. Maintain a Quality Residential Area 10%
7. Streets and Traffic
Planner Responses
10%
Bond Frequency
1. Racial 86%
2. Character of Butler University 86%
3. BTNA 28%
4. Promote Integration 14%
From the above data it is clear, as was the case for Butler-Tarking-
ton as a whole, that the leaders mentioned more common bonds within
the area than the planners did. However, there is a difference. A-
side from the fact that both groups placed racial bonds at the top of
their list, planners seem to recognize bonds that are more abstract
in nature such as the character of Butler University, or the interest
in promoting integration, while the leaders were more prone to list
concrete functional areas such as education or recreation.
To investigate common bonds, respondents were asked if they per-
ceived these common bonds as being located in any particular area
of Butler-Tarkington, and if so, to locate the bond geographically.
It was in this area that we found the greatest difference between
leaders and planners.
Table VI-7
Are Common Bonds Located in Geographic Areas
Leaders Planner s
Yes 60% 86%
No 40% 14%
It appears that leaders perceive their neighborhood to be much more
of a unit geographically than planners. Although leaders recognize
common bonds within the area, they believe these to revolve more a-
round personal interests of an individual rather than around geo-
graphic, special interests as do planners. Thus, it would appear
that planners are not as closely attuned to neighborhood perceptions
as they might be in this case. However, one must also recognize that
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this attitude on the part of the leaders might be due to their de-
sire to see the neighborhood as a united, homogeneous unit. Fur-
ther data on this subject is presented below.
Table VI-8
Respondents Who Locate Common Bonds Geographically
Leaders
Bond Frequency
1. Education 67%
2. Recreation 50%
3. Professional 33%
4. Racial 33%
Planners
Bond Frequency
1. Racial 100%
2. Character of Butler University 80%
3. BTNA 50%
This table shows again how much more planners tend to locate common
bonds geographically than do leaders. Of particular interest is the
fact that while 100% of the planners who stated there were common ra-
cial bonds within Butler-Tarkington, located these bonds geographi-
cally, only 33% of the leaders responded in this manner. Those
bonds that are most concrete tend to be highest on the locational
placement list for the leaders. Here again we attempted to draw a
correlation between the willingness on the part of the respondent to
locate the racial bond geographically withinjButlef-rTarkington, and
the definition that person gave of racial integration. In this case
also there was no correlation.
The data for this section is not particularly clear-cut; how-
ever, it does tend to reject the null hypothesis. For the most ele-
mentary of perceptions such as neighborhood boundaries, there was
una imous agreement between the two groups. Starting with the ques-
tions on common bonds for Butler-Tarkington as a whole, there was an
increasing divergence in perceptions between the planners and leaders,
especially in regard to common bonds within Butler-Tarkington and
their geographic location. This trend becomes even more pro-
nounced in the sections on problems and racial integration.

VII. FINDINGS: LEADERSHIP
This section is the least important one of the four sections of
the questionnaire. The data we attempted to gain and that we .actually
obtained is less significant than was found elsewhere in the question-
naire, although some interesting perceptual differences did occur.
This section was designed to obtain data relative to five subject areas.
First, we wanted to see if there were any differences in the persons
whom the two groups considered as leaders and, second, following from
this, whether there was any difference in the reasons why the persons
specified as leaders were chosen as such. Third, we asked both groups
if there were persons that the other group would consider as leaders which
the responding group did not consider leaders and, if the answer was af-
firmative, why this was so. Fourth, we asked the planners a series of
questions to find out if they were aware of BTNA as a neighborhood or-
6anization and if they felt if it represented the views of the residents
of Butler-Tarkington. Lastly, we had hoped that some evidence might ap-
pear from any or all of the questions regarding the possibility of a
leadership group not associated with BTNA.
The table below summarizes the data relevant to our first subject
area regarding those persons considered leaders. In the left hand col-
umn are the names of those chosen as leaders by the leaders in Butler-
Tarkington with their corresponding frequency count and the per cent of
respondents who mentioned that person. The right hand column lists those
most frequently mentioned by the planners. (Where possible, we have listed
the first names.)
Table VII-1
Leader Responses Planner Responses
Name Frequency
Count
% Name Frequency
Count
%
Steve West 10 91 Gene Selminoff 5 71
Carolyn Hawkins 7 64 Dr. Lloyd 4 57
Bob Henderson 6 55 John Neff 3 43
Gene Selminoff 5 46 Steve West 3 43
Mary Lou Rothe 5 46 Carolyn Hawkins 2 29
Culver Godfrey 4 36 Jim Hawkins 2 29
Jim Hawkins 3 27 Culver Godfrey 2 29
Dr. Lloyd 3 27
Ruth Meuller 3 27
Al Ferguson 3 27
(*Please forgive any possible misspellings. Since we did not ask any
i n
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of the respondents to spell the names of those considered leaders, it
is possible that some names are misspelled.)
It is somewhat apparent from the two lists that the leaders con-
sidered more people as leaders. In fact, the average leader gave ap-
proximately eight names while the planners on the average named half
that amount. As we shall see when we consider the second set of data
of this section, this difference may very well be due to the plan-
ners' lesser familiarity with Butler-Tarkington and BTNA.
However, one interesting fact did emerge. There were a considerable
number of names which were found only on one list. For example, in the
table below, the column on the left lists some of those persons listed
as leaders by the leader group but which none of the planners mentioned.
And, once again, the right hand column represents names found on the
planners' list but not on the leaders'.
Table VII-2
Leader Responses Planner Responses
Name Frequency
Count
%
Mary Lou Rothe 5 46
Ruth Mueller 3 27
Al Ferguson 3 27
R. Usher 2 18
Mrs. Lloyd 2 18
Moore 2 18
Dr . Baker 2 18
Name
John weff
Norris
Chetkow
J. Kelley
Frequency %
Count
3 43
1 14
1 14
1 14
The results of the questionnaire do not really indicate why this
occurred. Only in one instance does an intuitve answer appear—Mr.
Neff is a politician with whom some of the planners apparently are
familiar. Of course, this does not explain why his name is absent from
the leaders' responses.
Secondly, we wanted to find out why these persons were considered
leaders. There was no one reason that emerged from the planners' responses.
However, some very obvious reasons were given by the leaders— those listed
as leaders were active, hard workers, and affiliated with and showed
interest in BTNA.
Next, we asked each person if there were persons the other group
would consider leaders which the respondent did not list as a leader.
Roughly half of the leaders thought that the planners would mention other
names, predominantly because the planners would be likely to list the
names of local politicians or public officials. Interestingly enough,
the planners did not mention many politicians or public officials. The
planners, on the other hand, responded (86%) that there would be other
persons the leaders considered as leaders which were not mentioned by
the planners, primarily due to the fact that leaders in Butler-Tarkington
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know more leaders and, naturally, their lists would contain more names.
This was not especially meaningful information but, due to the wording
of the question, was a legitimate answer. (Perhaps a pretesting of the
questionnaire would have resulted in a rephrasing of this question.)
In the final series of questions in this section we asked the plan-
ners a few questions concerning BTNA. All of them knew of the organization
and felt that it represented in general the views of the citizens of
the area.
Throughout this section, we were looking for names or data that
would suggest the possibility of a leadership group outside BTNA.
No such evidence appeared. We did interview one leader who was not a
member of BTNA and who considered her neighborhood as the southern sec-
tion of Butler-Tar king ton. Obviously, she represents a very small sample
and we cannot, therefore, draw any significant findings from her responses.
A previous survey of the area indicated that membership in BTNA was
significantly lower in the southern section than it was in the middle
or north. It would be very interesting to conduct a study to see if
there is a level of local leadership outside BTNA in any of the areas
in Butler-Tarkington. The evidence'- that we have collected suggests
that this is probably not so.
The conclusions which can be drawn from this data are rather ob-
vious. The leader group knows more leaders since they interact with
each other more frequently than they do with the planners. The persons
listed as leaders are considered such primarily because of their hard
work and association with BTNA. The leaders seemed to think that the
planners would associate more with politicians and public officials
residing in the area than apparently is the case. We also found that
the planners were very aware of the formal organization but not overly
aware of the present leadership. Lastly, the planners think that BTNA
represents the general views of the residents of Butler-Tarkington.
With regard to our null hypothesis, it appears that the leaders and
planners share general perceptions about the leadership in Butler-
Tarkington. However, as might be expected, the leaders are much more
aware of the present leadership than the planners are.
<!.J
VIII. FINDINGS: PROBLEMS
Almost every neighborhood in every city in this nation is faced
with certain problems. These problems will vary between neighborhoods.
Neighborhood leaders and city planners normally are and should be aware
of many of these problems. Sometimes, however, their respective views
concerning the problems are not in agreement. It was the general intent
of this section of the questionnaire to test the perceptions of the plan-
ners and the leaders regarding the problems confronting Butler-Tarkington.
More specifically, we designed the questionnaire to yeild five types of
data. First, we wanted to identify how each group ranked the problems
in Butler-Tarkington and how each group thought the other group would
identify the problems. Second, if a respondent felt that the other group
would rank the problems differently, we wanted to know why he felt this
way. Third, we compared the two groups' estimation of subarea problems
—
for example, those that wight be found in tue southern section. Fourth,
we wanted to find out if one group thought that the other group would
recognize these subarea problems. Lastly, we hoped that some meaningful
correlations would appear between answers given in this section and in
the following section on integration.
Regarding the first data we gathered in this section, it is quite
obvious from the table on the next page (Table VIII-1) that the leaders'
and planners' perceptions of the problems differ. The first column (I)
represents the problems as the leaders ranked them in order of importance
while the second one (II) represents the planners' views on how they
thought the leaders would rank them. The third (III) and fourth (IV)
columns are the reciprocal responses. In the third column is found the
planners' estimation of the problems while column four represents the
way the leaders thought the planners would rank the problems.
It is fairly clear from this table that there are clear differences
in perception between the two groups not only on how they rank the prob-
lems but, also, how they thought the opposite group would rank them.
The leaders tended to list problems that are common to many city neighbor-
hoods. However, the perceived importance of such problems as education,
crime, and drugs could indicate that these problems are increasing In
degree within the neighborhood. For example, crime might have been
singled out because of its commonality throughout the nation or because
of an increasing cime rate in Butler-Tarkington. Of special interest,
of course, is the relative importance of racial stability on both of
the lists. This, of course, is due to the fact that, while the neighbor-
hood is considered Indianapolis 's model integrated neighborhood, it is
slowly losing white residents and, if the trend continues, may lose its
'!
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Table VIII-1
Leaders' Estimation of the
Problems
1. Educational Deterioration
2. Variances
3. Racial Stability
4. Crime
5. Drugs
6. Physical Deterioration
7. Property Maintenance
II
Planners' Views on How They Thouglit
Leaders Would Rank the Problems
1. Promoting (or Achieving) Integration
2. Streets and Traffic
3. Racial Stability
4. Physical Deterioration
5. Zoning
6. Butler University
III
Planners' Estimation of the
Problems
1. Physical Deterioration
2. PromotiBg (or Achieving)
Integration
Racial Stability ..
Butler University
Zoning
Environmental Deteri-
oration
IV
Leaders' Views on How They Thought
Planners Would Rank the Problems
1. Crime
2. Educational Deterioration
3. Drugs
2
4. Racial Acceptance ~
5. Physical Deterioration
6. Property Maintenance
7. Stabilize the City -
o. Streets ana Traffic
(1) Tie for fourth.
(2) Tie for fourth.
(3) Tie for sixth.
integrated status.
In examining the four lists, some very important trends become
evident. First, although educational deterioration, crime, and drugs
are considered important problems by the leaders, not one planner men-
tioned them when they listed the problems as they thought the leaders
would. Second, some of the planners saw Butler University as a problem
with regard to its relationship with the neighborhood and its futrre
expansion. None of the leaders, however, listed the university as a
problem. In fact, throughout the whole questionnaire and especially in
this section, the leaders avoided considering the university almost as
if it had no relationship to the neighborhood. Third, the problems
listed by the planners tend to be long-range considerations such as
physical deterioration, stability, and the university. The leaders tend
to perceive the more immediate problems of education or variances as most
important. Interestingly enough, one of the planners predicted that the
leaders would be more inclined to list these more immediate problems.
This view is represented by the position occupied by streets and traffic
in the second column. However, the leaders as a whole did not view this
as a problem. So, while the view was expressed that the leaders would
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identify shorter-range problems, the planners as a whole were unable
to correctly list the problems the leaders considered most important.
As we shall mention in the final chapter, the question (number
30) used to obtain the data in columns two and four was poorly worded.
Due to the formulation of the question
t
some respondents tended to feel
that the other group would list the same problems that the respondent
had. Nevertheless, we feel that the responses were such that the listing
in columns two and four are fairly, but not completely, valid.
Following the questions on the problems we asked those who thought
the other group would rank the problems differently than the respondent
had, why there was this difference in the perception of the problems.
Since 86 per cent of the planners thought the residents would rank the
problems as they had, this question became unnecessary for this group.
However, six of the leaders ranked the problems differently and in their
answers to this question, five of them offered some sort of criticism
of the planners and/or city officials. Some of the answers, while not
statistically significant, are interesting nevertheless. One leadef
felt that the planners really did not want citizen participation and
only went through the motions since they felt that "citizens mess things
up anyway." Another leader felt that planners and city officials were
immoral and that they didn't give a damn. Two leaders felt that the
planners were primarily physically or land use oriented. Interestingly
enough, the planners revealed, at least in their responses in this section,
a good deal of interest in many aspects of more socially oriented planning
as it applied to Butler-Tarkington.
Next, we asked a couple of questions about subarea problems. Es-
sentially, we asked each respondent if there were problems prevalent in
certain subareas, what they were, and where they were located. The
responses of the leaders and planners are listed in order of their im-
portance in the table at the top of the next page. Once again, as we
can see from the results listed in the table, there are some clear dif-
ferences in perceptions. Physical deterioration in the south ranks high
on both lists. Other than that, the two groups diverge. With regard
to the leaders' list, txro new problems, the lack of recreational facilities
primarily in the south and racial bias in the north, are mentioned. The
introduction of racial bias indicates that some leaders feel that there
is a degree of racism or, at least, a lack of acceptance of blacks by
the whites in the northern part of the neighborhood. As we shall shortly
see, the four leaders who mentioned this problem were whites. He might
expect that the blacks who would be confronted with racial biases might
list this as a problem, but this was not the case. It is also interesting
to note that the leaders ranked physical deterioration as the major
subarea problem but only listed it sixth in considering the overall
problems of the neighborhood.
The planners tended to view the subarea problems very much as they
had the overall problems, repeating three that had been on the previous
I
I
!.'
!
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Table VIII-2
Leaders' Responses
Problem
1. Physical Deterioration
2. Lack of Recreational Facilities
3. Racial Bias
4. Drugs
Planners ' Responses
Problem
1. Problems Associated with Low-
Income
2. Physical Deterioration
3. Racial Stability
4. Butler University
The percentage represents the number of respondents in that group
Area
*
Per Cent
South 64
South 46
North 36
South 36
ise
Area Per Cent*
South 57
South 43
North 29
Middle
South
Around 29
Butler
Univ.
who mentioned the problem.
list. The only new problem mentioned frequently was a catchall, prob-
lems associated with low- income. Once again, the planners considered
the university a problem while the leaders, for the most part, ignored
it. Our data suggest no reason to explain this.
When asked if the other group was aware of these subarea problems,
all but one respondent answered affirmatively. And, in fact, all of the
respondents were aware of the problems prevalent in certain subareas
with the southern part having the majority of the problems.
The last intent of iihis section was to find out if there were any
relationships or correlations between answers given in this section and
those given in the final section on integration. Due to the small sam-
ple size, many of the relationships are net-statistically- sigriif-icant.
Nevertheless, they are informative and some of the more noteworthy will
be briefly discussed. First, we can return to the answers concerning
the problems found in Butler-Tarkington as a whole. Four of the leaders
listed racial stability, i.e., the stabilization of the neighborhood
racially, as a major problem. As would be expected, these leaders felt
that the neighborhood would have a very high percentage of blacks ten
years from now. The leadership group as a whole felt the Butler-Tarkington
would be 68.7 per cent black in 1981. These four leaders felt that the
percentage of blacks would be 73.3 per cent. Interestingly enough,
none of these respondents lived in the southern section of Butler-
Tarkington nor were they black. Two of the planners f<?lt that racial
I•
I
•
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stability was a major subarea problem. However, unlike the leaders who
saw this as a problem, these planners expected the percentage of blacks
to be 47.5 per cent in 1981 compared to the planner group which predected
61.1 per cent. None of our data clearly indicate the cause of this large
difference. One might intuitively argue that the planners feel that
the stability problem will be solved and thus the neighborhood will be
approximatley 50 percent white and 50 ner cent black in 1981 while the
leaders mentioning stability feel that the neighborhood will not stabilize
in the next ten years.
The next correlation of interest concerns the leaders' responses to
to the subarea problems. Four of the leaders listed racial bias or bigotry
in the north as a major subarea problem. As we would expect, the majority
of these (75 per cent) had social definitions of integration since preju-
dice is most importantly a social phenomenon. However, as was mentioned
previously, none of the blacks listed this as a problem. Rather, whites
living in the middle and northern sections mentioned this. This might
be explained by the fact that the whites interact on a personal and daily
basis with whites in the northern section and would, therefore, have
the opportunity to discuss racial attitudes.
The conclusions that can be drawn from the data presented in this
section are rather obvious. Most importantly, the data clearly point to
a rejection of the null hypothesis. The two groups perceived the neigh-
borhood's problems differently and were unable to predict how the other
group would rank the problems. There was more agreement on the subarea
problems and definitely on the location of the problems. However, once
again, there x^as a substantial amount of disagreement concerning the
specific problems. The answers given by the leaders to one specific
question indicate some hostility on the part of a substantial minority
of the leaders interviewed toward the planners and/or city officials.
Lastly, some correlations and relationships can be drawn with answers
from the integration section but the sample sizes are too small to make
any definitive conclusions.

IX. FINDINGS: INTEGRATION
The null hypothesis in this section was generally that
leaders and planners shared the same perceptions about integra~
tion. Their perceptions would be identical in the following
areas- definitions, turnover rates and physical mix (of blacks
and whites), preference for integration or clustering and why,
and ideas on the question of integration in Butler-Tarkington.
In addition, we asked planners about friendships of people with
individuals of the opposite race in Butler-Tarkington and leaders
about their actual friendships of this type. This was to be a
proxy for social integration. The usual cross checks of asking
leaders how the planners would think and vice-versa were employed
in the last question about whether the respondent felt Butler-
Tarkington was integrated. Thus, not only did we test the
hypothesis that leaders and planners would agree, but in every
case we tested the correlaries that leaders as a group shared
common attitudes and planners as a group did the same.
The majority of results for this section was stored in
a matrix, Table IX- 1. The column and row headings (all the
numbers greater than ten) refer to the number of the question
in our survey (See Appendix A). Question 37 was open ended and
asked for the respondent's definition of integration. Questions
38, 40, and 42 referred to the physical mix of blacks and whites
now, ten years ago, and ten years hence respectively. Question
44 asked if the person preferred integration or clustering; ques-
tion 45 asked why they chose that answer. Question 50 asked
if the respondent thought Butler-Tarkington was integrated,
and 52 asked what the respondent thought the other group (If he
was a leader, the other group was the planners.) would say.
These questions have been grouped in the matrix below for
easy viewing, classification, and for purposes of assessing
trends. The numbers in the squares refer to the section of
the text as they are discussed. (For example, see next paragraph.)
Table IX-
1
37 ,38, 40, 42 44, 45 50, 52
37 1 %$§:< ^ \ \\ \ , ^^^$^>
38, 40, 42 5 2 -• ^$$^
44, 45 6 8 3
50, 52 7 9
10 4
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Table IX-3 Leaders' Time Series- Physical Mix
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Note: The respondent's numbers are listed in ascending order. When
the total of the respondent's numbers is less than the sample
size, the missing respondent's numbers are non-responses.
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Table IX-4 Planners' Time Series- Physical Mix
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slightly high, but given the three year gap it is probably fairly
accurate. As a group, the leaders were much closer to the actual
percentages. Their standard deviations were smaller; they were
in more agreement as a group than the planners.
Third, number three in the square on table IX- 1, on the
question of preferring integration or clustering, we found the
leaders all agreed (100%) on integration. The planners too acted
as a group in that 71% favored integration. One could say the
leaders and planners shared a common perception to a great extent
here. However, the group solidarity broke down as the reasons
for their choice differed widely. A majority of the leaders
picked integration because it may foster and increase understanding
among people and because it is only natural. Planners site divergant
reasons. The only grouping among planners was in favor of economic
reasons although these were most often reasons for clustering
rather than for integration. There was no general agreement on
reasons of the two groups as a whole and beyond that the planners
and leaders did not seem to act aSa unit as per their role.
Leaders did unify, however, more than planners in their reasons.
Fourth, we can look at the question of whether Butler-Tarkington
is integrated. We asked the respondent whether he thought Butler-
Tarkington was integrated, and then what he thought the other
group would say. For example, when we asked a leader if Butler-
Tarkington was integrated, we followed that by asking what he
thought the planners would say. Table IX-5 below shows the results.
Table IX-5 Is Butler-Tarkington Integrated?
Group Response Prediction by Other Group
Leaders 40% 71. U7, Note:
Per cents
Planners 58.2% 90.9% are yes
answers.
For the first question, do you think Butler-Tarkington is integrated,
neither the leaders nor the planners responded unanimously as a
group (in 100% agreement). Forty per cent of the leaders thought
the area was integrated v/hile 58.2 % of the planners answered
affirmitively. The leaders and planners had different perceptions
about whether Butler-Tarkington was integrated. In general,
more of the planners thought it was integrated than the leaders
did. An interesting trend is that the gap, between leaders 1 and
planners' perceptions about themselves and about the other group,
is constant. [Read down the column of Table IX-5 and subtract
the top number from the bottom one. For example, in the first
column, 58.2 minus 40 is 18.2. The two results (19.5 from the
other column) are practically equal.] Also, the gaps between
what the group thought and what the other group predicted about
Ii .
' '
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them are almost constant. Forty per cent of the leaders said
Butler-Tarklngton was Integrated. Planners predicted 71. 4%
would say this. This gap of 31.4% (Read across the rows this
time in Table IX-5, and 71.4 minus 40 is 31.4.) is approximately
equal to the same situation of 32.7% for the planners (90.0
minus 58.2 is 32.7). Thus, the gaps between leaders and planners
is the same both horizontally and vertically in the table. The
distances are constant. In addition, although leaders do not
all agree on one answer (not 100%)
,
planners think they would
agree more than they do. Planners said 71.4% of the leaders
would say yes to integration while only 58.2% actually did.
This trend is even stronger for planners. Indeed, they do
not exemplify solidarity (58.2% is not 100%.), but the leaders
perceive them as quite a unified group (90.9%). In conclusion,
we can say leaders and planners have different perceptions about
whether Butler-Tarkington is integrated. In addition, neither
group had any real solidarity among themselves. However, the
groups saw the other group as one unified force, especially in
the case of the leaders viewing the planners as an entity in
rather wide agreement.
Fifth (Again, see Table IX-1; fifth is the area with the 5 in
the square.), we tried to see if there were any significant cross
trends. In other words, was there any correlation in this case
between the type of definition the respondents used and their
view of the racial mix of the area. We found for those with
a physical definition of integration (the most frequently mentioned
classification), leaders predicted more blacks than planners.
The results may be seen in Table IX-6 which will follow the text.
This idea supports the general conclusion of leaders 1 predicting
more blacks than planners regardless of their definition of
integration. For those with a social definition, planners pre-
dicted more blacks in the future than the leaders did. It is
hard to say here if this finding is just a correlation or a
causation. We have no proof of a causation. The percentages
for those with economic definitions really show no trends.
Within the leaders, the greatest number of blacks is predicted
with a physical definition, while for the planners, the greatest
precentage of blacks is predicted with a social definition.
Here again we see a difference in the perceptions of the two
groups.
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Table IX-6
Leaders Planners
Physical Past 45% 32%
Now 63 50
Future 75 53
Social Past 35 35
Now 60 57
Future 60 70
Economic Past 401 15 2
Now 60 43
Future 60 62
Note: All numbers are the percent black predicted. These numbers
are averages. Past is ten years ago. Now is April, 1971.
Future is ten years from now.
One respondent
Includes one respondent who consistently predicted percentages much
lower than the ones everyone else said.
Sixth, we tried to see a trend between the type of definition
sited and the reason given for choosing integration or clustering.
(The majority of people picked integration so that no real trend
between definition and choice only is meaningful.) In this case,
we found no real trend. Leaders tended to site increased under-
standing among people and moral considerations as reasons for
integration while planners were more likely to see financial
factors. However, there were no real majorities anywhere, and
these few trends did not correlate with definition type.
Seventh, number 7 in the square in Table IX-1, we compared
the question on definition type with the questions on whether
Butler-Tarkington is integrated. The results can be viewed in
Table IX- 7.
Table IX-
7
Physical Social Economic
Leaders -,Yes No, Yes Yes, Yes
Planners Yes,Yes No, - No, No
Note: Physical, Social and Economic refer to the definition of
integration given by the respondent. The first response is the
response to the question is Butler-Tarkington integrated (question
number 50 in the survey) . The second word in the column (the yes
or no after the comma) is the general response to the question about
what the other group would say about integration (question 52 in the
survey) . A dash (-) indicates nc general consensus or response from
the group with that definition.
One respondent only fits in this category.
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Here we found all those respondents with social definitions said
Butler-Tarkington was not integrated. Perhaps Butler-Tarkington
actually is not socially integrated. All those respondents
with physical definitions said the other group would say Butler-
Tarkington was integrated. Again, perhaps Butler-Tarkington
could be viewed as physically integrated. The economic def-
inition grouping exhibited no trends. Only one leader gave an
economic definition so that it would be hard to really conclude
anything in any event. The trends between definition types and
integration of Butler-Tarkington exhibited here provide an interest-
ing separation of the two groups, leaders and planners. They
seem to converge slightly here in that those with certain defini-
tion types may give certain answers to the question about integration
in Butler-Tarkington. Again, this is a correlation at best;
we certainly could not postulate a causation.
Eighth, we tried to correlate the reason for preferring
integration or clustering (question 45 in our survey) with the
percentages of racial mix in Butler-Tarkington. Those who sited
moral reasons (both leaders and planners) named slightly higher
percentages of blacks, but not appreciably higher. Table IX-8
displays this tabulation.
Table IX-8
Reason
Increase Understanding Moral Financial
37% 42% 15%
60 60 45
65 70 58
T Past
I Now
M Future
E
The numbers are all percentages of blacks.
Ninth (Again, the number nine appears in the square in Table
IX-1), we tried to cor:- "ate the percentages with the question
of integration in Butler-Tarkington. In general, there was no
real trend in the percentages whether the respondent said Butler-
Tarkington was integrated or not. Tenth, we tried to associate
the choice of integration or clustering and integration in
Butler-Tarkington responses. For the leaders, 75% who think
Butler-Tarkington is integrated prefer integration for moral reasons.
However, the numbers here are extremely small.
Another part of the integration section dealt with friendship.
First, we asked the leaders what percentage of their friends
lived in Butler-Tarkington, and how many people did this com-
prise. We wanted to find out if Butler-Tarkington residents
did form friendships within their neighborhood. Also we wanted
J-
i
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to see if friendship patterns could be correlated with classdifferences. (21)Perhaps the people who live in the southern
section were of a slightly lower socio-economic class and had
a greater number of friends in their own neighborhood. Thislatter thought was really impossible to test. The sample wasjust too small. In general, for leaders an average of 45 7per cent of their friends lived in Butler-Tarkington. (The
five friend, ^ T^K^ COmPrised - average of 'twenty-iends, a median of twenty with a range of five to fifty.Although the range was large, possibly due to the differentdefinitions of friendship the respondents may have apoliedthe answers did establish the fact that leaders did have a
substantial number of friends in the neighborhood. Ue then askedof these friends, how many are of the opposite race. Twentyseven per cent of the respondents had no friends of the other
race This includes two out of the three blacks in the sample.In other words 73 per cent of the leaders had friends of theother race The planners felt an average of 65 per cent of the
residents, of Butler-Tarkington would have friends of another race.Considering the difference between residents and leaders (leadersmight typically have more interracial friendships ) , we feltthat the planners were extremely accurate in their perceptionWe then asked the leaders with friends of the opposite race(again, 73 per cent of them), how many friends this constituted
numerically, did they feel free to visit them in their homes,
and did they go out socially with their friends of the other
race. First, these friends, although they comprise 26.8 per centof all of their friends in Butler-Tarkington, represent only
6.7 people on the average. This may represent very few people
out of all of their friends. (There are many of their friends
who live outside Butler-Tarkington who may or may not be of another
race. If we had asked for these, we might have gotten more of
an index of social integration or at least of the leaders'
friends, but this index would have encompassed an area largerthan Butler-Tarkington. These results may have been interestingbut would have been outside the immediate scope of our study.)
In addition, of these friends of the opposite race in Butler-
Tarkington, the leaders only go out with about one-third of them
socially, but feel free to visit 76.1 per cent of them in their
homes. This latter percentage may be due to numerous BTNA
functions held in resident's homes. We can say here- the leadersfor the most part do have friends of the other race. However,
these friends are generally few in number. Most of the friends
do visit each other in each other's homes, but relatively few
go out together socially. We might say this could indicate some
social integration (±f one uses friendship as an index of or
proxy for social integration), but not a high degree of socialintegration. In terms of our null hypothesis, the one question
we asked the planners about interracial friendships showed
they had a fairly clear perception of the extent of this type
of friendship in Butler-Tarkington.
.
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As a general conclusion to the integration section, we
found that the null hypothesis, planners and leaders having
identical perceptions about Butler-Tarkington, was not supported.
Answers to all of the questions supported this to differing
degrees with the exceptions of question 44 in the original
questionnarie (Do you prefer integration or clustering?) and
perhaps the question on friendships (Do you have friends of the
opposite race? or do you think residents have friends of the
other race?). In addition, everyone with social definitions
of integration said Butler-Tarkington was not integrated, and
all of those with physical definitions said the other group
would say Butler-Tarkington was integrated. The null hypothesis
was most strongly rejected in sections one through four (See
Table IX- 1. These numbers refer to the numbers in the squares
of that table.), the direct answers, not the cross tabulations.
Perhaps this was true because the cross tabulations were weak
initially due to the small sample size. Again, the two groups,
leaders and planners, usually lacked solidarity among themselves.
The leaders agreed to a great extent on the percentage of blacks
and whites in Butler-Tarkington presently, and both groups saw
the other one as relatively unified on the question of viewing
integration in Butler-Tarkington. We do not think the group
unity issue, ie. the corollary to the null hypothesis that leaders
share common perceptions, is applicable to friendship except
that most of the leaders did have friends of the opposite race.
We feel the differences in their answers and the divergance in
attitudes between leaders and planners is great enough quanta-
tively both within the questions asked and in the number of ques-
tions it appears, that we can say in general both the null
hypothesis and its corollaries have been rejected.
I
X. CONCLUSION
By now, it should be fairly obvious that we must reject the null
hypothesis, namely, that leaders and planners share the same perceptions
about Butler-Tarkington. To be sure, there are areas of agreement, es-
specially with regard to such questions as the boundaries and the location
of subarea problems. Nevertheless, while the results are mixed, they
clearly point to a rejection of our original hypothesis. This is sub-
stantiated primarily by the findings of the questionnaire regarding the
problems in Butler-Tarkington and the whole issue of integration. There
was very little agreement on the general problems. Additionally, neither
group could predict the way the other group would rank the problems
(although part of this is due to the formulation of the question). As
was stated, there was more agreement on the subarea problems but, never-
theless, no consensus. The divergence of perceptions was just as obvious
in the integration section. The planners were consistenly lower than the
leaders in their estimation of racial mix in all three time periods.
Even more importantly, the two groups were not in agreement regarding the
question whether Butler-Tarkington was integrated and, once again, neither
group could predict correctly how the other group answered this question.
Additionally, we might also mention that we must reject the corol-
laries that the leaders would act as a group and that the planners would
act as a group. There are numerous examples mentioned throughout this
report which substantiate this conclusion. Most obviously, neither group
reached a consensus on the definition of integration nor concerning whether
Butler-Tarkington was integrated. Other examples supporting this finding
have already been discussed in the body of the report.
It becomes imperative, then, to explain the cause of these divergent
opinions. At least four possible reasons become apparent. First, the
leaders are more aware of certain problems, the racial mix etc. because
they live in the neighborhood and spend much more time considering the
issues confronting the neighborhood. Because of their very proximity,
their level of awareness would be expected to be greater. The leaders'
extremely accurate estimation of present racial mix substantiates this
point. Second, and related to this, the level of concern of the two groups
is probably different. Deteriorating education, crime, and drugs are
problems affecting many neighborhoods. The planner might view this on
a more macro level while; the citizen in the neighborhood sees it on the
micro level and would probably voice a greater concern about these prob-
lems.
Third, there are some differences in the samples. For example,
the leader sample was nearly half female while the planners were all males.
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By examining some of the responses, the effect of this difference will
become apparent. Forty-five (45) per cent of leader group as a whole
gave social definitions of integration while 29 per cent of the planners
defined integration in social terms. However, if we remove the females
from the leader group and consider only the male leaders, 33 per cent
gave social definitions which ±r. very close to thf planners' percentage.
The sex of the respondent, therefore, appears to be associated with the
percentages. Similarly, we find that 60 per cent of the female leaders
list racial prejudice in the north as a subarea problem while 16 per
cent of the male leaders and zero (0) per cent of the planners consider
it a problem. Once again, there appears to be a relationship with the
sex of the respondent.
The samples were also different in that 27.3 per cent of the leaders
were black while all of the planners were whit^. This difference in
the two samples results in similar changes in the percentage as we just
noted for sexual differences between the two samples. For example,
the leader group as a whole gave social definitions of integration 45
per cent of the time while the planners gave this definition 29 per cent
of the time. If we remove the blacks from the leader sample, the per-
centages reduce to 38 per cent which is closer to the planners' per-
centage. (Due to our small cample size, statistical tests show only
one of these tests to be significant at the .05 level. Nevertheless,
we feel that the racial and sexual differences between the two groups
might explain some of the divergence in the responses.)
Last, and probably most importantly, we might be able to explain
the divergent perceptions on the basis of the difference in role or
function between the two groups. Planners are educated to approach
problems, issues, and alternative solutions in certain ways that probably
differ from the way that the leaders of a neighborhood would approach
them. Going beyond the academic world, planners in practice do approach
urban problems etc. in a manner that is related to their role and func-
tion as planner. Neighborhood leaders, on the other hand, would ap-
proach these same problems in a manner that is rel?ted to their role
and function as citizen and leader. The problem of education as nerceived
by the two groups is a good example of this. There was clear disagreement
over the importance of this problem. Some of this can be explained
through the leaders' proximity to the problem. However, it can probably
be better explained by examining the roles and functions of the two
groups. Throughout the nation, residents of neighborhoods are greatly
concerned about the quality of education that their children are re-
ceiving. Neighborhood leaders would be expected to voice this concern.
Planners, on the other hand, while concerned with the situation, nor-
mally have no control over the educational systen . In fact, planners
do relatively little planning for the educational system due to the
autonomy of school districts. Functionally, planners are not often in-
volved with educatiotal planning and would, therefore, be less likely
to mention it when considering the problems of any neighborhood.
!] :
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There are, of course, many other explanations for the divergence
of views. For example, it is possible that the major problems in Butler-
Tarkington have changed since the plan was completed a year ago and the
planners simply are not aware of this shift. However, we feel that the
reasons mentioned in this section account for many of the divergences
in perception. This is especially true of the difference in role and
function.
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XI. IMPLICATIONS
There are two rather diverse series of implications that must be
considered. First, those relating to the planning process and the role,
of the citizen in that process will be discussed. Second, the educational
or academic implications of this project will be examined.
We have documented numerous examples of divergent perceptions and
posited some possible explanations for the difference in the planners'
and leaders' views. What does this imply for the planning process with
regard to small area planning and the role of the citizen in this pro-
cess? Before answering this question, let us reexamine some basic facts
about Butler-Tarkington. It is a middle class neighborhood with a very
strong neighborhood organization. Additionally, the planners selected
for the study were chosen because of their familiarity with the area.
In essence relative to most small areas, Butler-Tarkington is practically
an ideal neighborhood for planning purposes. The planners would find
it very easy to communicate with and plan with the citizens relative to
the majority of neighborhoods who lack the middle class structure and
strong neighborhood organization. Essentially, we are arguing that
Butler-Tarkington possesses assets that most neighborhoods lack. If
a divergence of opinion between leaders and planners exists in this
neighborhood, what does this imply for planning in other neighborhoods
which lack these assets? Can planners communicate with the leaders of
poorer neighborhoods who might represent a different class or value
system and can the planners understand the problems of such a neigh-
borhood? Clearly, if planners were to rank neighborhoods according to
the ability of planners to plan for and with these neighborhoods,
Rutler-Tarkingotn would be near the optimal end of the scale. We are
unable, due to the nature of our data, to make any conclusions regarding
the ability of planners to work in and with less optimal neighborhoods.
Obviously, however, we might suggest intuitively that the divergence of
views could be significantly greater. If this is so, how efficacious
is planning for these areas?
This in not meant to be an indictment of the Indianapolis plan-
ning staff. On the contrary, much time is allocated to smal] area plan-
ning. However, it should be quite apparent by now, even with such a
large allocation of time, that the planning process is still lacking
even in seemingly optimal circumstances. From our limited experience
it appears that this is not particular to Indianapolis, rather, it seems
to be a nationwide phenomenon. It is not within the scope of this report
to devise a planning process that will effectively plan for and with
neighborhoods. It is, however, within our scope to point to a clear need
for the entire planning profession to delineate processes by which
i ' h,
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planners can communicate with citizens and through such processes develop
plans and programs fitting the needs of each specific neighborhood.
Second, it is necessary to briefly examine the educational implica-
tions of this project. Some of these will be presented in the next
section when we evaluate the survey. Before doing that, however, we
would like to consider the question of whether this project was worth-
while. On the affirmative side, all of us agree that we learned a great
deal about surveying and sampling. Additionally, we achieved a greater
awareness of the planning process, especially with regard to small area
planning, and a greater knowledge of citizen participation and the types
of issues presently concerning the leaders of a specific type of neigh-
borhood. Most importantly, we gained most of this knowledge through
a specific project that we designed and implemented ourselves, rather
than through the traditional academic process of obtaining knowledge
through reading. On the other hand, we can point to some obvious short-
coming of the project, primarily the sociological and statistical
limitations which will be discussed in the next section.
We might add at this point that we hope that this project will
be of educational value for the Indiananolis planning staff. Possibly,
the results of this study can aid in an evaluation of the small area
planning process and indicate where and, hopefully, how some improvemets
can be made in this process.
Another question worth discussing is the relevance of the studio
experience. In this particular instance, the studio was a valid
educational method. However, this is primarily due to the nature of our
specific project rather than the nature of the studio. In general, we
feel that the studios as presently conceived are not effective educa-
tional devises. They must be reoriented so that specific projects are
delineated prior to the semester's onset so that students do not spend
nearly half a semester attempting to design a project.
In this section we have considered two rather diverse topics.
Both, however, point to a need for the planning profession, including
practitioners and academicians, to reevaluate present methods of plan-
ning, teaching, and communicating.
il I JO
XII. EVALUATION OF THE SURVEY
An important part of any research effort is an evaluation of the
method. This chapter will explore the assets and liabilities of the
Butler-Tarkington survey in two respects', first, the overall format
of the project, and second, the structure of the questionnaire it-
self.
We feel the overall design of the survey was acceptable in that it
was logically consistent in its test of the null hypothesis. By
taking a small area with which we felt the planners were familiar,
we decided we could fairly test their perceptions against those of
the citizen leaders. The questionnaire was designed so that each
group was asked the same questions where applicable, and the questions
were asked in the same order. Also, each group was given the oppor-
tunity to express what it thought the other group would think about
a spcific issue. Thus, the data categories were similiar, and com-
parisons could be made between the group perceptions. Where appli-
cable, factual statistics taken from a 1968 attitude survey were used
as standards against which to measure the two groups.
Choosing the personal interview method for the questionnaire was al-
so an asset of the study. Although, more time consuming than a mail
or telephone administered questionnaire it has several advantages.
It cuts down the non-response rate, particularly in this case where
all interviews were pre-arranged appointments. It also allows more
complete responses, since the interviewer is able to probe the an-
swers of the respondent in order to reduce ambiguities. This was
especially important for our survey since many of the questions were
open ended and asked lor such things as a definition of racial inte-
gration. Without the ability to probe, the response to .such a ques-
tion could be so vague as to be meaningless.
The limits placed on the study due to a shortage of staff, time,
and resources had serious consequences. Originally we had hoped to
interview planners, leaders, and citizens concerning perceptions a-
bout a specific neighborhood, and, if possible, carry out the proce-
dure in several neighborhoods. In choosing these neighborhoods we
had hoped to include a range of awareness on the part of the plan-
ners. For instance, one neighborhood vould be familiar to the plan-
ners (which was the characteristic we eventually assumed about But-
ler-Tarkington)
,
another area would represent a middle level of a-
wareness, while the third area would be unfamiliar to the planners.
Thus, ideally we would have been able to compare perceptions between
planners, leaders, and citizens within a neighborhood, and also what
)
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types of neighborhoods planners seemed to know the most about.
This deDth of study was obviously overwhelming for three people in
a two and one-half month period. Therefore, the citizen section was
omitted, and only one neighborhood was used. The unfortunate result
was an extremely small sample size; 11 leaders, and 7 planners. This
fact means that any generalizations about the study must be made
cautiously, a fact of which we have taken account in the previous
presentation of data. Furthermore, the small sample size precluded
the use of more sophisticated statistical tests such as chi square,
or mutiple correlations simply because once the categories of re-
sponses are subdivided, a difference of one or two responses could
make a result significant when in reality it is not. The fact that
only one neighborhood was tested is also a problem. One of the rea-
sons we chose Butler-Tarkington was because we felt that if planners
could not communicate with and understand sentiments in that area
which is essentially middle-class, it could be more difficult for
them to be effective in other areas of the city. However, if we
were seeking to establish a continuum of awareness for planners, it
cannot be -demonstrated by the study. Generalizations in this area
again must be made caustiously since the study only onerated at
what was assumed to be one end of a continuum which might not exist
in the first place. Time and staff limitations permitted us no other
neighborhoods with which to compare Butler-Tarkington.
Other problems present themselves in terms of the questionnaire, the
interviews and the question of leader representation. This was the
first questionnaire that any of us had written, and time limitations
prevented a pretest. Hence, although we feel that it was a valid re-
search instrument, it was inevitable that mistakes would remain, and
these will be discussed later. We were all inexperienced interviewers,
and our training was received on the job. It takes a skilled person
to probe responses, and although we improved as time went on, our
probing could have been more sensitive and complete. Another biasing
factor was that the interviews occurred at different times, places
(usually homes or offices), and with different interviewers. Each
of us pre-arranged for interviews over the telephone. Hence, there
is the possibility that our different ways of explaining our intent
could also have biased the respondent's answers. Furthermore, some
people, we contacted required a more complete explanation than others
before agreeing to see us. In a study of this type there is no way
of knowing whether the leaders were truly representative of the neigh-
borhood as a whole or of citizen opinions which we hoped we could de-
termine indirectly through the leader opinions. The method we used
for picking leaders, although an established one, does not preclude
the possibility of becoming locked into a particular leadership clique
whose members constantly nominate themselves and no others.
We feel the questionnaire itself was basically sound. Within the
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separate sections of boundaries, leaders, problems and racial inte-
gration, there was a logical flow of questions. Over the whole sur-
vey there was a progression from concrete and non-threatening ques-
tions to more abstract and sensitive ones. Because the question-
naire was open ended, respondents could use their own definitions,
and answer on that basis. Thus, they were not forced into an alien
thought process, perhaps eliminating potential hostility toward the
survey.
The discussion concerning specific faults in the questionnaire can
be divided into two categories; problems dealing with specific ques-
tions, and problems concerning subject areas, especially those about
friends and integration.
The question concerning what occupational group best represented
Butler-Tarkington was a poor one. He had hoped it would give an in-
dication of class affiliation. Instead we found the respondents re-
luctant to pick one of the nine categories, and they consistently
tried to combine groupings in order to make the categories more inclu-
sive. This pattern even continued to some degree after we divided
the neighborhood into subareas and asked the same question about
these specific areas. Originally we decided to avoid using the cate-
gories "upper class", middle class", and "lower class", because we
were told that most people tend to view themselves as middle class.
However, it is also obvious from the results we got that the census
categories we actually used may have been unsuitable. Perhaps a com-
promise using more inclusive occupational categories such as "profes-
sional", "white collar' , and "blue collar" would be more acceptable.
Wording problems occurred in Ouestion 30. The question immediately
preceding asked the respondent to rank the problems he had mentioned
for Butler-Tarkington in order of their importance. Ouestion 30
read, "Could you rank these problems the way you think planners and
city officials (leaders) would order them." This of course caused
many respondents simply to rerank the problems they mentioned, while
the respondent may have realized the other group would recognize other
problems and rank them differently. Thus, an added dimension to this
question was lost. Ouestion 30 should have been worded, "Could you
name and order the problems of Butler-Tarkington as planners and city
officials (leaders) would."
Much the same problem occurred with Ouestion 24. As actually used it
read, "Are there people who city officials and planners (leaders) re-
cognize as leaders who are not on your list." This question '-.'as suit-
able for the leaders, but the planners could and did answer that
since leaders knew more people in the neighborhood, of course the
leaders could list more people. We should have asked the planners the
following, 'Besides the possibility that the leaders would mention
more individuals as leaders than you did, are there people who leaders
in Butler-Tarkington recognize as leaders who are not on your list.
!
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The brief section on friends was not as helpful as we had anticipated.
It was useful as a lead-in for further questions on racial integra-
tion. Although we tried not to define terms for the respondents, e.g.
not defining what we meant by "friend", we later realized this may
have caused wild variations in the number of friends named by respon-
dents. This could have been caused by personality differences, but
is more likely due to more rigid or casual definitions of "friend' 1 .
We had hoped that the relative number of friends named within Butler-
Tarkington along with the occupational groupings would give an indi-
cation of social class, since, as mentioned earlier, lower class per-
sons tend to bave more friends in their immediate neighborhood. How-
ever, the problems associated with the occupational question and the
definition of friend made this comparison futile.
The 'friend dilemma'' also caused problems in the integration questions.
He needed additional questions concerning the amount of social con-
tact between interracial friends. There is a large gap between know-
ing someone well enough to invite them into your home, and going out
socially to a movie or a restaurant. This was further complicated
by the fact that BTNA apparently holds meetings or social gatherings
in private homes. Thus, respondents could use this type of visiting
as an example of knowing someone of another race well enough to go to
their home, while we had in mind a closer relationship. We also ne-
glected to ask about interracial friends outside of Butler-Tarkington,
which could have been used as another indicator of social integration.
This, however, may have been outside the scope of our survey of the
neighborhood. The questionnaire could have asked more questions about
integration, especially in the social sense in order to try to force
the respondent to address the subject more completely.
There are, then, some minor changes we would make in the questionnaire
if we were to perform a similar study in the future. For the most part,
however, we were quite satisfied with the survey instrument. On the
other hand, as we indicated earlier in this section, we would make
some major changes in the design of the study if we were to do it a-
gain. Most importantly, we would choose several neighborhoods about
which the planners had differing levels of awareness, e. g. , one with
which they were very familiar, one in the middle range, and one with
which they were relatively unfamiliar. Additionally, we would increase
the sample sizes and include residents (as distinguished from leaders)
in the survey. In this manner we could test not only the residents
perceptions against those of the planners and leaders, but also the
importance of the relative positions of the neighborhoods with regard
to the planners awareness of boundaries, leaders, problems, and inte-
gration (racially and socio-economically) of the neighborhood. With
the data from such a design we could make more definitive conclusions
than x^e have been able to make from this study. Additionally, we
might be able to draw some specific implications and , make more de-
tailed recommendations with regard to the small area planning process.

Appendix A
Cony Of Questionnaire Used
Leaders' Questionnaire
Introduction
As you may recall from our telephone conversation, we are
all graduate students in the Department of Urban and Regional
Planning at the University of Illinois. This questionnaire is
part of a case study of Indianapolis for one of our classes.
You were chosen for this study because you were repeatedly
referred to as a leader. We have found this interview takes
anywhere from 20 to 45 minutes; you control the time in the
way you answer the questions.
Our concern is small area planning in this questionnaire.
We want your opinions about some basic issues related to iden-
tifiable small areas of the city. Our questions are in four
parts; boundaries, leadership, problems, and racial integration.
Your responses will be used statistically so your personal iden-
tity can not be determined.
Section One: Neighborhood Boundaries
1. What neighborhoods surround Butler University? (If respond
none, skip to 4)
2. What are the boundaries of the neighborhoods that you mentioned?
3. Do you live in any of these neighborhoods?
yes no
4. (Note: skip this if answered in 2 and/or 3) What are the
boundaries of your neighborhood? (If rejects idea of neigh-
borhood, skip to 10)
5. Why did you pick these boundaries?
6. (Note: skip this if answered in 5) Why do you consider
this your neighborhood?
7. How long have you ? ived in the neighborhood?
8. What percent of the residents in your neighborhood do you
think own their own homes?
g. Which of the following do you think best describes the resi-
dents of your neighborhood?
proprietary laborers
professional, technical, service
and managerial
clerical and sales operatives
craftsmen and foremen
***If Neighborhood Equals Butler-Tarkington, Skip to 11
10. Some people see an area from 38th street to the intersection
of Westfield and Meridian and from the Canal to Meridian
as a neighborhood called Butler-Tarkington. Would you agree?
(Record yes answer if leave out Butler University and/or Crown
I :
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Hill Cemetary)
yes no
11. Butler-Tarkington has a mixture of races, religious groups,
incomes, and occupations. Despite all of these differences,
do you feel there is any common hond or interest that the
majority of families in Butler-Tarkinyton share?
yes no
12. What are they? (skip to 14)
13. If there are no common bonds or interests, why do you consider
this a neighborhood?
14. Can you see any common bonds or interests which tend to bring
people into distinct groups within Butler-Tarkington?
yes no (skip to 18)
15. What are these bonds?
16. Are these groups located in any specific geographic area
in Butler-Tarkington?
yes no (skip to 18)
17. Where are these areas?
18. For Butler-Tartington as a whole, do you think planners and
city officials use these common bonds in their definition
of Butler-Tarkington?
yes (skip to 22) no
19. On what basis do you think planners and city officials define
Butler-Tarkington? (skip to 22)
2U Why don't you agree?
21. On what basis do you think planners and city officials define
Butler-Tarkington?
State: We might mention here, that during the rest of the inter-
view, when we refer to Butler-Tarkington, we mean the area from
38th street to the intersection of Westfield and "eridian, and
from the Canal to Meridian.
Section Two: Leaders
22. Who are the people who stand out as leaders or organizers
in Butler-Tarkington?
23. Why do you regard these people as leaders?
24. Are there people who city officials and planners recognize
as leaders who are not on your list?
yes no (skip to 27)
25. Who are these people?
26. Why do you think they consider these people as leaders?
Section three: Problems
27. City neighborhoods seem to have many problems these days.
What are some of the problems in Butler-Tarkington?
28. (If needed) Is that all?
2°. Could you rank the problems just mentioned in order of their
importance to Butler-Tarkington?
30. Could you rank these problems the way you think planners
and city officials would order them? (If the answers to
29 and 30 arc identical, skip to 32)
.1 '. I
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31. Why do you think there is this difference between the planners
and city officials estimation of the problems, and your own
estimation of the problems?
32. Some people say there are distinct problems particular to
certain subareas in Butler-Tarkington. Do you agree?
yes no (skip to 37)
33. What are these problems?
34. In what areas of Butler-Tarkington are these problems found?
35. Do you think planners and city officials see this division
of problems in Butler-Tarkington?
yes (skip to 37) no
36. Why don't they see this division?
Section Four: Racial Integration
37. There are many definitions fo racial integration that people
use today. How would you define racial integration?
38. Now, looking at integration in a physical sense, we'd like
to know the per cent of blacks and whites and their physical
distribution in Butler-Tarkington presently, ten years ago,
and ten years in the future. Let's start with the present,
what is the current percentage of blacks and whites in Butler-
Tarkington?
39. And the present distributior?
40. What were the percentages ten years ago?
41. And the distribution?
42. What do you think the percentage of blacks and whites will
be ten years from now?
43. How will they be distributed?
44. Today, some blacks and whites feel that it is better for the
races to cluster seperately. Others feel that it is better
for the races to integrate. Which do you think is better?
45. Why do you feel this way?
46. Of all the families in the Indianapolis area who fou feel
are your friends, what percentage would you say lived in
Butler-Tarkington? How many families is that?
47. (If the respondent is white insert black, if the respondent
is black, insert white) Of all these families in Butler-
Tarkington, how many are black/white?
48. How many of these black/white families do you go out with
socially?
49. How many of these black/white families do you know well
enough to visit with quite often in their homes?
50. Nov; that I've asked you a lot of questions about Butler-
Tarkington, I'd like to know: Do you feel that Butler-
Tarkington is racially integrated?
yes no
51. Why do you feel thi? way?
52. Do you think planners and city officials see Butler-Tarking-
ton as racially integrated?
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53. If we could return for a moment to the occupation groups
we considered earlier, which of the following do you think
best describes the residents in Butler-Tarkington south
of 43rd street?
proprietary laborers
professional, technical, service
and managerial operatives
clerical and sales
craftsmen and foremen
54. And for those north of 52nd street?
proprietary laborers
professional., technical. service
and managerial operatives
clerical and sales
craftsmen and foremen
Respondent Data:
Address
:
Sex: M F
Race: Black White
Member of BTNA : yes no
Occupation :
Thank You
The questionnaire administered to the planners is the same as
this one except for the follov;ing changes -. (1) the planners were asked
how leaders viewed certain problems etc. rather than how planners and
city officials viewed them; (2) the deletion of questions 3, 4, 7, 46,
47, 48, and 49; and, (3) the addition of the following questions:
26A. Is there a formal neighborhood organization in Butler-
Tarkington?
yes no (skip to 27)
26B. What is the name of this organization?
26C. Do you think this organization represents in general the views
of the citizens living in Lutler-Tarkington?
yes (skip to 27) no
26D. Why not?
45A. What percentage of the residents in Butler-Tarkington do you
think have friends of the opposite race?
'
Appendix B
How Responses to the Question on Definition of Integration Were
Categorized
Physical
Mix of the group
Blacks and Whites moving in
Live there and share facilities
Number of residents on the block
SMSA (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area) average
Social
Accept as a person
Live and communicate
Integrate different values
Economic
Free market- can buy any house if you have the money
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I. INTRODUCTION
Behind the decision to try to construct the Larion County Health Game
were three hypotheses. The first was that the health system in Larion
County, as in most places, consisted of many different parts attacking
in a fragmented way the task of providing health care services to the
county's citizens. The available literature on Larion County health
care provides and planning reinforced our notion that observers of the
system were faced with a rather incomplete and confusing picture of a
confusing situation, and that it was indeed difficult to figure out
which agencies, public and private, were doing what, and why.
A second hypothesis, proceeding from our conclusions about the validity
of the first, was that there was a need for something which would
convey to the uninitiated observer of the health system a sense of who
the various provider and client groups are, what their important
characteristics are, and where they stand in relation to each other.
Clearly, this need was not being met by the existing descriptive lit-
erature, and, in any event, we felt it unlikely that any local health
provider would publish descriptive data unflattering to itself or to
the other providers of the area.
Our third hypothesis was that it was indeed possible to acquire this
information, and to pull it together in some form that other observers
of the health system might find enlightening and interesting. This
assumption resulted in the construction of the game. Since our task
was basically that of delineating the roles and characteristics dis-
played by various provider and consumer groups, we felt that perhaps a
role-playing game might serve as an effective and palatable way to con-
vey these characteristics to whoever might wish to learn them rela-
tively quickly and easily.
Role-playing has been used in one form or another for at least forty
years. 'In its simplest form, a role-playing situation is set up by
choosing a common problem and placing oneself as a participant in the
problem situation. This may be done for a variety of reasons: To
clarify the issues at stake in a situation, to train people. . . .
Clarificatory role-playing presents 'views in action.* The participants
have an opportunity to see more clearly what facts and values have a
bearing on the situation. Since views have proposals for action im-
plied in them, the participants will see more clearly the direction in
which their views are leading them. ... In a role-playing group it is
possible to stand in other people's shoes for a while. This can be more
illuminating than a dozen sermons.'
The remainder of this report contains a brief explanation of l) how we
went about constructing the game, 2) the game itself, 3) some
i.
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III-2
observations on both the game's potential usefulness, which seems
considerable, and its faults and limitations, which are many.
Despite the quite evident limitations of the present product, we hope
that it may serve as a first step towards the creation of an objective
and easily understoon description of the harion County Health system,
a desciption which would prove useful to consumers, providers and
planners alike.
«<
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II. THE MARION COUNTY HEALTH GAME
A. Methodology
In order to set up the game, the health team had to first inventory
the health scene of Indianapolis - Marion County; we had to make a
descriptive analysis of health care delivery. The bibliogrophy
lists some of the sources of our inventory. The health team also
made use of various participant-observers' views. The participant-
observers were later subdivided into consumers and providers.
The consumers, for the purpose of game logistics, have been put
into three categories; The indigent, the affluent and middle-:
income, and the elderly. Originally the health team had affluent
and middle-income as separate groups. However, after investiga-
tion we felt that the problems facing the two groups and the
alternative solutions open to them were similar. Both groups have
access to health care and yet face the increased costs and dehu-
manizing characteristics of our hospitals and other health care
systems. Neither group exerts organized pressure on the health
system. Affluent individuals do exert some pressure but this is
usually a function of their position in the local power structures.
The indigent lack the basic access to the overall health care
system. This lack is a function of not only economic consider-
ations but also racial, locational, and other considerations.
The indigent are more likely to require health care assistance be-
cause they are trapped in an environment of poverty which can be
a cause of various health problems. The indigent, especially the
black indigent, make up a very visible minority and sometimes this
visibility is equated with organization or group power. Organized
pressure for indigents characteristically has been a function of
groups who were not health system oriented.
The health team viewed the elderly as a separate consumer group
for several reasons. The elderly are dealt with as a separate
group by both insurance companies and federal programs. The
elderly face certain health and transportation problems which are
compounded by the fact of their age. They are more susceptible to
disease and are frequently immobile. Too often the elderly are
invisible to the remainder of society and therefore their health
problems are simply overlooked.
:. : 8ff> ".''
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The providers of the health care of Indianapolis were not so arbitrarily
delineated—they already exist in a highly structured, although compli-
cated and all too often uncoordinated, manner. Largely because of the
market mechanisms of medical and health care, providers in local commun-
ities reflect similar structures throughout the nation.
Although "not for profit", the medical care system is very sensitive to
financial needs. In recent years the costs of health care have been
among the most dramatically escalating in our economy. And cost is only
one of the areas where consumers and providers interact.
Quality and Quantity of care are two more concerns. Equipment and staff
costs are increasing as are the demands for increased services. There
are numerous providers in the Indianapolis - Earion County area. For
the purposes of the game and within the constraints of time and manpower,
we delineated several of the more important providers--important from
the viewpoint of possible conflict resolution, via our game, leading to
tangible improvement in health delivery. Each major provider was in-
vestigated further by means of personal interviews, observations, and
examination of available literature concerning health delivery problems
in i-iarion County as well as in the entire nation.
After this process we have a tentative view of the health system in
Indianapolis. We should make it clear that the game does not attempt
to duplicate the personalities involved.
At this point the health team has defined roles for the various parti-
cipants in the game—whether they be consumers or providers. We
attempted to devise the roles in such a way as to promote the educational
value gained through interaction between roles. Our roles were defined
by means of delineating the participant's and his agency's, stated and
unstated, a) goals and tasks, b) biases, c) accountability and d) arbi-
trary—miscellaneous factors, all of which help to determine the game
participant's response. After the roles of the various providers were
delineated, they were refined further by means of having the health team
play each through two game situations.
The game situations are designed to reflect realistic problems, con-
flicts, or demands of the Indianapolis - Marion County health care
system. Participant, in reacting to these situations, will have to
explore their own roles to determine what their reaction to each given
situation should be, and this exploration, as well as the interaction
between roles, should prove interesting and educational.
•
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B. Roles
1. Executive Director - Health and Hospital Corporation (HHC)
goals/tasks
a. provide low cost or free health care to medically and finan-
cially indigent persons (legal responsibility)
— major concern - 75$ of budget for this (from taxes)
b. provide other services (legal responsibility)
—record/analyze vital statistics/publish
—control of communicable diseases
—supervise environmental sanitation
—public health laboratory services 25/5 of
--maternal and child health services budget
—community mental health services
—health education of general public
—operate decentralized nursing stations
—administer I-lodel Cities health program
—provide services for Kartindale neighborhood health center
—through general hospital, provide health care to general
population
cs
biases
-p
a. no economic motive to expand services or facilities
b. neutral or positive reaction to private or state expansion of
health care could cut down HHC workload
c. favorable towards community-wide preventative medicine program
d. in hospital: concerned chiefly with medical care,
rehabilitation
e. strong ties to private colleagues and to I.U. medical center,
which provides medical staff to general hospital
f. variable: administrative or medical training?
g. favorable toward pre-paid capitation plan
h. favorable to national health insurance
i. favorable toward neighborhood health center concept
accountability
a. to public, through board of trustees and mayor
b. to mayor, who wants to keep low profile in medical care
and related activities
c. to politicians—city-county council—who approve (and set)
funding
d. unofficially, to private medical sector; must not compete with
private services — political tie-in
miscellaneous
a. funding cut below trustees' request — doesn't allow expansion
I-
I
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of activities as needed
b. anticipates KKC getting out of the hospital business and
therefore most of its medical care activities (but not public
health)
c. frustrating experiences with i.odel Cities neighborhood health
center — 1. funding
2. citizen participation/community control
d. legal mandate to set up more neighborhood health centers, but
no money
e. sensitive to needs of indigent through hospital and neighbor-
hood health center activities, but somewhat hardened through
long association xiith the poor
f. want to expand public health activities—feels they are more
important than they're acknowledged to be
2. Head of Letropolitan Health Council (MHC)
goals/tasks
a. plan and coordinate health care services to inner-city indigent
consumers in neighborhoods where access, availability and
financial problems just with regard to health care
b. coordinate and plan for three existing neighborhood health
centers, and for possible expansion of health center concept
to other neighborhoods
c. integrate neighborhood health centers in a working relation-
ship with existing medical institutions, for special out-
patient services
d. investigate plans for coordination of a community health
network involving all neighborhoods
e. encourage community organization ana participation in health
service activities
f. train neighborhood residents to be health workers in their
neighborhood's health center
biases
a. emphasize flexible and experimental approaches in the develop-
ment of new programs for all socio-economic groups
b. pursue research and development with regard to such programs
c. emphasize broad concepts of l.oalth, especially preventive
medicine programs and health education, rather than merely
diagnosis of existing diseases and crisis care
d. encourage community envolvement—as a whole and through
individuals
e. leery of community control of health services
f. favorable towards expansion of neighborhood facilities as a
step tox^ards a community health netxrork
g. emphasize out-patient care
h. pursue social over economic goals
i. favorable towards national health insurance
j. favorable towards comprehensive health planning
•<
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accountability
a. to whomever provides financial support (federal, state,
municipal or private sources)
b. Methodist Hospital and Health and Hospital Corp. (for staffing
and support of health centers)
Ck board of directors, including both providers (public and
private) and consumers (including several indigent persons)
d. a private medical sector, with regard to any expansion into
heretofore private activities
miscellaneous
a. must rely on piecemeal and non-guaranteed funding
b. little power to control providers—must rely on cooperation
—
only power comes through MHC channeled funding
c. all hHC funds committed, future uncertain
d. must arbitrate between various providers, and between
providers and consumers
e. familiar with needs of indigent consumers—it monitors the
"battlegrounds' of the urban medical community vs. urban
poor consumers
f. feels that neighborhood health centers have been fairly
successful and are a basically good concept
g. two of three existing neighborhood health centers started
because of pressure from Kethodist Church groups, and are
supported and staffed by hethodist hospital
3. Head of Indiana University Ledical Center
goals/tasks
a. provide high-quality medical and paramedical education and
research facilities
b. expand facilities and staff
c. Dept. of Community Health Sciences: devise and test innovative
approaches to improve health care education and delivery
services
—
provide evaluation, innovation, advice to community
health care institutions
d. Dept. of Community Health Sciences: provide primary health
care through certain projects
e. provide staff for harion County General Hospital
biases
a. the elite faculty of the area
b. feel Medical Center should be area planners, but realize that
jealousies make it impossible
c. close ties to area hospitals and to private colleagues
d. want 'interesting" cases for research and testing
e. need subjects for students to practice on
f. favor well-evaluated pilot projects to test out feasibility of
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any proposed innovative concepts
g. favor thorough consumer education preceding any consumer
participation in decision making
h. University Kedical Center should be responsible for setting
standards and developing programs used to train health system
workers
accountability
a. to state government—university, political pressure
b. to public, through state (minor)
c. to students wanting increased involvement with health care to
indigent (minor; few seem very concerned)
d. to private medical sector: must not compete with private
services of area
e. to local community, through General Hospital
f
.
to American hedical Association and American Hospital
Association for accreditation of educational program
g. to federal government, for Regional Ledical Program funding
opposed to
I
a. committment to extend full services to surrounding neighborhoods
b. any change decreasing autonomy
c. two much weight given to consumer groups s>
d. any major health system change without careful testing and
evaluation of new concepts
miscellaneous
a. some students staff a neighborhood health center on the South-
west side, but participation is limited
^. President - County hedical Society (ALA.)
goals/tasks
a. provide high quality health care to individual patients
b. help individual doctors retain independence, affluence
biases
a. politically, economically and medically conservative, health-
care oriented
b. favors doctors' interests over clients' interests
c. acts as voice for suburban, rural doctors
d. suspicious of public intervention of services, even to low-
income groups
e. feels that doctors should determine all public policies with
regard to health
f. micro view: patient-oriented rather than community-oriented
g. middle/upper-class oriented
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h. preoccupied with individual private patients—must work hard
to meet their needs
i. emphasizes ''quaiity i: of health care
j. feels that well-established doctor-patient relationship has
great psychological and curative value
k. feel that additional health workers and para-professionals are
needed to take part of doctors' loads
accountability
a. to medical society members
opposed to
a. publicly-sponsored comprehensive health planning
b. national health insurance, or any change that might flood the
system with patients (but acknowledges that some sort of
national health insurance is inevitable)
c. change; particularly if accomplished too fast
d. anything likely to diminish individual doctors' autonomy
e. policy-determination and decision-making by consumers
x>
miscellaneous
a. directly or indirectly represented in all Karion County health
agencies and organizations
5. President - private non-profit hospital
goals/tasks
a. offer best possible medical care, for self-supporting patients
b. keep beds 9<# full
c. seek economic expansion in order to buy new equipment, hire
additional staff, raise salaries to insure retention of high-
quality staff
d. provide medical/technical training in various medical career
fields
biases
a. chiefly concerned with treatment, training
b. basically uninterested in community-wide preventative medicine
program
c. administrator and businessman first, medical man second
d. feels hospital (his, or one like it) is logical center for
coordination of areawide planning
e. high priority to in-patients, low to out-patients
f. pursues economic over social goals
g. favors satisfaction of current known (i.e. '^standard') needs
h. variable: administrative or medical training?
i. relatively insulated from most clients' problems, client
pressures
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j. variable; depending on potential number of patients, of new
techniques which carefully screen patients before entry in
order to avoid overcrowding
accountability
a. to trustees (representing commercial and corporate interests
—
upper-middle and upper-class, who are chiefly concerned with
fund-raisinc, capital improvements and facilities, and who
feel there are no serious gaps in the hospital's medical
offerings)
b. no official accountability to the public
c. but, somewhat concerned with public image, resulting in
occasional charitable actions such as donation of staff or
services for limited non-profitable uses
opposed to;
a. any changes causing potential in-patients to remain as out-
patients, unless hospital is over-crowded
b. any significant change in number of area in-patient facilities
c. avoids indigent or non-profitable patients, except for
''interesting cases'- or profitable ones
d. any area-wide health planning or system which would detract
from his autonomy
e. anything resulting in overload of patients — would cause
facility of care to deteriorate
f. consumer control of medical system (but neutral or positive
toward consumer inputs )
6. President, Comprehensive Health Planning Council of harion County
(CHPC)
goals/tasks
a. develop a health planning process which will offer recommenda-
tions and priorities for the improvement of all Larion County
health resources
b. plan and implement a system cooperatively involving both
providers and consumers in the optimal distribution of medical
and health resources
c. coordinate the delivery of health services in accordance with
a comprehensive plan, and evaluate the results of any
innovations
d. include more consumers, especially the indigent or near-
indigent, in the planning and decision-making processes
e. encourage all public and private health agencies to participate
in planning
f. develop baseline information on the area's health needs,
problems, and resources
g. survival
1•.•.•*.c;3
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biases
a. concerned with all of Marion County, not specific neighborhoods
or communities—must avoid fragmentation
b. leery of the consumer control of health system
c. take long range, comprehensive view of problems and factions
d. providers dominant in council, despite considerable consumer
involvement
e. must plan for all the people not merely indigent
f. public must realize;
1. national government will not solve local problems—local
local agencies like CHPC must solve them
2. because of insufficient funding and staff, CHPC cannot be
expected to produce dramatic improvements
accountability
a. to professionals for who their plans will affect
b. to Indiana Hospital Association and harion County Hedical
society for financial support
c. to state comprehensive health planning agency, (Indiana State
Board of Health) which channel state funds and federal formula
grants to Marion County
d. to HSMHA (Health Services and Mental Health Administration)
which has approved proposal to plan, coordinate and evaluate
health care delivery r.
miscellaneous
a. conflicts between professionals, politicians, consumers and
special interest groups as to who should have greatest say in
making health policy
b. conflicts between members who are pro- and anti- greater
government involvement in health care services
c. problems with internal funding from Marion County agencies
—
no formal funding on a guaranteed continuing basis
7. Indigent consumers
a. cannot afford adequate health maintenance program need either
free or very low-cost treatment
b. availability and/or accessibility problems with regard to
health care facilities
c. often subject to substandard or impersonal or demeaning
treatment, long waits, overcrowded facilities
d. often afraid of hospitals
e. cultural barrier between indigent and providers
f. if black, aware of status vs. doctors and lower hospital workers
g. often ignorant of routine health needs
h. often subject to additional health problems because of nutri-
tion, environment, or greater susceptibility to certain
diseases (ex. sickle-cell anemia)
.: ' <:
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i. essentially powerless in present medical system
j. becoming more aware of their plight, more articulate in
expressing it—want a voice in health-care system decision-
making
k. aware that the affluent get better medical care
1. feel it appropriate that the affluent pay for indigents' care
—since the affluent profit from them
m. feel more health providers and facilities are needed, parti-
cularly at heighborhood level
n. prefer medical care of "r^al doctor" to that of para-
professional
0. served by Medicaid
p. may become militant over health-care problems
8. Middle-class/Affluent Consumers
a. some financial problem xjith complete health maintenance
b. usually covered by some sort of insurance, but often
inadequately
c. perceive available health services
d. not served by local (neighborhood) health services — often
must go further than indigent to obtain health care
e. less aware of problem of the health system than are indigent
f. may have some lobby through imputs into existing health
organizations—boai-ds, etc.
g. feel that present medical costs are outrageous
h. ready and willing, to have more voice in health system decision-
making
i. opposed to spending more for medical care
j. favorable to national health insurance or similar plan if:
1. costs will remain stable or decrease
2. better care will be provided for same cost
k. feel that indigent are getting pretty good medical care without
paying for it; feel thr.t middle class pays for indigents' care
as well as its o;:n
1. feel health care system needs to be expanded for greater
convenience, better and faster service
m. increasing number of working mothers; need more flexible
health service hours, closer facilities
n. desire choice of health providers
9. Elderly Consumers
a. often, accessibility ial problems
b. served by Medic
c. no active lobby •••• rauftt rely on others
d. need health services :orc frequently than younger consumers
e. increasing in number
f. many need home health c . ,'ices
g. want more accessible n i i rhood health facilities
h. prefer established doctor; and nurses providing care
i. want choice of do-- ideally, long-term relationships
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j. many nursing home clients — especially subject to profit-
oriented provider
k. often must rely on financial help from children in order to
get necessary care
1. unlikely to become militant over health care problems
10. Other Possible Roles
There are of course, other groups whose roles might be more fully de-
lineated and included in the role-playing situation, nmong the provider
group are:
the Comprehensive Health Planning Council of Central Indiana which has
recently been formed to do the comprehensive health planning for eight
counties of Central Indiana which compose Indianapolis (SMSA)^
the Community Service Council, a voluntary organization, which, among
its activities, researches and publishes reports concerning health or
health-related topics and which also makes recommendations about pro-
grams to the United Fund Allocations Committee;
the Model Cities program which includes a health project, presently
adminstered by HHC, expanding services at two neighborhood health
centers, operating a multiphase screening program, and looking forward
to dental service, outreach health careers development, and health ser-
vices information system programs;
,«.
the Indiana State Department of Health responsible for the public health
of all the residents of Indiana and, as the "A' agency under Compre-
hensive Health Planning legislation, responsible for review and comment
on all health proposals which apply for federal funds;
the Indiana Hospital Development Association, founded in 1951 for the
purpose of research, planning, and fund raising for the hospitals and
health agencies of the community and responsible, in conducting its
fund raising campaigns, for raising approximately 4>26 million for the
local health institutions;
Flanner House which operates several multiphasic servicing units in
Marion County;
and the Aesculapian Medical Society, a local chapter of the National
Medical ssociation, an association composed (largely) of black
physicians, and an association whose primary focus for the last decade
has been the delivery of health services to the urban poor.
[
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C. Situations and Scenarios
1. Situation #1
A working middle-class community leader, the local parish priest, wants
to establish a neighborhood health center to serve his neighborhood.
There are few p' ivate practitioners in the neighborhood, and one of the
two hospitals located in the area is moving to the suburbs.
a. overall difficulty of getting adequate medical services is
increasing — availability/cost
b. feels that indigent consumers who live near three existing N.H.C.'s
are getting better care than his community residents
c. many elderly people in neighborhood — need nearby facilities
d. many working mothers — need local health services beyond those
offered in schools — must be open evenings and weekends
e. many neighborhood residents have some form of medical insurance,
but few have complete coverage — some have none
f. so far, marginal to adequate medical care has been gotton, but at
considerable expense and hassle
— through local private hospitals
—through general hospitals
—through hartindale Health Center
g. wants more complete health care, including an emphasis on preven-
tive medicine, but —
nearest private hospital is leaving;
general hospital is a hassle, and aimed chiefly at indigent;
Kartindale health Center is busy serving indigent consumers of its
neighborhood.
Scenario for Situation #1
The priest, with the problems and proposal described in Situation jfl,
visits several of the providers in Marion County. Since he knows that
the Metropolitan Health Council (MHC) coordinates the activities of the
three existing health centers, he first goes to it.
Metropolitan Health Council
Priest: Can the MHC help him get a neighborhood health center for his
area?
Head of MHC:
"Such an action would not be in line with existing neighborhood health
centers, which are designed to serve the needs of the indigent; MHC's
•.
.
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function is not to provide care to those who can afford private care.
We need more centers for the truly indigent, but your type of neigh-
borhood would have a very low priority."
"We have little money directly to fund anything — money comes from the
Health and Hospital Corporation (HHC), Methodist hospital and the Model
Cities program.''
,:We recognize your plight, and suggest that you talk to St. Vincent's
Hospital (private non-profit hospital) — see if you can put some pres-
sure on them the way the Methodists did on Methodist hospital."
Priest mentions the taxes his neighborhood residents pay:
"You might talk to the HHC, although they're short on money this year.
But their real concern is for the indigent, too."
''Nonetheless, you idea isn't bad; it would be one more step to a commu-
nity health network — the concept is good. . . ."
"We might be able to help advise you, if you can get other support, but
we can't support it directly ourselves with either money or staff.
However, we might be able to integrate it into our program if it gets
off the ground." »
"Also, we might be able to help train one or two neighborhood residents
to help you staff such a center."
* * *
So, the priest goes off to St. Vincent's with his proposal. . . .
Head of St. Vincent's Hospital
"Budgetary problems prevent the expansion of our out-patient services
even at the hospital. . .our money and staff are needed to take care of
our in-patient load."
"Where' will the money to pay for this come from? We service paying
patients, and need more money ourselves to hire more staff, to buy new
equipment, and to keep up with the salaries we have to pay to keep a
high-quality staff."
''Our chief goal is to improve the quality of our services here, before
we can ever go out into the community.' -
"All you need is in the Marion County hospitals — they are providing
better care than ever before, and to more people.' 1
'However, if you can get someone to provide most of the support, we
might be able to lend you a doctor or nurse for a few hours a week.
This of course would depend on whether or not anyone wanted to do
it "
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Next, the priest goes to the Health and Hospital Corporation, which
operates the Martindale neighborhood health center. . .he feels his
parishoners deserve as good and convenient care as the indigent. . . .
Head of Health and Hospital Corporation
''Our legal charge is to provide health care to the indigent, and to
guard the health of the community as a whole through our public health
programs."
"Of course, General Hospital is open to all citizens of the
community. ..."
1:We're basically sympathetic to the idea. . .after all, we support the
Martindale health center, but we can barely get funding even for that.
Our budget request was drastically cut this year, and expansion of our
programs is really impossible."
"Also, we can't expand into the private medical sector's territory. .
•it's politically too risky. . .private providers would resent it, and
raise hell with the politicians, who want to keep a low profile in the
health care services area, to avoid offending that influential group."
"If we did this for you, we'd have to do it for practically everyone
. . .it just wouldn't be feasible.'
'We can't even offer to help you staff a new center, because we have to
rely on the Indiana University Medical Center for most of our staffing
now."
"You don't want the county running your proposed health center anyway,
what with politics and all. . .it's better to let the private sector do
it if possible.' 1
* * #
With that admonition, the priest goes to the Marion County Medical
Society, the local unit of the American Medical Association.
Head of Marion County Medical Society
"It's true, we would be opposed to expansion of the public health care
services into neighborhoods like yours — into any neighborhoods for
that matter. We think that most of Marion County's health problems can
best be handled by private physicians and nurses, as in the past. . . .'•'
"Some private physicians might very well want to set up a private
neighborhood health center, if it could pay its way. . .possibly some
qualified paramedical personnel might also be hired to help provide
routine services."
Priest: "How about the combination of a group practice with a pre-paid
capitation plan for the area?"
•
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Response: "This would involve setting up a whole neighborhood health
system — who will do this? Does the whole community want to take on
the burden of its sick? Who would fund the system. . .employers, the
consumers themselves? Who will handle all the administative details,
collecting the money, etc.? Are you ready for this? 1 '
"Anyway, national health insurance is probably just around the corner
. .
.we don't really like the idea, but it's inevitable. . .that should
help solve some of your problems."
"We'll pass the word around, but can't promise anything — we're only
a voluntary organization ourselves, and like to leave that sort of
thing to the hospitals. ..."
Priest: 'But don't they only treat sick people? We need a good pre-
ventive medicine program, too."
Response: "We've nothing against that, but our members have their
hands full just treating sick people, let alone well people. . .most of
them have a full load with their own patients.''
Priests "But if there were better preventive care, wouldn't there be
fewer sick people?"
Response: "H'mmm. ..." s
"Well, anyway, the Medical Society does have representatives in all the
health organizations — working for better health care in the area, and
concerned with issues such as yours. ..."
"We are sympathetic, because you represent an area whose citizens are
community assets — hard workers and tax payers — you should have at
least as good services as those people in the hartindale area — but of
course most of them can't help themselves, and most of your people
can. . . .''
The priest, now somewhat discouraged, decides to talk to someone at the
Indiana University Medical Center.
Head of Indiana University Medical Center
"Our primary purpose is teaching. . .we have to be concerned with the
whole state, not just Marion County. . .therefore, we must ask of any
new task, does it offer any way to better our instructional and re-
search program?"
"True, we do provide staffing for the Marion County General Hospital,
but we really use that, at least in part, as a teaching device and a
quasi-laboratory for our students and researchers. . .but of course we
also provide its oatients with the very best in medical care, with some
of the most competent professionals in the Marion County area."
r,
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"We do have some students and staff working in neighborhood health
centers — one group of students runs a center on the Southwest side,
but in a largely indigent neighborhood."
Priest; 'Would some of your students be interested in helping us out,
if we could get a center started?"
Response: "Possibly, if you can get it going. . .of course it would be
up to the students. Could your neighborhood pay them something"
"Otherwise, any support would have to be voluntary — we have few funds
for this sort of outreach, desirable though it may be, and our costs
are constantly rising. Do you have any idea what it costs to train a
doctor today? And the state has been less than generous in the
funding."
"But there may be some ways we could attack this problem. We have a
new Department of Community Health Sciences, and they might be able to
give you some help, or at least information."
Department of Community Health Sciences
I
"Our primary purpose is research into better ways to meet community
health needs. We are trying to serve innovative, evaluative and
advisory functions. ..." s
r
"The idea of a middle-class neighborhood health center is interesting
. . .we're looking for better ways to provide health services to the
consumer, and we might be able to use your neighborhood for analysis, if
we could get a Federal grant to pay for it. . .perhaps this could be
done through the Comprehensive Health Planning Council."
* * *
So the priest gets in his little black car and drives over to the CHPC
office. . . .
Comprehensive Health Planning Council of Marion County (CHPC)
"We're concerned with planning for all of harion County, not just for
isolated neighborhoods. Concentrating on the needs of just one neigh-
borhood, and ignoring the whole metropolitan system, would lead to
fragmentation and near-sightedness, which is what we're trying to
overcome."
"We're a relatively new agency, with little funding, so far, and our
first task is to look at the badly tangled whole . . .no one has ever
tried to plan systematically for all the various health providers and
consumers in this county, so this is our basic task."
"We're pleased that you've come. . .vie want to get more consumers active
in the health system. . .we really wish more consumers would take an
interest."
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"So far, most efforts such as you propose have been aimed at the
indigent, but we can envision the need for such facilities in neigh-
borhoods like yours."
"But before more centers are started, we would really like to do a
careful evaluation of those already in operation. . .if we do this, any
new centers, if they're needed, should have the best possible chance of
being effective soon after they open. Otherwise, you may waste time and
effort. . .better to wait a few months and give us a chance to study
them."
"Anyway, you would probably do best to go to the Metropolitan Health
Council, which is especially concerned with the neighborhood health
centers. . .they know a good deal about that sort of thing."
"Oh, you've already seen them. . . ? ,;
* * *
Priest, exhibiting signs of frustration and acute depression, decides
to see if prayer will help.
THE END
<
3
n
•
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2. Situation #2
The second situation involves the presentation of a national health plan
to and the reaction elicited from a group of interested health providers
and consumers. The hedical Committee for Human Rights (MCHR) , an organ-
ization of health workers, is in Indianapolis to elicit reactions con-
cerning its preliminary health plan for the United States, a plan which
the committee has developed as an alternative to the recent National
Health Insurance proposals. The following elements are included in the
plan:
1. A nation-wide personal health tax will finance the sytem proposed.
The tax is progressive rather than regressive (unlike most of the
ilational Health Insurance proposals), taxing all forms of wealth
(income plus assets).
2. The revenues of the nation-wide tax will be returned to community
health councils to pay for the community's health services on a
capitation basis. Communities with poorer indices of health might
receive a slightly greater return per capita.
3. For the individual patient, there are no out-of-pocket expenses
such as deductibles (wherein, for example, the patient might pay the
first $100 of his hospital expenses) or coinsurances (wherein the
patient might pay 20$ of all services).
-i
4. Total care is to be provided all people in the United States. There
will be no limitations on hospital days nor any failure to cover
drug expenses, dental care, etc.. Also, preventive care is to be
emphasized.
5. Funds are to be provided for increases in health manpower. Regional
health councils will operate health worker schools, with students to
be trained in the communities. The courses in these schools will be
tailored to the past experiences of individuals. Also, health work-
ers, by taking additional courses* will be able to achieve vertical
mobility in their health careers.
6. Fully integrated regional health systems based upon community health
centers will be established. Each community (containing a range of
5 j 000 - 50,000 people) will have at least one community health
center designed to give primary ambulatory care and to serve as the
entry point into the health system for all persons. Upon this base,
health service areas (containing from 50,000 - 200,000 people) and
health service regions (containing from one to three million people)
will be designed. Each community center will be linked with hospi-
tals and extended care facilities. Additionally, at the heart of
the community health centers will be the primary health care teams.
Each individual, or family, will be served by a primary health care
team which is composed of at least one physician, one nurse, one
family health worker, and others.
.
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7. Consumers rather than the doctors or the government are to control
the health care system. Each community will have a CHC (Community
Health Council), two-thirds of which will consist of representatives
of the residents of the area and one-third of which will be repre-
sentative of those persons working in the health-care institutions
(doctors, nurses, social workers, janitors, etc.). In addition,
each CHC will have a medical advisory board including doctors, den-
tists, and others. Each CHC will exercise cost and quality control
for their communities. At the area, regional, and national levels,
consumers will continue to comprise two-thirds of the council mem-
bership and thus further community control. Finally, at the
national level, the consumer-dominated national health council will
appoint a 5-roan executive committee to administer the total health
care system.
This plan is presented at a general meeting of representatives of
Indianapolis health providers and consumers. Upon completion of the
presentation and after provision of copies of the plan to members of
the audience, the MCHR asks its audience for reactions. The KCHR, in
fact, encourages individuals to critique the plan on a point-by-point
basis if they are inclined to do so.
•a
The salient points of what might be expected from each role are
recorded below.
The Head of Health and Hospital Corporation might be the first person
to respond.
"I am glad to see that preventive care is to be emphasized, but I : m
afraid that with the emphasis on personal, preventive health care and
with the costs of the entire program, community-wide public health mea-
sures will be de-emphasized. Sanitation, air pollution, water pollution
—none of these were mentioned in the plan."
:, Our contact with the indigent of l-.arion County would lead us to
approve of the progressive tax (at least in theory) —they can not af-
ford to spend as great a proportion of their income on health care as
the middle-class does. We also would highly approve of returning more
money per capita to those areas with lower indices of health. The
Public Health division could of course determine which local communi-
ties have lower indices through its departments of vital statistics and
research."
"Also we see in this plan, a good probability of taking a heavy burden
off liarion County General Hospital. Community centers serving as
points of entry will cut down the high number of citizens that this
hospital (and others too) has to cope with. Under this plan, other
hospitals would take on part of the responsibility of caring for the
poor so that this responsibility would no longer be left just to us. :
"But there are some unfortunate aspects to the plan. We are unsure of
community control. Our hodel Cities experience has given us reason to
?
'.
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believe that community control is not a good method of operations.
There was too much shouting, too much fluidity among the community
members serving on the various boards. . . .We really doubt that con-,
sumers can be good judges of quality.
'
"However, if Community Health Councils were to come into existence, we
would insist that each council had a representative from the Public
Health department — we should have a strong role in these councils."
' Finally, we in the health and Hospital Corporation would want to know
how these community health centers would relate to public health units.
You are not suggesting that the public health units be taken over by
the community centers, are you?"
* * *
The next speaker might be the President of the Metropolitan Health
Council.
"First, because we work closely with the poor, we support the progres-
sive tax and approve of communities with lower indices of health re-
ceiving more money per capita to improve their health care. We also
approve of per capita funding because it means that funding of neigh-
borhood centers will no longer be erratic — a financial problem the
MHC has had in the past."
"Our experience with the operation of community health centers has
shown us that such centers would serve as an excellent base for the
provision of all health care. In fact, we have recently proposed (for
Indianapolis) a Community Health Network which relies on such centers.
If your plan were to be developed instead, the KHC could act as the
coordinating agency for these centers in the Indianapolis area."
"We also see value in the health worker schools proposed. These
schools could provide upward mobility for the community paramedics
that we train."
"Finally, however, we do not like consumer control. V/e have seen the
HHC's unfortunate experience with Model Cities. In fact, we would not
provide services to Model Cities now unless the present consumer influ-
ence was altered. V/e welcome consumer input and advice but not
consumer control."
Then the president of the County Medical Society might present his
views.
"This plan is galloping socialism. It's going to destroy incentive for
the doctors. The consumers don't know anything about judging the qual-
ity of medical care. They don't know ahout technical problems. You
have to remember that the doctor-patient relationship is an art.
Medicine is not just a science, it is an art. Long-term relationships
are responsible for cures which could not be solved by medical sources
n
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alone. You'll destroy the relationship with consumer control and health
care teams. The relationship will become impersonal/'
"Also, you are right in emphasizing the need for more health workers,
but if you take away the right of the doctor to determine his fee,
you're not going to get people to go into medical schools — that takes
away initiative. Professional discretion rather than consumer pressure
should determine costs."
"Also, doctors are not going to like being forced into health care teams
— it diminishes their personal freedom. VJould your plan force us into
the system? What would happen to doctors who would not work in the
system or to the system if doctors refused to work? We just object to
being forced into anything. There should be pluralism and choice in the
system."
"The federal government is going to have to fund training of health
workers on a massive scale if you are going to decrease the present
pressure on the health workers and if you are going to implement all
the new devices that come with total care."
'' Finally, who is going to pay for all this service — the middle-class
which is already paying exorbitant taxes?"
A representative of the indigents of Indianapolis might next speak.
"It's about time that we have a tax which doesn't rob the poor like so
many taxes have in the past, and it's about time that more money goes to
the areas that really need better health care services."
:,We, the community, should have charge over the outrageous prices that
doctors have been charging."
"Also, total care should have been provided long ago."
"But there are some questions. We want to make sure that these primary
health care teams are not just an easy way to escape from giving us good
doctor care. . . .We also want to know how the plan is going to handle
the overcrowding in hospitals. How is it going to change the indiffer-
ent treatment that the poor so often get. Also, are we going to have to
fight even longer lines if more people get this free treatment?"
"Finally, we want to make sure that it is the poor that get the training
as health workers — we need the jobs."
The president of a private, non-profit hospital could then express
himself.
"First, we have to object to the "no limitations" on hospital days. The
hospitals will be flooded and overcrowded. Of course, if the Community
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Health Centers really do screen patients wo don't really need hospital
service, then we may be able to accomodate the patients. Eut the hos-
pitals would heavily rely on the Community Health Centers being
effective."
"We also have to question how the hospital is to be reimbursed for its
services. If the consumers are controlling the costs, how is it to be
guaranteed that the private hospitals will be adequately paid? The
consumers are less likely to understand the needs for more technical
apparatus and thus less likely to adequately pay hospitals. Also, if
the consumers do control the system, isn't this control in effect the
end of a private hospital? Will the organizations that now serve the
hospitals want to stay in business? Doesn't community control destroy
autonomy for these organizations?"-
An elderly person, representative of the elderly of Indianapolis, might
then make his remarks.
"I really have to question this plan. For instance, am I going to have
to pay more taxes than I do now for the same care? .... Are nursing
homes and long-term care facilities included in this total care?"
"Also, will the increases in health manpower mean more people able to
visit in the home? That would be good, but I also have to say that I
want a doctor, not a health care team, looking after me."
"Shouldn't the doctors look after the medical care system; I don't like
the idea of ignorant radicals looking after health care when they don't
know anything about it."
* * *
The Dean of the Indiana University Medical Center could be next.
"Actually, we feel that this plan is a very good innovative approach.
We would like to see it tested out on a small scale first, though, be-
fore it is implemented nationally. A one-region pilot project should
be attempted first."
"The extra funds fcr health manpower are an essential aspect of the
plan. We do question, though, who it is that is going to train all the
additional manpower. Do you envision new schools being set up? With
the additional money, the present medical schools could probably train
the necessary people.'1 '
"One point of disagreement, however, is the individual gearing, of
course, to an individual's past experience — this would be very diffi-
cult to implement."
"Also, we have to disagree with consumer control. We recognize the need
for consumer input, but the consumers should not have control. It is an
unrealistic concept — at the moment, consumers don't know enough to
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exercise this control. For this concept to become a reality, there
would have to be considerable consumer education,"
A representative of the middle class might then speak up,
"Right off, I don't like being ta;:ed on my assets.'
"Secondly, is this plan going to cost more or less than I am paying
now? I'd like to be able to decide for myself whether I want to pay
for total care or not/
"Also, why should the "poorer* areas get mora money. The poor are al-
ready paying less in taxes, V/hy should middle-class neighborhoods get
less return from the national ta; r to pay for their health care?'
"Also, I want to know if we are going to be able to choose our own
physician or health teams?"
"It is a good idea to increase the manpower. We have had problems get-
ting medical care because of too few doctors."
"Finally, I guess I'm favorable to consumer control — but don't the
doctors know best?"
The president of the Comprehensive Health Planning Council of Marion
County then speaks,
"First, we do approve of some form of health tax. . . .Government fund-
ing of health programs has been fragmented while the funding has been
badly needed."
'We also, of course, approve of an integrated regional health system as
a logical program to carry out. But it must be emphasized that there
must be choice in that system. . . . We do not wish to rule out private
professional practice or, for that matter, private consumer choice. :;
We do have other reservations about the plan proposed. We have
reservations about consumer control. We do want consumer input but can
not see consumer control at present,"
"Finally, let us again say that the overall concept of a systematic,
comprehensive health care system is good, however, given our own exper-
ience in attempting to get together various providers and consumers, we
are very sceptical about its implementation in a democratic society."
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3. Other Possible Situations
Other situations to which the role-playing participants might be asked
to respond could include expansions upon the following.
1. The Health and Hospital Corporation's budget is to be tripled, what
priorities should the HHC have in allocating its new funds? What
should the various provider and consumer groups request of the HHC?
2. Kaiser-Permanente, a group health organization which has been suc-
cessful in various parts of the U.S., offers to organize and estab-
lish a prepayment health care plan for Indianapolis. Upon reading
the details of their program (not listed here, but to be presented
to the role players), what are your reactions to the offer?
3. Altering the first situation presented to the group, that of the
priest asking for assistance in establishing a health center for
his community so that the priest already has the money to start the
center, what are the reactions of the various agencies to his
request?
4. A system of health insurance and provider relationships known as
the Letropolitan Health Plan (MHP) is to be designed and is to
offer comprehensive health care to all of its members. Which of
the following organizational options is most acceptable to the
various provider groups and consumer representatives?
A) Contracting directly with independent providers and/or many
small provider groups (physicians, facilities, pharmacies, etc.)
or
B) Contracting directly with existing local professional societies
and provider associations which will in turn establish working
relationships with their members.
or
C) Contracting directly with new ad hoc health provider groups
which would be organized by interested professionals and ap-
proved by, but not sponsored by, their respective local pro-
fessional society and provider associations.
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D. How to Play the Game
We originally thought that the game could be played by giving each of
the players a role assignment; having each of them study their role for
roughly 15 to 20 minutes, possibly, in order to clarify their roles,
asking questions of the moderator of the game (an individual who was
well acquainted with the role descriptions and intentions); and then
giving them a series of situations to respond to and to work out for
themselves. It was our intention to use the two sample situations
which were fully delineated previously in this report as the first two
situations to which we would ask the players to respond. Thus, after
the players had independently worked out their own version to each of
these situations, we would have been able to offer our version as a
comparison, asking the players to respond to it, thus further clarifying
their roles. We felt that no more than two situations would have mer-
ited this comparative exercise, since if the first two were thoroughly
examined, the roles would have been carefully established.
However, we now feel that this method probably would not be beneficial,
particularly since the detailed descriptions of the roles, as they have
been written, may preclude an immediate, easy grasp of the roles. We
can not expect the players (at least the non-health professionals or
workers) to quickly internalize the goals, biases, accountabilities,
etc. of the health providers. Also, groups of players will differ from
one another with respect to their acquaintance with the subject of
health care delivery and thus will vary in their ability to handle the
first few situations presented to them. In fact, we would delineate
Indianapolis health professionals; other geographic area health pro-
fessionals; middle-class suburbanites; inner-city youths; students in
medical school; students in political science; and students in horti-
culture as examples of groups of potential players who would have dif-
fering knowledge concerning health care delivery and thus groups which
would have differing ease with the roles and situations to be played.
We now feel that the most useful method by which to introduce and to
play the health game differs depending upon which group of players is
to act out the situations. We still think that the two situations
which we have fully delineated are good material with which to work.
Thus, relying on these situations, we have developed several methods
(listed below) of playing the game. We do not propose to indicate
which is the best method for particular groups (experiments will have
to be made to determine that) nor do we propose to indicate that these
methods are the only methods of playing the game. They are to be used
simply as a starting point for anyone interested in moderating the
health game.
The different possibilities for the game include the following:
l) "Theatre": The first situation faced by the group could be a
theatrical demonstration by moderators and others of the efforts of
the priest in establishing a health center for his community.
Theatre would give the players who are to eventually learn the roles
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an outsider's view of the roles and an indication of the types of
statements and interactions which might be expected when they them-
selves play the game.
2. "Playlet"; The players might be given cues and speeches which they
are to follow precisely as they themselves act out the "playlet" of
the priests ! s efforts. In being given already detailed (written
out) parts, the players are again given examples of the type of
statements which they might be expected to make in their role as
well as being given an immediate shove towards role-playing.
3. Similar to the authors' originally intended method of playing the
game, one of the moderators could act as the priest in the first
situation — goading, questioning, forcing certain statements by
the various roles. The great disadvantage in this method is the
need for a moderator both extremely knowledgeable in the various
roles as well as skillful in directing conversations to the points
that he wants made.
4. The method of playing the second situation could include a second
theatrical demonstration following the first '^theatre", a second
playlet following the first "playlet", or a change to a "playlet"
after the "theatrical" first situation.
5. Following a theatrical demonstration or a playlet, the second
situation could also be played by the method in which the players
are given the situation, are asked to work it out, and then have
their results compared with what the moderators expected.
6. The second situation might also be a more suitable time for one of
the moderators to ask as the questioner, deliberately driving at
certain points.
For those instances where one or both of the two situations are
either theatre or playing out pre-written lines, the greatest
educational value may be obtained by giving the players (once the
situation is completed), a copy of all that was said and by dis-
cussing why various statements were made. This method would
necessitate each actor looking at the role descriptions and com-
paring statements with role descriptions.
7. For the situations following the first two, the moderators could,
if they wished, have previously detailed responses which could be
used for playlets or for comparative purposes. However, it will
probably be more valuable at this point to make the players deter-
mine their own responses to various situations even if the role-
playing moves slowly and awkwardly. For these later situations it
might also prove more educational for the players to determine
their own situations to be played out as opposed to giving them a
situation to work on. By the former method, they themselves would
be required to try to make up a situation which would involve many
of the major roles concerned with health care delivery.
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S. We have predicated the role-playing of this health game upon the
thorough learning of one role by each player. 3ach player ha-i been
assumed to take one role through a variety of situations until such
a time as the group decides to terminate playing the game. However
if the players felt that they had learned their respective roles
and/or if there was a great amount of time which could be devoted
to playing the health game, then roles could be exchanged. We are
not sure, however, of the learning value of changing roles from
situation to situation simply to familiarize the players with numer-
ous roles. We do not think that the players in these situations
would truly learn the probable responses of the various roles.
However, this shifting from one role to another with each change of
situation is a possible way to play the game.
9. We have built this health game around nine roles % 6 providers and
3 consumers. As indicated earlier, there are certainly other agen-
cies which might be included in the game once their roles are
developed. These other agency roles might be exchanged with any of
the original nine. We do not know what the ideal number of roles
is to play each situation, but we do suggest that too many more
than nine would lead to an awkward, less well-developed role-
playing game.
There are several "final* points to be made concerning this game. One,
there are no specified "right 11 outcomes to the situations, instead the
situations can be played in such a way that there are no solutions to
the original statement of the situation. Two, there is also no time
limit to the play of the game except that which might be determined by
the moderators and players. Three, because the developers of this game
recognize that the greatest educational benefit has been ours (in having
to work out the reactions of the various roles in the first two situa-
tions), we do not wish to detract from a similar experience for others
by too much "line-feeding" in the first two situations played by various
groups. However, we feel that the playing out of these two situations,
combined with a careful reading of the roles, is a necessary back-drop
to further play.
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III. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed this health game with the belief that there is educa-
tional value in role-playing. We have benefitted ourselves from the
delineation of the roles and from the playing out of the two situations.
Any persons who might attempt to develop their own health game or refine
this one would find that they are forced to develop an extensive "aware-
ness" of the ''politics" of the health system. This game itself should
have educational value for the neighborhood groups which play it, as it
is a palatable way of learning what might not be learned otherwise.
Nost individuals would not go through the process of reading, inter-
viewing, and synthesizing necessary to gain information about and under-
standing of the health care system. The health game is designed to be
a quick way of learning about the health system.
There is also value to observers of the game who might find their re-
lationships to the health care system crystalized as the game progreses.
Neighborhood teams might develop a play so that others in the neighbor-
hood who do not have time to play the game may learn about the health
system by viewing the play. Providers might, similarly, either through
observation or participation, gain empathy for the other agencies which
are involved in providing care and for the arguments of the consumers.
Finally, we believe that there is educational value for the planners
who might play the game. In fact, we believe that this game can be
used by the Department of Metropolitan Development in the planning
process itself. First, the game may have educational value for the
planners in the DM) who know little about the political problems in the
health area or about health planning itself. Second, the planners in
the DKD could be the primary force in expanding other roles for the
game and in clarifying relationships between agencies. Finally, the
planners could take this game, after careful refinement, to various
neighborhoods, act as moderators and assist the consumers in under-
standing the various problems faced by the providers, as well as as-
sisting the providers, in or near those neighborhoods, in understand-
ing the consumers' problems.
We feel that there are a number of refinements needed before the health
game is actually played. If possible, we would use a few : imprintable t;
,
"catchy"' words to replace the detailed role descriptions. The roles are
most probably too detailed to be easily played, but we have still found
ourselves adding on phrases in order to further explain the roles, as
opposed to shortening the descriptions. Further, undoubtedly, incon-
sistencies and inaccuracies exist in the role descriptions and these
mistakes should be corrected. We, in fact, intend to send a copy of
this report to the six provider groups delineated, asking them to com-
ment upon their own role descriptions, the descriptions of the other
agencies, and the two scenarios in order to more highly refine the
roles and situation responses. We would also like to conduct a series
of tests both to test the feasibility of the game and to determine which
of the possible methods of playing the game actually work best for the
different groups that we envision playing the game.
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Finally, there are several ways of measuring the success of the game.
However, none at this time seems to be clearly superior to the others.
Basic questions arise with regard to each of the possibilities. Is the
measure of success the retention of the role descriptions by the various
players? Is the measure of success more (knox^ledgeable?) involvement
on the part of the consumers in the health planning process? How is
involvement" to be measured? As for the providers, is the measure
more "empathy" for other agencies or for consumer groups' needs? How
does one measure "empathy"? Each group of players, as well as various
moderators and the developers of the game, will probably define the
"success" of the game differently.
ii
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Footnotes
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
A. The Transportation Plan
On October of 1968, a report was issued, which summarized
a major land-use/transportation study of the Indianapolis
area and made recommendations in the form of a transport-
ation plan for 1985. The report, "A Transportation and Land
Development Plan for the Indianapolis Region," was the
culmination of years of study by a number of city and state
agencies and a private consulting firm working together as
members of the Indianapolis Regional Transportation and
Development Study (IRTADS).
The Plan proposes two major systems: a highway system and a
mass transit system. The mass transit system consists solely
of. a bus rapid network. The bus rapid system is a network of
existing or proposed freeways and special rights-of-way where-
upon express buses operate, making stops at one-half mile to
three mile intervals. (An exception is the proposed Washing-
ton Street Transitway which would make stops in each block
of the downtown area route. ) No. specific plan is proposed
for local, bus service which, in Indianapolis, is furnished by
private companies. The Plan, however, assumes that local bus
service would be able to act as feeder buses for the rapid
transit system as well as to serve areas not adequately
covered by the proposed transit routes. (The present report
also accepts the above assumption in evaluating transit
impact upon potential transit users.)
B.. Study Focus
No single planning function should be performed without
cognizance of the interrelationships with other planning
functions. Furthermore, certain groups of citizens tend to
be more adversely affected by poorly coordinated and developed
planning than others. One such group is that composed mostly
of. non-auto owning citizens. The defined group of citizens,
normally dependent on some form of public transportation, are
often unfavorably affected by the selection of transportation
modes, networks and facility sites. Discussions with
Indianapolis planning and transportation personnel and review
of relevant Indianapolis literature has suggested the signifi-
cant possibility of negative impacts upon the actual or
potential bus transit rider of 1 985. The need for additional
investigation of the plan in terms of possible impacts upon

the transit rider has promoted the subject study.
The objective of the present study is to analyse the above
assumptions ) in the form of the following hypothesis:
The implementation of the 1985 Indianapolis
transportation plan will have some negative,
or at least, non-beneficial impact upon those
residents of the region most likely to be
rapid transit users.
The hypothesis will be tested in terms of accessibility,
reduction in land due to. highway construction, and the
relationship of area-wide growth patterns and major
functional objectives to the Plan in general, and accessi-
bility and land use in. particular. Each investigative
approach will relate its observations, conclusions and sug-
gestions in terms of the land use or objedtives of four
major functional areas: residential land use/housing
objectives, open space and .ecreation land use/recreation
and resource objectives, industrial and commercial land use/
economic objectives, and public or major privated service
facility land use/social objectives.
The scope of the paper has intentionally been kept rather
narrow in terms of the mode or transportation users studied
because of the belief of the autiiors that the many conditions
and circumstances surrounding a major transportation study
often limits the amount of concern and analysis carried out
at a micro-scale level. Many areal sub-units or specific
consumer groups in a study area get less that desirable
atcention due to lack of adequate, financial resources, time
and manpower limitations, low political visability, and so
forth. This study then, will not attempt to evaluate the
entire transportation plan but only its impact on a specific
group of residents, and then only in terms of a few transpoi
u
ation related factors. The study will not, however, take a
narrow or limited viewpoint in its attitude towards trans-
portation planning. Transportation will be viewed neither as
a strictly secondary or supportive service function or as one
that should be the result solely of engineering or techno-
logical consequences.
C, Development of Study Analysis Units
The first methodological problem faced by the present study
was that of locating geographically those sub-areas within
the total study area that represented high concentrations af-
transit-using residents. IRTADS had forecast a number of
population and household characteristics by traffic zone, and
included were 19.85 forecasts of population, autos, and
median income. (See Figure 1 in the appendix for a condensed
list of 1985 forecast variables.) The 1985 population for
each zone was divided by the total autos for each zone to
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determine a ratio: number of persons per auto. The numerical,
results ranged from approximately 1.100 to i+,200. The higher
the number, the greater the probability, that the subject zone
would contain a high percentage of transit users. The problem
then became one of selecting a standard, above which a zone
would be considered a low auto-ownership zone, and hence,
probably representative of a high percentage of residents who
would likely be public transit users. A standard had to be
selected which, was high enough to really reflect "high transit
user" zones and yet not so high as to produce a population
grouping that is too small for useful quantitative or qual-
itative analysis.
The standard of 3-000 was selected as that number best meeting
the requirements just cited. Forty-one out of nearly four
hundred zones met the transit rider zone standard. These
zones represented a 19&5 population of 79,136 or 6.89 percent
of the totals projected population of 1,149,200. These zones
made up five contiguous units were treated as origins in ?
analyzing accessibility and were designated 0-1 through 0-5.
Since the origin units were defined according to zones in
proximity which had similar auto characteristics, and not by
arbitrary size limitations, the analysis units differ greatly
in both population size and area.
The destination study units, designated D-1 through D-31' , were
selected by different means, depending on the sub-classifica-
tion used. The four sub-classifications used were based on
land use categories: industrial, commercial, service (com-
munity facilities), and recreational. IRTADS technical work
papers provided forecasted employment for 1 985 by district.
These were used to develop the industrial destination units
that would be important as work trip generators. Those dis-
tricts that appeared to be major employment centers (usually
having 1985 employment figures above 10,000) were selected
and transferred to the Indianapolis Comprehensive General Land
Use Map. ' By assuming that most or all of the employment
would be located in those parts of the district where com-
patible land use was forecast by the Land Use Plan, a more
definite (and usually smaller) destination unit boundary could
be determined. This final boundary was transferred to the
present study's base map and designated D-1 through D-8.
V/here more than one destination unit could be defined within
the boundaries of a single district, the sub-units were given
the same numerical designation but with letters (a,b,c) ident-
ifying each sub-unit.
Most of the commercial destination units were developed by
means similar to that used for industrial units (employment
figures were usually broken down by the industrial and
commercial sub- totals in the technical work paper forecasts).
In addition to selecting a number of commercial units within
high employment districts (the CBB, strip shopping areas, etc.),
a number of units were used that represented major regional
shopping centers as per technical work paper reports and land
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use forecasts. Each commercial unit studied, designated
D-9 through D-1^, represented areas of both high employment
levels and a wide variety (kind ctnd quality) of goods ana
services available and hence, were important as both work
trip and shopping trip generators.
The service destination units, D-15 through D-2.V, as well as
areas included with D-11 and 0-5, include major community
facility concentrations (exclusive of recreational facilities)
such as hospitals and universities. The CBD unit (D-11) has
high concentrations of both commercial and service activity
and is treated accordingly. Service areas are highly impor-
tant as service trip generators (trips that are of neither
an employment, shopping or recreational nature), somewhat
less important as work trip generators except for the CBD anea.
Recreational la nd uses (major parks, fair grounds, etc.) were
selected in a manner similar to service areas: the major
criteria was a high activity center serving people beyond the
immediate neighborhood. The recreational destination units,
designated D-22 through L-J>1 , are important only as recreation-
al trip generators as the permanent work force, used in most
units is insignificant.
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NOTES
A traffic zone is an areal unit used by IRTADS. There
are 395 zones, and up to 10 zones are grouped into districts.
The 7^ districts are, in turn, grouped into sectors, each
sector having a maximum of 10 districts. The 10 sectors
are established as follows: the CBD is one sector, the
adjacent tier of counties surrounding the IRTADS area ia £
second sector, the remaining & sectors are wedge-shaped
areas radiating from the CBD.
2Neighborhood 0-5, bjeing a university area, is also
treated as a major destination (service) study unit.
One analysis unit, Q-Z, was so large that it was
further divided into three sub-units, a,b, and c
L
The map is the main visual document used to depict land
uses of the future as accounted for by the Indianapolis
and Marion County General Land Use plan, adopted in 1965*
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II. POSSIBLE CONFLICT BETWEEN GROWTH PATTERNS
AND OBJECTIVES
A. General Urban Growth Patterns
An analysis of present growth patterns and trends is very
important in determining the amount, type and location of
transportation facilities that should be provided in a given
area. Figure Z in the appendix shows past and future (1985)
growth patterns for the IRTADS area. Many factors affect
urban development patterns such as terrain, climate, popula-
tion size, area of available land, residential location
desires of the inhabitants, etc. As land patterns change
mostly as a function of demand for land and facilities, the
major needed forecasts are for population, labor force and
employment, and household characteristics such as income,
auto ownership, and average "persons per household. A summary
of the major forecast data for Indianapolis is shown in
Figure 3 of the appendix. Non—white population, which was
concentrated almost entirely in Indianapolis in 1.960 and
represented one seventh of the population, will remain mostly
in Indianapolis in 1935 but will increase to one fifth of the
total population. This has very important implications on
rapid transit needs as will be discussed later.
Employment and residential location are directly related to
population size and characteristics and thus, a major change
in one factor should create significant change in the other.
The land use change in Indianapolis from 1968, to 1«985, by
land use classifications, is portrayed in Figure l±. However,
pure statistics do little to provide one with a total concep-
tion of urban development patterns. Therefore, a somewhat
greater examination of the growth patterns of the Indianapolis
region will be delved into at this point.
Indianapolis is a major hub in the Midwest, and by 1.973 is
expected to have seven (7) Inters trte freeways. Such a func-
tion has been, and will continue to be a chief influence on
the growth patterns of the area. In 1 964, 34.6 percent of
all land in the study area was developed, in 1985 it will be
at about 55- percent. Growth in Indianapolis has been
horizonal and fairly even ihi ell directions, although the
north-south limits are farther out than the east-west ones.
Except for a few exceptions, growth has bsen, and is expected
to continue to be contiguous with* previous built-up areas and
hence, the Indianapolis region has less urban sprawl than
most similar sized American cities.

The_ area does not follow one basic urban form but displays a
number of forms expected to continue in 1935c Corridor devel-
opment is very obvious in commercial and industrial activity
such as found along Washington and Massachusetts Streets.
Major growth corridors (especially residential growth) can he.
f.ound along such arterials as North Meridian street and 3&th
Street. These growth patterns come about mainly due to the
radial transportation system and since only a slight modi-
fication of this is made on the 1985 Transportation Plan
(belt highways), such growth patterns will continue into the
plan target date period. Because of the emphasis on the auto,,
the area between the radial arms will continue to fill in as
the radial routes are extended outward.
A multiple center pattern depicting concentration of activity
centers are visable, especially in the Glendale and north-
west Marion County areas. It- is somewhat hard to predict the
continuation of this trend since there are two conflicting
forces at work. The present transportation network often cuts
up this pattern and makes it awkward for development to form
in concentric circles but rather to be pulled back into
corridor patterns. However, a countervailing f.orce could
come from planning officials in the area, many of whom favor
this growth pattern since it reduces suburban grov/th dispersed
patterns and also ties in well with the desire to maintain a
strong and viable CBD. This pattern is also encouraged by a
rising standard of living and is often found together with the.
form described below.
Most of thestudy area will likely continue the low density
development and suburban expansion trends promoted by in-
creasing family income and auto ownership. This growth is
especially evident in areas between major transportation
routes heading north and northeast from the center of town.
Such a trend could lead to urban sprawl or a weakening of
the CBD unless concerted effort was developed to counter
such a possibility. Such an effort, however, is evident and
will be discussed later in the chapter.
The present growth patterns then, seem to promote a public
transportation plan similar to the one recommended by the
IRTADS plan. An expanding, low density development cannot
support a rail rapia transit and so the best alternative is
a bus rapid system. The strong CBD focus and existing
developed corridors and radial highways promote the bus route
patterns as suggested by the 1985 plan.
The type of growth pattern(s) present in an area have much tc
do with accessibility and the amount and type of land used for
differnet urban needs. A third factor complicated the pic-
ture, however, and that is the relationship of land use and
growth patterns to goals and goal achieving. The remaining
sub—headings of the present section will attempt to identify
some conflicts between goals proposed by the City of Indiana-
polis and Marion County, the proposed napid transit system and
the expected land use patterns in 1985. Subsequent sections
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Willi apply more empirical analysis in evaluating accessibil-
ity and space taken up by transportation networks and how
this affects the potential urban transit rider.
E» Economic Objectives and the Flan
The Indianapolis region, being both a regional center and a
state capital, has need for a strong CBD. This is further
enforced by employment projections which show that by 1.985
the fastest growth sectors will be those relating to service;
especially finance, insurance, real estace and government.
These sectors typically employ large numbers of transit riders
as well as serve all of the inhabitants, many of whom are
transit riders. In order to prepare the CBD for a continued
role of importance, much investment will need to be made in.
the area. Objectives have been expressed which aim at such
an improvement. Such an investment would ba useless unless
there was a high quality transit service connecting the outlying
areas with the CBD. Hence, the plan promotes a CBD oriented
transit system.
Such a plan has a mixed impact upon transit riders. First of
all, by promoting the CBD as a strong employment and service
activity center, many job- opportunities will he close at hand
for those residing near the CBD. (Many of the inner-city
residents are poor or minority groups who are mass transit
users and who need greater job opportunities. ) Also, most of.
those who live farther out but on a transit line will have
direct access (no transfers) to the CBD. However, regardless
of the effort to pcamote the CBD, most employment opportunities
will continue to develop towards the fringes and suburbs due
to the need for one level buildings, large parking area, .
cheaper land, etc. This means many transit riding workers
will be living in or near the core area but finding more
and more job opportunities opening up on the fringes, often
beyond or between the rapid transit routes.
Other area-wide economic objectives can also be in conflict
with the basic design and objectives of the transportation
plan. One goal developed by planners promotes the use of
compact, unseparated shopping centers. This requires major
highway junctions for good access. A radial transit system,
as proposed by the plan, would force many outlying transit
users to return all the way to the CBD and then travel back
out in a new direction to reach the shopping center destination.
A radial form of transit could also inhibit thesuccess of the
goal demanding strict land use and zoning policy in order to
restrict the expansion of harmful string commercial activity.
Another economic-related objective seems to be in conflict with
the objective of giving the inner city transit rider good
access to employment locations. The former objective
desires to minimize the transportation problem by taking firm
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steps to direct the location of plants and workers. This is
not. an easy matter to deal with, however, since people can-
not be "directed" unless vou nrovide them with good access.
And for many riders, their residential location is confined
not just by transit service Wt by economic or discriminatory
factors. And from the plant location side, one cannot
"direct" plants into the core area if the snace limitation
or land costs are prohibitive to the firm. 3a, directing
employee and employer location may he a noble, tut not always
practical goal. The author cannot also help observe that the
Plan se_ms to do much more following than leading.
Further, redirecting the location of the inner city transit
rider conflicts to some extent, with the goal of promoting a
2.Z+-hour population in the core area (placing a large number of
residents in or near the CBD) to keep the CBD viable and
efficient as an activity area. A glance at the present study's
base ..iap (detailed analysis will be ..iade in subsequent
sections) will show at least two major employment centers in
19,85 that are not served well by the x jl^:a. But yet o.k of
Indianapolis ' official oojectives reads as follows: "E-tablish
:ess of hi L
una..
public transit system which will improve acce;
[employment and major employment centers." 4
C. Housing Objectives and the plan
^ince a city do^s not exsit without ^opla, it seems reasonable
to consider the most important land use as that devoted to
iidexitial development. Approximately 1,>,000 acres of land
in residential use in 196^ will be converted to other us~s
tty I9o5; almost, all of the converted land will be due to c
ur.ban renewal and highway construction within Center Township.
Projections estimate a 1 9o5 need for housing units as some
50 percent higher that that required in 1.964* The 2.1 year
period will see a substantial gain in lower density apartment
construction with subsequent losses in high density, single
family dwelling units. Urban renewal in the inner city neigh-
borhoods will be the major factor in lowering the number of
high-density single family dwellings. IIe\ construction of
suburban, low density single family dwellings will not be able
to offset losses in the former category. Refer to Figure 5.
One objective of an economic type is discussed here because of
its major impact upon specific residential areas. The sub-
ject objective aims at limiting the expansion of existing
industries which are adjacent to residential areas. This is,
of course, a desirable goal in and of itself but it requires
availability of suitable land, which is likely to only be
available at the periphery of the urbanized areas. Suck a
goal could force industries to expand core area locations
where poorer homes and weaker political strength (such as
neighborhoods 0-1 and 0-2a) could provide little effective
opposition to industry. In addition, the desire to nantain a
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a strong core might override the city's effort, to curb
undesirable industrial expansion if. the industrial firm
would threaten to leave the region if expansion could not.
be made on the company's terms..
The objective to keep a 2J+-hour population in close proximity
to the central core could also sat up potential conflicts
which would lessen the desirability of living in certain
residential areas. One goal is that of stimulating the con*
struc.tion of middle and high income residences in the inner
city. This is done in part to recapture a shrinking tax base
by bringing hack from the suburbs some of the middle and upper
class residents. However, this will take place at the cost,
of bet-ter housing for the poor or working class unless this
latter group are given the social and physical mobility needed
to work and live away from the core city, as well as low class
housing in the suburbs.
To pro.iote a £i+-hour population in the central core creates the
potential for a less livable neighborhood in a number of
r-espects,. If people are to live in the C3D, the density has
to. be high because of the costly and scarce land. And gen-
erally, the living density has to be greater in a complex where
the unit rent is lower (where the poorer people could live)
than in the higher rent developments. To reduce the low
rent problem a little, developments could take place not. in>
but in the ring just outside of the CBD. The land value is
lower here and so one could develop at a lower density. Butv
since the land value is cheaper > this is also the favorite
locale for furniture stores, wholesalers, warehouses and other
buildings thct £ure often less than desirable in terms of aes-
thetics and functions to be associated with a residential area.
Another problem with living near the CBD is that as a major
activity center, it draws heavy pedestrian, auto, and transit,
traffic which is disruptive to a residential environment
unless considerable thought and innovative design has been
put into the plan and its final implementation. And this
traffic in turn, requires an extensive amount of land devoted,
to transport systems that will feed the CBD from the surround-
ing area as well as disperse the travellers within the area's
confines. And nothing works better to destroy residential
livability than a complex network of arterials and highways
that endanger lives or breed: up neighborhoods into incomplete
units.
As a rising standard of living and an increased demand for
land stimulates residential growth out away from the core,
transportation must provide, for routes leading farther out
from the CBD as welL as better networks between the major
radials for non-CBD oriented travel. For the auto driver or
passenger, the Indianapolis-Marion County region has a good
grid of highways and arterials. But the transit rider must-
use the local bus system unless both his origin, and destination
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are within short walking distance of one of the seven major
bus rapid radiala. And local bus service, in comparison to
a rapid bus system, is usually more time consuming, and
represents equipment and service that is generally of poor
quality. And if the public transit system does not adequately
serve newly developing residential areas, the transit rider's
choice of housing location is severely limited. The auto
driver is provided access simultaneously with any new develop-
ment., the transit rider must wait until a private transit
company can see a profit, in adding new or rerouted service or
until the city or. jurisdiction responsible for the transit
company charter demands better service for the involved transit
users,
D, Social Objectives and the Plan
One of the official objectives stated seeks a transportation
network which provides good access for captive riders or
potential transit users to major employment and other activity
centers. The proposed plan is much better than what is
presently available to transit riders in the Indianapolis area,
but the 1983 captive rider will still not have access to sig-
nificant, employment, opportunities. The geographical distri-
bution of projected employment shows that the largest growth,
will take place in the outlying areas, the smallest (or even,
in some cases, losses) prevalent in the areas closest to the
core. Two large, heavy industry areas, D-l. and D-2-, are likely
to offer many job opportunities for the semi- and unskilled
worker, many of whom will probably be captive riders. The
two mentioned areas are not directly served by bus rapid
transit.
Indianapolis, as a major urban area surrounded mostly by large
areas of farmland and because of its location in relation to
the poorer southern states, will continue to be a chief
receiving station for large numbers of poor and unskilled
farmhands and tfegroas. Even though the immigration will
probably be less in 1.985 than it has been in previous years,
the total population of this group of inhabitants is growing
in absolute as well as relative terms in the Indianapolis
region. These people have a low auto ownership rate coupled
with a great need for employment— or greatly improved employ-
ment—opportunities.
This same group of inhabitants, however, also has a great need
tor educational op^ortunit ies. In most cases, this probably
calls for vocational training or upgrading ot basic educational
skills. Besides locally situated elementary and secondary
schools, most educational needs would probably have to be met
by special vocational or trade schools and community colleges,
although some training is provided by industry itself. Many
other transit riders, who do not fit the category of poor or
black, may also have strong needs for good educational op^ortun-
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i_td.es. Some of the larger groups often represented by transit
users include the handicapped, the young (below legal driving
age), and the elderly. They often need a wider array of
educational opportunities that the poor residents.
Many other facilities can be grouped under the general heading
of social services, such as hospitals, government agencies
offering direct service to the general public, and special
service units such as the State School for the Blind. Access
to these areas can be just as improtant as access to employ-
ment, although ti.ese service trips are usually not made as
often as tie journey to work. A major objective of the Admin-
istration is to encourage expansion of major functional centers
in the area such as a regional center, administrative center,
commercial center and a medical and educational center. This
type of development has many advantages but they must be located
in such a manner so as to not demand an extensive transportation
network. The 1965 proposed highway system appears to be able
to handle most any functional centers pattern, one cannot, be
so positive about the rapid transit system.
One objective has focused on business and commercial establish-
ments who have been uprooted by urban renewal. The goal
states that, such firms should have first priority in buying
tracts of land or leasing in new centers. Such a goal,
carried to the limit that seems to be implied ("first pri-
ority"), could be reached only at the cost of reducing the
amount of land needed for other improvements such as govern-
ment services, private and quasi-private services and housing.
Another objective relating to public facilities is to distribute
and design such facilities so as to provide maximum service to.
residential areas. This is a very worthwhile objective as
long as the facilities serve only those of the immediate
neighborhood enad not also residents from a different neighbor-
hood (assuming this second neighborhood has its own similar
public facility)
„ If. the facility draws people from too large
an area, complex traffic patterns and/or congestion are likely
to occur,
E. Natural Resource and Recreation Objectives
A major metropolitan area objective is to make available
additional sources of water supply. An option that has been
considered is the reservoir development proposal of the
Indianapolis Water Company northeast of the city. If such en
option was taken, a needed water supply site would be uevel-
opeO but due to its location, it would not be an accesoible
recreation site to transit riders. Heavy opposition to the
northeastern development on the part of nearby residents has
made the realization of such a development very questionable.
A recreation objective calls for the development of the White
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River, Fall Creek, and lesser water bodies as major recrea-
tional and aesthetic sites. Major parks should be built
upstream of industry or other pollution inputs if they are
loc ted on the waterway. This could create a conflict in the
study area because such a criteria would place most develop-
ments on the north side of the city when it is the south side
that is most lacking in public park development. The point
to be i.iade here is that all areas should be provided with
good park sites before further development is conducted that,
would benefit only an area already adequately served with
recreational facilities.
The recreational goal to develop regional parks around Eagle
Creek and Geist Reservoirs^ would benefit the auto driver or
passenger but has limited or no value to the bus rapid transit
patron. The Eagle Creek Reservoir is on a major highway
although the sug ested transit plan falls some two miles snort
of providing access. The Geist Reservoir is not on a major
highway and is nowhere near the two eastern transit radials
emanating from the core area.
This section does not mean to imply that major sections of
the _ tudy area are without access to parks. There are
neighborhood parks spread out over the entire metropolitan
area. However, a neighborhood park by definition is within
walking distance of most of the residents of the local neigh-
borhood ana therefore does net need extensive service by the
area transportation system. The plan, in contrast, should
provide good access to all the major regional parks and major
recreation areas such as fair grounds, sprots arenas and so
forth.
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NOTES
Indianapolis Regional Transportation and Development
S tudy (IRTADS ) , A Transporta tion and Land Develo ,ment Plan
lor the Indianapolis Region , ( Indianapolis" Metropolitan
Planning Department, 1 966)
:
p, 9-
2
Ibid
.
,
p. TO,
3
"'The goal ref.err.ed to here, as well as other referred
to throughout the remainder of this chapter, are taken from
explicit statements made in the Department of metropolitan
Development report. Goals- and Objectives,
"Department of Metropolitan Development, Goals and
Objectives . (Indianapolis: Indianapolis-Marion County,
1970), p. 35.
5IRLA.BS, The Plan
,
p. 10,
6Ibid
.
,
p, 11.
7Those users of rapid or mass transit, who because oi
income, handicaps, age, etc., do not use an auto but instead
must rely on public transit service.
8
"Geist Reservoir, the proposed development just north
of the Indian Lake settlement, is not shown as a major dest-
ination due to its distance and the strong opposition to it by
many residents
„
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III. ACCESSIBILITY: A nEASURE OF THE DEGREE
OF SERVICE PROVIDED BY PUBLIC TRANSIT
The primary goal of any public transportation system is to
make possible the movement of people between their place of
residence and place of work, shopping, and recreation in an
efficient, rapid and tightly scheduled manner. The degree to
which the transportation system provides accessibility to all
the various sections of the metropolitan area for all those
members of the population who may have, some desire or need to
frequent these sections can thus be used as a measure of the
effectiveness with which the transportation system satisfies
this goal. In simplified terms, when examining public trans-
portation, a metropolitan area can be dichotomized into two
types of areas. One type of area, by virtue of some charac-
teristic, i.e., employment, commercial, recreation, attracts
large volumes of people. The other type of area by virtue of
its residential characteristics is the base from which these
people are drawn. The former areas are destinations and the
latter are origins. The ease with which persons in any
origin can reach any destination is a measure of , the accessi-
bility which the transportation system provides.
Public transit plays a vital role in providing accessibility
to- certain portions of the population. In any urban area a
substantial percentage of the population depends upon the
availability of adequate transit service for its mobility and
its livelihood.
necessary to an understanding of the ne_d for transit in any
area is a knowledge of the characteristics of the inhabitants
of that area. If strong relationships can be determined to
exist, between family socie-economic characteristics and the
use of transit as a mode of travel then these relationships
can be used as an aid in orienting the transit operation to
serve groups having these characteristics. Factors which have
traditionally been highly correlated with a need for transit
usage ere auto ownership, family income, and residential den-
sity. In this particular case, the study has concentrated on
auto ownership. This should not be construed to mean that the
study has disavowed the significance of other factors in
determining transit needs. It is recognized that a study incor-
porating as many of these factors as possible would yield the
most valid results. However, it is interesting to note that
in the Indianapolis metropolitan area those regions having low
auto ownership, low income, and high residential densities in
many cases coincide or overlap. Consequently, since a high
correlation does exist, when discussing areas having low auto

Qv/nership rates, one has not completely ignored these other
socio-economic factors.
The person v:ho has no access to an automobile and is there-
fore dependent upon transit is often referred to as a
"captive rider." This group consists mainly of the urban poor,
the handicapped, the very old, and those too young to drive.
Over sixteen percent of all households in the Indianapolis
metropolitan area did not have access to an automobile in 1966.
Fifty-four percent had access to only one car.
Without adequate transit service, "captive riders" have little
or no access to jobs, recreational and cultural activities,
shopping facilities, etc. They must rely on the extremely
limited choice of those activities located in their immediate
area. Without transit, the quality of their lives is severely
depressed.
It would appear that these "captive riders" represent a substan-
tial untapped source of transit patrons. Approximately one-
sixth of all Indianapolis metropolitan area citizens belong
to this group, however only four percent of the total person
trips made daily are transit trips. In comparison, eighty
percent of the total daily trips are made by automobile.
From this comparison it would appear that those citizens
belonging to the "captive rider" group are not travelling
as much as those who have ready access to an automobile. The
provision of efficient, inexpensive transit service from the
area of residence of these people to those destinations which
they have the most need to reach would not only significantly
change their travel habits, but also provide new and expanded
cultural, recreational and employment opportunities.
The general methodology by which one can establish the acces-
sibility of particular destinations to particular origins is
simple and once applied, the analysis is practically intui-
tive. Basically, what is required is the delineation of major,
employment centers, commercial centers, service facilities,
parks and recreation areas and any other areas ayhich may have
some attraction for large numbers of people. Second, the res-
idential location or origins of those persons who may be
attracted to these areas are delineated. In this particular
case the origins are those residential areas having a rel-
atively low rate of car ownership.
Once these two sets of data have been delineated, the acces-
sibility of these various areas can be examined by investi-
gating their relationships to the proposed transit network
and facilities. Transit is considered to be available to.
to those persons living within one quarter mile (approxi-
mately two city blocks or ten minutes walking time) of a
transit facility.
A cursory examination of the Base Hap is all that is needed
to warrant the conclusion that the proposed 1,yoi> transit net-
work for the Indianapolis region serves the needs of many of.
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the lov: auto ownership "captive rider" areas only by accident
if. at ali. The map reveals, as mentioned previously in the
introductory section of this study, that the major commercial,,
employment and recreational facilities, excluding the CBD>
lie on the outer fringes of the area while the "captive rider"
groups are for the most part clustered about the core. This
is indicative of the fact that the proposed transit plan is
intended to accommodate the ne.ds of the commuter traveling
to the CBD but ignores the needs of the reverse commuters
concentrated around the core who need access to those activ-
ities lying on the outer fringes,
A. Accessibility to Major Commercial and Industrial
Employment and Activity Centers
Five major lov/ auto ownership areas (origins) were delineated.
These are designated on the Base Map as 0-1 through c—5 v/ith.
0-2. being separated into three sections, a, h, and c (indicated
by blue on the Base Map). These areas range in projected
population from 33a, the Butler University area, to more
than 2-9,800. The auto ownership rate is projected to range
from 3.113 persons per car to ^. 1 73 persons per car.
Eight major industrial employment areas were delineated D-1
through D-8 (orange areas on the Base Map). The projected
employment in these areas ranged in number from 6,3oO persons
to more than 16,000. The five major commercial areas
specified (D-9. through D-13> brown on the Base ^ap) account
for a projected employment total of more than 93>800 jobs..
These areas plus the CBD which is considered to be neither
industrial nor commercial but a multi-activity center, account
for forty-seven percent of the projected number of employees
in the Indianapolis region in 1985. Consequently, it can be
assumed that a large number of those persons living in the
designated origins, the transit "captive rider" areas, will
desire or require employment in these industrial/commercial
employment areas.
However, in relation to the proposed 1 9o3 transit network,
these low auto ownership origins have very limited access
to the major employment centers. Area 0-1, for example,
is contiguous to a major industrialaraa, D-3 5 vvhich employs
more than 16,000 persons. It is possible that some of the
more than 3600 persons residing in this area could walk to
their jobs. However, the remainder of the "captive rider"
residents of this area have little or no access to this major
employment center or any of the other major employment areas.
One branch of the proposed transit network passes through the
northern most section of the area but no boarding facilities
are provided within an accessible distance. Based on these
conditions it would seem logical to consider relocating the
proposed transit route farther south so that is passes through
0-1' with an appropriate stop provided. This change would
appear to be a relatively minor adjustment in the route yet
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it v;ould piravide. a&cess to a large percentage, of the residents,
af the area. A more southerly route would also cause the. tran-
sit path to pass through another major industrial location,
D-ifb-. Thus an area of "captive riders" v:hich previously had
no transit access to major employment centers could, with a
minor route relocation, have access to two employment areas.
This would require that the transit line make two additional
stops but it would still be making only four stops in approx-
imately four miles.
Area 0-2.a has a population of more than Jf, 300 persons and a
person per auto ownership ratio greater than 3.5. Approx-
imately one third of this area has access under the proposed
transit plan to major employment area D-3- However.,, if the
relocation suggested for consideration above were implemented,
the area would also has© access to employment center D-^-h.
Also, if the transit route were to be extended approximately
one mile farther east, and an appropriate stop provided,
practically the entire area would then have access to two major
employment centers whereas previously, under the proposed
transit network
>
only one third of the area would have access
to only one. employment center. This route extension would
also make many other areas of the city accessible to both areas
0-1 and 0-2a„ It would place another branch, of the proposed
transit network, one which extends to many areas of the city,
within reach of both regions.
Area o-2-b, has a projected 1.985 population of 2.9,, 8^-0 and a
person per auto ratio of 3.55- This indicates that here is
a large number of people owning relatively f.ew cars and yet,
by examining the area in relation to the proposed transit plan,
it can he observed that approximately three fourths of the
area is without transit service. It would appear that it
would be feasible to consider extending the route north from
Prospect to Washington then east to the major commercial
employment area D-lOa, If it is not feasible to run a route
along Washington then a route along the existing railroad
right-of-way might be considered. If this extension of the
route were completed, approximately eight miles, practically
all of the 2.9,800+ residents of this area would not only have
acces- to employment in D-10a, but also to areas D-5
?
D-6.
(which employ more than 2Z, 000 persons), D-ifh and D-5. These
combined extensions so far discussed would also now provide
the people living in 0-1 and 0-2a with access to D-10a, D-5
and D-6.
Area 0-2c
,
population exceeding 8 ,000 and a person per auto
ratio of 3.^, is bounded on two of its three sides by pro-
posed transit routes, but it is provided with only one access
point— that being at the southwestern most corner of the area*
If two more access points were added, one on the northern,
boundary of the area and one on the diagonal route, the
greatest number of residents of the area would have transit
access to D-5, D-6, D-10a, V-i+b, and D-3- Thus an. area which
under the proposed plan had only very limited access to one
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employment center,, could, with the provision of only two
additional stops, have access to a total of five major employ-
ment centers (this may require a short extension joining the
£outes coming from the north and the south). Consideration
might also be given to running a route down the New York
Central right-of-way thus adding D-7a and D-7b to the list of.
employment centers now accessible to Origins 0-1 , 0-2a, 0-2b
and 0-2c. (The modification is shown on the Base Map by a
dashed red line. This indicates that it is a desirable route
but the feasibility of which is not as great as tiat of the
modifications indicated by solid red lines.
)
Area o-3 is relatively small having a population of only 690
persons. It is bordered on the east and south by proposed
transit routes. However, it is not provided with an access
point. V/ith the provision of only one stop, the greatest
percentage of residents of the area would have access to most
of the other areas of the city—including the major commercial
and industrial centers.
Area 0-i+a. is a large area having a projected 19&5 population
of more than 22,000 inhabitants and a person per- auto ratio
of 3. *+. This entire area, between two and three square miles,
has only two points of access to the proposed transit network.
Both of these points provide minimal access to the greatest
number of people. In examining this area, it would seem feas-
ible to consider relocating the transit route that runs to
the east of the area to a location running through the center
of the area with the provision lor approximately three stops.
This would provide immediate access to most of the residents
of the area to employment center D-8. If the route were.
extended northwest either along the Jew York Central right-of-
way or on Crawfordsville Road to Girls School Road and then
south to 10th Street (depending upon where the most appropriate
location for the route to terminate lies) major commercial
center D-12 and industrial center D-2 would now not only be
accessible to 0-^- but to the other study areas as well. Thus
by relocating and extending the proposed routes only seven miles,
area 0-k, which under the proposed transit plan had practically
no access to employment centers, would have access to six major
centers. Also, these extended routes would now provide
employment opportunities in areas D-2., D-6, D-1-2- and D-L+a to
persons living in areas 0-1
,
0-2a, 0-2b, and 0-2.C.
Area 0-3 is the Butler University area. Because the access
needs of a university community are different from those of the
other low auto ownership areas already discussed, especially
in terms of accessibility to me.jor industrial and commercial
employment centers, it will only be noted in pas~ing that the
area has no transit access to any regions of the city.
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E. Access to major Shopping Centers
There are several areas in the Indianapolis metropolitan
area that are at- present or are projected to be major com-
mercial activity centers. The Indianapolis General Land Use
plan recognizes four types of these centers—regional, community,
neighborhood shopping centers and commercial clusters.
Commercial clusters are characterized by a more or less
contiguous grouping generally in a strip arrangement, con-
sisting of single commercial units under multiple ownership.
For the most part, these major cluster developments were
included in the major commercial employment areas and thus
have already been considered in relation to the proposed tran-
sit plan. Of the commercial clusters, the CBD represents a
special case due to its size, intensive concentration, and
central location. The CBD will not be given any special
consideration in terms of an analysis of transit accessibility
because » as stated earlier in the study, the goal of the pro-
posed transit plan is to provide access to this area, i.e.>
transit from the fringes to the core, whereas r a primary
interest of the study lies with the "captive rider" reverse
commuter.
Neighborhood and community shopping centers are generally
distinguished primarily by the fact that they are under single
ownership and management and are characterized by the provision
of off-street parking lots. The community shopping center
generally contains 100,000 to 200,000 square feet of floor-
space and requires a population of 15 to 20,000 people for
support. The neighborhood center usually contains less than
100,000 square feet and requires 3 to if, 000 people to support
it. Neither of these types of centers are felt to be of
sufficient size to warrant special transit consideration.
Even if size were not a determining factor, numbers would be.
The 19o5 General Land Use plan forecasts thirty-one community
centers and ninety-eight neighborhood shopping centers.
Regional centers, on the other hand, contain from fifty to
100 stores including at least one major department store, have
over 200,000 square feet of floor space and require more than
100,000 people to support it. These major centers should be
accomodated if at all possible by adequate transit facilities
if they are to be accessible to all elements of the population.
However, twelve of these major centers are forecasted o be in
existence by 1985. Because of the number and their widely
dispersed location, it is doubtful that these centers could he-
serviced by the transit network unless they are in proximity
to some other major employment or activity center which also
creates an attraction for transit service.
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Five of these centers were chosen on the basis of their size
and location to determine what relationship existed between
these centers and the proposed transit plan.
Only one of these centers, Lafayette Square, D-13., has any de-
gree of transit service. However, this particular center is
proposed to have over 1,000,000 square feet of floor space,-
a truly regional shopping center,
The Speedway Shopping Center, D-12, has no transit access via
the proposed transit plan. However, the extension of a pro-
posed route of less than two miles, would make it accessible to
large portions of the Indianapolis metropolitan region. The
Greenwood Shopping Center, D-9, also is not accessible by the
proposed transit plan. This center has 715>000 square feet
of floor area. Consequently, the feasibility of relocating
the proposed southern transit route to service this center
should be considered.
The proposed development site at 36th and German Church Road,
D-7c, may be in a location such that a decision would have to
be made as to whether it would be feasible to provide transit
service to both the site and the other commercial and indus-
trial centers in the area. If it is found that it is not
possible to efficiently provide a "scatteration" of transit
routes in a relatively confined area at. a considerable dist.-
anca from the densely populated areas of the city, then it may
he. advisable to encourage this development at a more acces-
sible location.
The projected development at Keystone Avenue and 82nd Street.,
D—1if> is situated approximately one mile from a proposed
transit route. in this type of situation, where the proposed
transit line runs along a favorable path and the proposed
route is relatively close to the development site, it may be
necessary for the shopping center to operate its own shuttle
buses if it is to be adequately accessible by transit.
Generally speaking, the major commercial activity centers are
not accessible by the proposed transit plan. However, due
t.o -their location and dispersal throughout the area, it does
not seem feasible to provide special routes for the single
purpose af serving them.
C. Employment and Commercial Access:
Summary and Conclusion
Figure 6 represents a summary of the degree of accessibility
afforded the "captive rider" residents of the Indianapolis
metropolitan region to those major activity centers they would
have the most desire or need to reach. Figure 7 represents the
degree of accessibility afforded this same group of people
with some modifications to the proposed plan.
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The values used in the analysis were arbitrarily assigned as
5, 3 and for good access, fair access and no access respect-
ively. A low auto ownership "captive rider-" area was considered
to have good access to an activity center if: 1) a large
portion of the area has access to the transit facility (transit
hoarding facility within one quarter mile of most of the persons
in the area), and 2.) the transit route from the area to the
activity center was reasonably direct. An area was considered
to have fair access if: 1) only a portion of it was served
by transit, or 2.) a large portion of it were served hy transit,
but the toute to the activity center was indirect or complex.
An area was considered to have no access if no transit
facilities were provided between the area and the activity
center in question.
This methodology is admittedly crude at best. It depends
solely upon the judgement of the investigator and it is
grossly over, simplified. However, it does serve the useful-
purpose of providing a comparison of the accessibility of the
designated "captive rider" areas to major commercial/industrial
employment and activity centers via the proposed 1.985 transit
plan and the proposed plan with suggested modifications.
By relocating three proposed routes, adding approximately
twenty- five miles of new and extended routes, and providing
the necessary stops, the transit network would provide greatly
improved access to more than 7^,000 people who had onljj
limited, if any, transit access whatsoever, under the proposed
plan.
The modified plan would provide each area with good access
to at least seven major activity centers, each of which also
has fair access to several more. The best, the proposed plan
provides, on the other hand, is good access to two activity
centers, and this only occurs once. The accessibility
matrix totals present this picture rather clearly. The
proposed transit plan has a total accessibility rating of L+5,.
The modified plan has a rating at 57k* Consequently, if these
suggested modifications can be determined to be feasible
>
then it must be concluded that the proposed transit plan does
not adequately serve the needs of the "captive, rider" or low
auto ownership residents of the Indianapolis metropolitan area.
D. Accessibility to Community Facilities and Recreation
While the need to provide rapid transit service to and from
employment and commercial centers has been explicitly stated
in the 1985 Transportation Plan, no such statement has been
made concerning the importance of providing such services to
the major recreation areas or to those areas which in some way
provide community facilities. For, although the frequency
of trips to these areas are not as great as the daily trip to
work, they are often just as imperative in maintaining or
improving their personal well-being. These facilities include
major hospital and educational institutions that in some way
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provide a needed service, to. the community. There are eight
of these types of facilities, renging in destination numbers
from D-1.5 to D-21. Butler University, 0-5, will also be studied
as a community facility. On the ba.se map, these areas are yellow.
Ten recreation areas will also be studied in relation to their
accessibility from the study neighborhoods, 0-1 to 0-5.
Numbered D-22 to D-31-> these areas include major paries, fain-
grounds., and the Speedway—areas that, exist, for the use of
all Indianapolis residents, and therefore should be. accessible
to all Indianapolis residents,
What, this portion will try to prove, is that the lack of any
stated goal to provide transit service to these areas has
actually resulted in the foresaking of their vital needs as
destinations for the captive transit riders, causing them to
be largely inaccessible* to these people who could find great
benefit in their use, or at least derive the same pleasure
from their use that xs accorded those who are able to own an
automobile.
As done with commercial and industrial areas, a standard of
one quarter of a mile will be used as the maximum any person
should have to walk in order to have access to a transit
stop. This is the same standard used in the Transportation
Plan, and represents a distance beyond which no one should be
expected to walk, whether it is on the origin end of the trip,
or the destination end. In addition, no assumptions can be
made as to the future availability of. local and feeder bus
service; these routes cannot be plaxined as they are presently
not functions of the Indianapolis-Marion County government.
Even with these services, the increase in travel, walking and
waiting time is often increased, making the trip less desir-
able.
There are three major medical centers in the Indianapolis
region: Medical Center, D-15; part of the Indiana University-
Purdue University campus complex; Community Hospital, D-2.1 ;
and St. Vincent's Hospital Complex, D-17. All three provide
vital and comprehensive services that are needed by all Indi-
anapolis residents, not just for those with access to. auto-
mobiles. It would therefore see.; logical, if not imperative,
to provide rapid transit service to these hospitals. The
transit plan fails miserably in this regard. St. Vincent's
Hospital and Community Hospital receive no transit service at
all. St. Vincent's is three miles from the nearest express
stop on the northbound Monon Line, Community Hospital is two
miles from the nearest stop on the East Freeway Line. Both
are therefore totally out. of reach of the captive transit
rider.
Medical Center, on the other hand, has three stops along the
Speedway Line and one stop along the Northwest Freeway Line.
Even with this large number of stops, we still see a deficiency
in service provided to it from the study neighborhoods desig-
nated as captive rider neighborhoods, those low in automobile
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ownership,
neighborhood 0-1 has no transit service at. all, the closest
stop being one half mile- east of the neighborhoods perimeter
on the Airport Line. 0-2a, which has a transit stop in the
center of the neighborhood, although not accessible by all of
the area, is also on the Airport Line. This line., however,
which originates at Weir Cook Airport, ends in neighborhood
0-2a with no connections to any other transit line. Conse-
quently, both neighborhoods have no access at all to the
three hospitals, neighborhood 0-2b has three- stops within
its boundaries, although large portions of the area are quite
far from these stops, in some instances, two miles.. However,
those with access to the stop have access to at. leasts the
Medical Center. 0-£c has two stops on its southern tip, with
the majority of neighborhood residents being out of walking
distance to the step. Those few with. access to the stops,
however, can also reach the Medical Center, neighborhood 0-3
is beyond the one quarter mile walking distance limit of the
two stops on the Monon Line. 0-^-. has two stops along its
southern boundary, hut to walk to these would also mean
walking to the Medical Center since tiiey are adjacent. In
addition, eighty percent of the neighborhood is totally with-
out service. 0-5, Butler University, has no service to or
from it at all. It becomes apparent that Indianapolis has a
serious lack of service to its medical centers for those who
must use the rapid transit system.
Three other medical institutions exist in the Indianapolis
area: The State School for the Blind, D-16; The State School
for the Deaf, D—18; and the State Mental Institution, D-19.
All. three provide needed services to residents, although the
need is not as urgent as the regular, medical institutions.
Those wha would use these services, however, find that they
are without transit access. Both the Deaf and Blind Schools
are along the Monon Line, but no stops eure within walking
distance, showing at. least a deficiency in planning where the
stops should be. The Mental Institution is also without a
nearby transit stop. Lack of planning has thus made it
impossible for the captive transit riders in the study neigh-
borhoods to use these facilities, either as in-patients, out-
patients, visitors, or even workers in these institutions.
The third class of community facilities designated on the
Base. Map is th- educational institution. There are. three such
institutions: Indiana Central College, D-2.0; Butler Univer-
sity, 0-5; and the Indiana University-Purdue University-
Medical Center Complex, D-15. It is of the utmost importance
to provide access to these higher institutions of learning.
Many of the neighborhoods designated as low auto ownership are
also low income areas. While part of the reason for this is
lack of joby opportunity, a major reason for the lack of jobs
is the lack of education a±d skills. The education centers
can fill the need in this respect. However, here too, no goal
was made in prov? din^ service to these areas, and consequently
no service has been provided.
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Access to the Medical Center-University Complex has already
been discussed, and shown to he only fair, thus limiting the
number of poor, captive transit riders who can make use of its
services. Butler University, also previously discussed as a
residential neighborhood, has no access at all to it. The
nearest transit stop is two miles away. . Indiana Central
College is a mile away from the nearest stop on the South
Freeway Line. All three- institutions are thus largely excluded
from transit service, with the result being that the transit
riders are excluded from using these institutions.
While the development nlans have included the provision of
major recreation" areas and narks as important functions of the
city, the transportation plan has not made the same realization.
The plan falls short of providing transit access to these
areas; parks and recreation areas are important in that they
provide an escape from the denseness and activity of the city,
and help to fill the increasing amount of leisure time avail-
able to workers.
D-22, South Westway Park, is a quarter square mile park along
the White "River. It has no transit service at all. D—2;>,
the County Fairgrounds, also has no transit service. While
this is largely only a seasonal activity center, it still
draws large attendance and should he accessible by all, as
should the State Fairgrounds, D-27, which does have a stop on
the Honon Line. However, as has been shown previously, the
transit lines directly serve only a small portion of the
neighborhoods designated on the map. i:eighborh§ods 0-1
,
0-2a,
©~3, 0-if. and 0-5 have no access at. all, since the transit lines
serving these neighborhoods make no commection with the Honon
Line.
The Indianapolis Speedway, D-2J+, has no access at all, the
nearest stop is a half mile away. This is a major activity
center that should be available for the enjoyment of all,
not just those with autos. Taggert Park, D-25, is a square
mile park on the White River. It borders on neighborhood
0-4.> and serves those living within a reasonable walking
distance. This still leaves over half that neighborhood, plus
all the other neighborhoods which have no transit connections
to the park, which is served only by the Llorthwest Freeway
Line. This is the city's largest park, and with its water
resources could be very desirable, if it were accessible.
Brookside park, D-26, is between neighborhoods 0-2h and 0-2c,
but not really withitn walking distance of either. It is not
served by any transit lines. D-26 is the proposed Eagle
Creek Reservoir Recreation aarea. It is e, major regional
facility along Interstate 65- The Northwest Freeway Line,
running on 1-65, stops one mile short of the area, making
transit access impossible. Even if a stop were located by the
park, only neighborhood 0-4 would have even limited access to
the park. North V/estway park, D-2_9„, is in a similar position,
two miles from the end of the i.'orthwest Line. D-30, North
Eastway Park, is one half mile beyond the last stop on the
Northeast Freeway Line, again showing the lack of concern for
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recreation as a need for transit riders. The final park,
D-31 , South Eastway park, has the nearest stop seven miles
away on the South Freeway Line. A transit line running
on I-7A- could serve this park as well as the County fairgrounds
and at the same time pick up the towns of Hew Bethel and
Five Pmints.
In addition to these parks and fairgrounds, the college
campuses provide some degree of recreation which could also
be available for use by the public. These include theatrical
events, public concerts, libraries, etc-. However, as discussed
earlier, transit service to these areas is severely limited.
The CBD area, already discussed as an employment and commercial
area, also functions as a concentration of community facilities
and recreation uses. In addition to government offices,
including welfare services and other functions that are nec-
essary stops for poor transit riders, there are libraries,
museums, movie theaters, and planes of. historic interest.
Even the CBD has limited transit into it from the study neigh-
borhoods. 0-1
,
0-2,3., 0-3 and 0-5. have no transit lines at.
all into the CBD, 0-4 has extremely limited access, and even
0-2b and 0-2c , which have stops within the neighborhood, are
predominantly unserved in so rex as the great majority of
residents in those neighborhoods are beyond walking distance
of the transit stops.
E. Community Facilities and Recreation Access:
Summary and Conclusions
What can be concluded, from this is a lack of thought and regard
for human needs and desires. At the expense of those who
need the services of rapid transit facilities the most, the
transit plan seems bent on providing transit service in only
the most economically desirable way, that is, with the least
capital expenditures, and one that server to bring more money
into the central business district. It accomplishes this by
establishing transit lines on existing freeways, or . vacant
rights-of-way, snowing no concern for the possibility that
these routes may not actually be in the best interests of
captive transit riders* Transit stops, if appearing at all
in the study neighborhoods, fall along the periphery of the
area, within walking distance of only a small portion of the
neighborhoods
.
On the destination end of the transit lines, no real effort
seems to have been made to provide service to importa.it facil-
ities that help in satisfying needs of residents of the captive
communities. If. a facility, such as the School for the Blind,
falls on the transit route, it is only by accident, for no stop
is provided at that point, but over a half mile away. Or as
in the case of several of the major parks lying on the out-
skirts of the county, transit lines which seem miraculously to
be headed toward them stop for no apparent reason a half, one
or two miles before reaching this desirable destination. The
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line stops two miles from the nearest concentration of people,
and we find a beautiful park and ride facility catering only
to those with automobiles, who for some reason are believed
to be willing to drive their oar several miles from their
home and leave it while they take a bus to work. Such is the
case with the South Freeway Line. Rather than following the
densest part of the. population straight south into Greenwood,
picking up along the way Indiana Central College and a major
commercial center, it follows 1-65 into what appears to be
vacant farmland, picking up no ^oor neighborhoods, no community
facilities, no employment areas and no recreational areas.
Using the same technique employed earlier in evaluating the
degree of accessibility afforded the captive rider residents
to the major employment and activity centers, it. is possible
to establish a similar rating for accessibility to community
facilities and recreation areas. A rating of 5 is given to
those neighborhoods having good access, as defined earlier.
A r£^ting of 3 is given to those captive rider areas having
fair access. A rating of is given to neighborhoods having
not transit service between the study origin and destination.
Figure 8 shows the results of this type of analysis.
It becomes apparent that certain revisions are needed in the
proposed transit plans if it is to serve the needs ~f the
captive transit riders in the study neighborhoods. For while.
the transit plan as proposed is better than no transit plan
at all, it can be more effective if it works towards the
betterment of all groups of Indianapolis residents, especially
if it se^ks to increase the mobility, and therefore, the
opportunities of the poorer, low autoownership families.
This section will enumerate a.nd evaluate a number of feasible
revisions in the Rapid Transit plan, with a subsequent acces-
sibility matrix to compare the overall effectiveness of the
revised plan to the proposed plan.
1
. Hove the present alignment of the South Freeway
Line, starting at the intersection of Prospect and Shelby
Streets, off. of 1-65 > and instead, have it run along Shelby,
south until it intersects with Madison, continuing along
Madison until it enters the town of Greenwood in Johnson
County. By doing this, the route, would be shorter and more
direct, and could serve Indiana Central College, D-2JD, with
a stop, Commercial Center D-9, as well as providing better
direct service to those living along the toute, which is more
densely populated than the former route. The routing of the
new line, with appropriate stops, is shown on the Base Map.
2.. Extend the western leg of the Speedway Line, from
the intersection of 10th Street and the jew York Central
Railroad trackage, along the tracks and Crawfordsville Road
until reaching 1-465. In addition to providing better service
to industrial area D-o, this line would directly serve the
Indianapolis Speedway, the town of Speedway and caiamercial
area D-12; The Speedway Line should also maintain its align-
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raent on Michigan until Tibbs Street before jogging north to
1.0th Street on the Harding Expressway as it is presently
planned. This would provide the needed service to the
State Mental Institution, D-19*
3. Extension of the ..ortheast Freeway Line into north
Eastway Park, D-30, is recommended. This half mile extension
would also serve a greater portion of the population of Castle-
ton, as shown on the Base nap. As neighborhood 0-3 is totally
without service, place a stop at the juncture of the /.ortheast
Line and the iionon Line.
4. As the northwest Freeway Line runs around neighborhood
0-4, it leaves it largely unserved. In addition, it makes no
connection to other transit lines. To resolve this, the
following modifications are. suggested. From the jjouglas Street
stop on the Speedway Line, connect to the stop on the porth-
east line. Take Indiana Street to Montcalm to the freeway,
placing three stops in the neighborhood. This eliminates the
east leg of the Freeway Line, and provides greatly improved
service to residents of 0-4, as well as a shorter route. The
new line could then be brought to Butler University, 0-5,
providing access to residents and users of the area. If it
appears feasible to do so, the line could continue to 6t.
Vincent's Hospital Com lex, D-17, as shown on the Base Map.
The northern stretch of the loop is no longer neede, as no stops
are provided along it. The western arm of the northeast
Freeway Line shoula be extended t.wo miles to Eagle Creek
Reservoir, D-28, as well as a loop to North Westway park,
D-29 , in order to give access to these two areas.
% The Airport Line should be moved south to Morris
and extend to connect the South Freeway Line, providing
greatly improved service to the trapped residents of 0-1 and
0-2a.
6. A new leg should be established, passing through
neighborhood o-2Jcx to provide it with improved service. The
leg should run to Brookside Park, D-26, Community Hospital,
D-21 , and industrial area D-10b. This route could then drop
south and provide service to commercial area D-10a, as
suggested in the section on accessibility to employment centers.
These revisions are shown on the Base Map as a dashed red line.
If this is not feasible because of the additional time and
resources, then the line should move straight east as earlier
proposed.
7. Place two stops on the East and i.ortheast Freeway
Lines in neighborhood 0-2c to provide access to the transit 1
lines serving recreation areas and community facilities, as
well as employment areas.
Using these revision^ to the proposed transit plan, it is
possible to formulate an accessibility matrix, as shown in
Figure 9« The results, as subjective as the analysis is,
shows a marked improvement over the service that would be
provided if the transit plan were implemented as it now exists.
The rating of 432, as compared to 35, shows that with only one
completely new route, and several revised or extended routes,
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a far better transit system can be achieved. When combined
with the modifications proferred in the section on acces-
sibility to employment and commercial activity centers, the
ten miles of additional routine that are called for in this
section create a transit system that in some instances is
more streamlined and in most cases more useful in moving
people to the places they want to go, be it work, shopping,
a recreation area, or some needed service facility. While
this revised system is extremely beneficial to the captive
transit riders, the use of the system is not limited to them.
The revised system can be strong enough to encourage even the
auto owners to leave their cars at home in many instances,
cutting down on such major urben problems as congestion and
pollutio...
F. Additional Suggestions for Improving Accessibility
Thus far the study examination has focused on the relation of
transit routes to origins and destinations in an effort to
measure accessibility. However, in certain cases, some of the
major shopping centers for example, it did not appear feas-
ible to provide transit access to these areas on a regular
basis. The specialized needs and desires of taday's transit
riders make it important to investigate the advisability of
inaugurating special services, outside the general operation,
to these areas. These services would have special hours,
routes, particular destinations, special fares, or various
combinations of these. These services could take any or all
of the following iorms: 1) shoppers express, 2.) special
event service, 3) direct routes to large plants, /+) direct
routes to shop ing centers, 5) free service to particular
groups or areas.
Shopper's Express . This would be a special service designed
particularly ior the housewife. It would be operated daily
always at off-peak hours. It would provide fast no- transfer
service into the shopping districts. This offers a means of
extending into areas that do not have transit service since
it would operate off-route.
Special Event Service . This type of service would provide ac-
cess to major events which do not occur on a regular basis,
i.e., baseball games, basketball games, state and county fairs,
cultural events, recreational facilities, and so on. The
special events service would provide the captive riders with
the opportunity to attend cultural and recreational activities
and events which were previously unaccessible to them.
Direct goutes to Large giants . Special service to major
commercial and industrial employment centers could provide
convenient employment opportunities to persons who previously
did not have access to a particular area. A route from 0-^f to
D-1 and D-2, for example, would possibly provide immediate
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access to increased employment opportunities to a large
number of captive rider persons.
Special Service to Large Shopping Centers . This service
would be similar to the shopper's express. It would provide
service to the shopping ce.iters on the outer fringes of the
metropolitan area. Thus making these areas accessible to
all elements of the population.
Free Service to Particular Groups or Areas . This type of
service could be extended to the aged, elementary and high
school students and/or to persons residing in certain low
income or depressed areas. This constitutes subsidizing
special groups but it would greatly increase the accessibility
of many of those persons who would otherwise have very limited
socio-economic, cultural, and recreational opportunities.
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NOTES
It is recognized that accessibility also involves
movement from one residential area to another, i.e., from
origin a -to origin b.
IRTADS, Transit Inventory . (Technical Work paper).
(Indianapolis: Metropolitan Planning Department, 1 966) , p. 2..
•^Ibid
.
,
p. 2..
/,
^"Martin Gallito, Marvin Golenberg and Frank Spielberg,
Transportation planning Manual . (Unpublished preliminary
draft, 1966.) p. -JT.
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IV. REDUCTION IK LAND
A. Introduction
Over the pest, the transportation problem hes evoked
varied arguments and recommendations involving the many
issues with which it is concerned. The previous sections
of this paper have dealt with the specific issues of
accessibility and mobility. The purpose of this section
is to discuss yet another issue within the transportation
problem and how it relates to the Indianapolis (IilTADS)
area. This issue is that of the roductionof land which
typically transportation and its immediately related uses
engender.
It has been a foregone conclusion that the major issue
in the broad spectrum of transportation problems is the
automobile. Its needs have alternately been called the
cause and the effect of continued urbanization, decen-
tralization, and growth of its ownership and use. Kot
only does the automobile produce pollution, accidents,
and other undesirable urban phenomena, but it also pro-
duces freeways, expressways, arterial streets, feeder
streets, local streets, etc.; an urban characteristic
without which the auto oriented urban society cannot
survive. And it is this, coupled with the acceptance
of the necessity for a viable urban transportation net-
work that is the cause of much controversy.
Since the Second World War, the characteristic response
to the increasing needs of transportation has been con-
struction of new facilities* . ,. be it freeway, arterial,
or local road. Besides the actual costs required for land
acquisition and construction of highways, more importantly,
land reduction and less quantifiable social costs are
incurred by the area involved.
The issue of land reduction has done its part in causing
the rapidly increasing skeoticism and opposition which
transportation departments throughout the nation arc
encountering. As more residential areas are being de-
molished by urban renewal and replaced with sterile
modern highways, the issue becomes increasingly obvious.
Land reduction due to transportation needs must be sign-
ificantly curtailed and a viable alternative to highway
construction and accommodation of the auto must be
developed.
It becomes apparent to the observer of the transportation
problem that increased highway construction is not the
solution. Increased highway mileage and capacities do
'
not with finality, solve the problems it seeks to re-
lievo (primarily congestion). Increases, in highway
mileage in an urban area eventually results in loss
desirable land for development. A consequence of this
is the deterioration of areas adjacent to it and the
spreading of certain activities from this area to more
suitable areas, most likely resulting in a more dispersed
pattern of development. Dispersed development character-
istically requires more transportation, resulting in more
automobiles, More automobiles again eventually signal the
need for more and better highways. It is not suggested
that this is an unending cycle, for hopefully there will
bo alternatives to what has traditionally been the usual
"cure". nevertheless, too often cities have become sub-
ject to this kind of treatment of its transportation
problem, and often still persist in resolving transpor-
tation problems in this fashion.
Currently, the hope for a viable alternative to total
capitulation before seemingly unstoppable highway con-
struction and land reduction lies in mass transit.
Technology and the state-of-the-art have presently limited
mass transit to several types of systems. However, with-
in the projected planning periods of most transportation
plans, technology with pressure for urgent advances appears
to have development of this viable alternative well within
its realm of possibility E Thus far, common to most
transportation plans are provisions for either bus or rail
oriented transit systems, iiass transit systems such as
bus and rail are seen as a definite step towards the
solution of transportation problems in an urban area.
Many cities have attempted to expand, if not iniatc bus
or rail transit on a large scale in hopes of stemming
the increasing pressure to accommodate transportation
needs without land reduction on the scale required for
highways, e.g., B.A.R.T. of San Francisco. Too, there
arc attempts on a lesser scale . . . cities with proposals
for traditional highway construction tempered with some
mass transit in its attempts to both satisfy its auto
user and the transit advocate. One such city, or more
aptly, proposal, is our subject, the IRTADS.
15. Thoroughfare Recommendations and Land Reduction
Transportation has traditionally been an important de-
terminant of land use and the shaping of the IRTADS
area. Owing probably to its physical location, it po-
ssesses a disproportinatc amount of interstate highways.
Common knowledge has it that the IRTADS area possesses the
most interstate highways in the country and is expected
to possess seven by 1973.
As of 1964, within the IRTADS area, there were approxi-
mately 1114 miles of major streets and highways. Of
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these, 4.1 percent were expressways and freeways, 57.7
percent were arterials, and 38.2 percent were collectors.
Combined, this represented a total of 28.4 percent of the
169.5 square miles of developed land in the IllTADS area,
or about 48.1 square miles of transportation right-of-ways,
second only to the 48.6 percent residential lands in total
land usage.
The recommended thoroughfare plan of IRTADS for 1985
consists of 142 miles of freeways, 12 miles
of expressways, and 1,013 miles of primary
and secondary arterials for a total of
1,167 miles. The presently planned interstate
system will provide 120.5 miles of freeways
in the IRTADS area, by 1985 an additional
21.5 miles of new freeways will be needed.
The major effort in arterial improvements
should be in upgrading of existing two-
lane routes to four lane cross-sections
(approximately 153 miles). Hew routes where
no right-of-way exists will total only 52.3
miles and account for 23 percent of the o
total mileage of needed arterial improvements.
By 1985 it is expected that transportation right-of-
ways will occupy 75.0 square miles of developed land, or
28.8 percent, still second in total land usage only to
residential land.^ (see Figure 4) Although the increase
in transportation right-of-ways in developed land is
0.4 percent, (28.8-28.4) which by appearance seems to be
very slight, its significance lies in the fact that it is
a percentage change within developed land. Developed
land within the IRTADS area is to change from a total of
169.5 square miles in 1964 to an expected total of 267.5
in 1985, therefore the difference between 28.4 percent
in 1964 and 28.8 percent in 1985 would be a total of
26.9 square miles. (75.0-48.1) Then, it may be pointed
out that these 26.9 square miles account for land re-
duction in the IRTADS area, due to transportation right-
of-ways.
l/hilc transportation right-of-ways appear to increase
only slightly in relative proportions, other land uses
seem to increase relatively more in land development.
By 1985 residential, commercial, and industrial land uses
arc forecasted to account for 50.5, 3.5, and 5.2 percent
respectively, of total developed land. This means that
in 1985 residential land use is expected to increase by
52.4 square miles, commercial land use by 5.7 square
miles, and industrial land uso by 10.2 square miles,
iiost if not all of this expansion (especially residential)
is expected to occur outside of the central portion of
the IRTADS area.
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In the previous three sections, specific clusters of
residential zones have been identified as study analysis
units. They have been identified as neighborhoods with
a car ownership ration of 3.0 or more persons per auto-
mobile. It has also been noted that certain character-
istics, almost inherent with the auto ownership ratio
which has been utilized, such as low income, non-white
population, etc. , would most likely apply to the study
neighborhoods
.
It is interesting to note that for the most part, the
designated study units lie within the boundaries of
Center Township and that it is an observation of the
the UlTADS that "Approximately 1500 acres of land in
residential use in 1964 will be redeveloped by 1905
with 1225 acres used for non-residential uses. This
means that nearly 2 square miles of land occupied by
residences in 1964 will be used for other purposes by
1985. The major Portion of this land falls within Center
Tov/nship and will' be used primarily for interstate high-
way construction. "5 Also to be noted here is the fact
that besides interstate construction, other thoroughfares
are to be constructed.
Consequently, what needs to be realized here is the
relative proportion of land reduction to occur in Center
Township. Of course, it is realized that land reduction
will occur substantially outside of Center Township as
well. However, it is important that the well acknow-
ledged reasons for location of specific land uses within
Center Township, especially residential, be again brought
up.
As has been discussed in previous sections, residence
in the study neighborhoods reflect the plight of its
residents. It has also been mentioned that there arc
certain characteristics which would be inherent in the
neighborhoods which have been identified, i.e., low in-
come, Blacks, unemployment, etc., It has been accepted
that the reasons for residence in these neighborhoods
arc primarily those of economics (poverty) and dis-
crimination. These neighborhoods arc often characterized
by poor or substandard housing, low land values, and
other less desirable properties. Highway construction
in most cases tends to locate on paths of least resist-
ance, both economic and political. The study neighborhoods
in Center Township probably qualify admirably.
Since the land on which the identified neighborhoods are
on are of low value, residences of it would be first to
suffer direct effects of land reduction. Even in situ-
ations where there does not occur any direct land take-
over for highway construction, these neighborhoods
eventually arc affected by land reduction elsewhere.
Since these lands arc on the lowest level of the market
pricing scale, it v/ould be the first to be lost in the
demand bidding of other uses affected by land reduction,
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e.g. , urban renewal.
To more lucidly illustrate the issue of land reduction
it ::-.cy be profitable to evaluate a specific proposal
by IRTADS. The example was selected to illustrate land
reduction only. Evaluation of other vital issues which
the illustration ivnolvcs, e.g. , volumes, flows, etc.,
lie beyond the scope of this section.
The Transportation Plan of IRTADS proposes that a high
capacity freeway project be constructed, connecting I-o5
and the prooosed I'ortheast Freeway (see enclosed large
base map and Figures 10 and 11) along 30th Street, no th
of the Indianapolis CBD. Passing through what is deemed
as one of the "heaviest traveled corridors in the IRTADS
area," 6 the 30th Street freeway is proposed to be a
"special freeway design concept ... employing depressed
directional roadways separated by a sizeable land area
which could also be used for non-freeway purposes; pro-
vision is also made for the inclusion of separate transit
roadways through this corridor..."'
Undoubtedly what has been proposed here has been sub-
ject to much evaluation of such a proposal's physical
benefits and costs and transportation engineering orient-
ed aspects. It is not the intended purpose to criticize
those aspects of the prooosed,30th Street freeway, as
was stated before. It wbuld be beyond the scope of this
report to evaluate costs/benefits and modelling.
The proposed 30th Street freeway would stretch for 1.7
miles through predominantly residential lands between
29th and 30th Streets. T/ithin the proposed 1.7 miles,
approximately 16 entire blocks of residential land were
recommended to be procured for the construction of the
30th Street freeway. This does not include other sections
of land to be procured which were not so easily identified
as complete blocks. (For a complete conception of land
required for construction refer to the Appendix, Figure
10.) The rationale behind the procurement of such an
abnormally wide right-of -v/ay has been stated to be so
that "32 acres of developable land would be available
between the two depressed roadways"." This swath of
developable land would then be used for "high density
housing, office and commercial facilities, or a variety
of such land uscs,.,"° This area would also be used
for a section of the proposed mass transit routes.
The fact that 32 usable acres within the corridor may
bo developed is of no consequence to former residents
who will have been displaced. Former residents of tihe
area would reap no direct benefits fron the proposed
developments. The proposed sale of land to developers
has been held as positive effect of the proposal as it
would offset much of the right-of -way costs. However,
this too is of no consequence to the former residents.
Reduction in land is viewed as total and without any bone-
fit for the former residents. The one possible area of
benefit, rapid transit, lacks importance as the mass
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transit line could have run on 30th Street without the
freeway and in the final analysis, the residents of the
land taken would not be around to use transit at this
point anyway.
Although the proceeding example is atypical of the rest
of the recommended Transportation Plan, it nonetheless
illustrates the characteristic land reduction process in-
evitably present when the automobile is accommodated.
It also illustrates the outbidding of low income resident-
ial land by other land uses.
C. Parking and Land Reduction
Perhaps a most striking effect of transportation policies
on downtown Indianapolis is the tremendous outlay of land
devoted to parking of automobiles. A 1964 Parking Study
revealed that within the downtown study area, 22 percent
or approximately 77 acres of land were utilized for off-
street parking lots and structures. *0 These figures do
not include curbside parking uses which would undoubtedly
add substantially to the total of land devoted to auto-
mobile parking. Figure 12 shows the extent to which
land within the CBD area is devoted to parking.
The immediate effect this largo outlay has on the total
reduction of total land within the IRTADS area is readily
apparent. The need for parking spaces has undoubtedly
caused the upbidding of land within and close to the
downtown area, and when demand justifies its economic
feasibility, takeover of other land uses will occur.
This process is likely to continue as long as more auto
transportation is encouraged through continued highway
construction.
D. Highway v. Transit Right-of-way
before closing this section, one last observation should
be made. That is, the differences in the land require-
ments for highway right-of-ways as opposed to transit
right-of-ways. Acknowledging the fact that street facil-
ities are classified cither freeway, arterial, or collector
and local streets, (sec Figure 13) it would suffice to
say that a total of all land uses for street facilities
in 1985 should be the total of all anticipated land use
in transportation right-of-ways inclusive of all the var-
ious differences in classifications. As stated previously,
this total for 1985 is 75.0 square miles. If we can
accept the standard that a 30 feet right-of -way for mass
transit is sufficient, then a total 1985 length for all
thoroughfares, 1167 miles, multiplied by a standard
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of 30 feet would produce a theoretical total of mass
transit land requirements if in fact mass transit were
provided on every thoroughfare in the IRTADS area. Al-
though the precccding process produces a working figure
of 6.6 square miles, consideration of the other facilities,
required in the operation of a mass transit system and the
land required to accommodate these facilities, and the fact
that mass transit will not match the proposed 1985 thorough-
fare system mile-f or -mile, would substantially alter this
figure. However, even with those added land requirements
for a mass transit system, it may safely be said that the
proposed 1985 thoroughfare system by far results in more
land reduction. The utility of this illustration lies in
an awareness of the enormous difference in land usage
between the two modes.
E. Conclusion of Land Reduction Analysis
Land reduction due to transportation should definitely
be a major concern of the transportation plan. Land is
a scarce resource and its preservation for use by activ-
ities other than transportation freev/ays and parking lots
should prevail as one of the more important considerations
for planning in Indianapolis.
Land reduction due to transportation has been presented
as being especially detrimental to neighborhoods such as
those which have been defined as study neighborhoods.
This is true for all aspects of transportation proposals.
In the IRTADS area, neighborhoods which locate within
Center Township and its periphery area would be subject
to disproportionate land reduction due to thoroughfare
right-of -ways and increased parking needs if the 1985
IRTADS Transportation Flan is implemented.
The current trend in transportation planning is proposing
mass transit as a viable alternative to highway construct-
ion. It is commendable that the 1985 Transportation Flan
has recognized this and has produced a rapid transit pro-
posal for the IRTADS area. Rapid transit, if nothing else,
should at least partially resolve the issue of land re-
duction. This is to say nothing of the quality of the mass
transit plan.
It appears that there exists two general directions which
a transportation policy in the IRTADS area may take to
minimize, if not eliminate, what has previously been a
policy of auto accommodation.
The first of these is seen as an effectuation of an
efficient compromise and trade-off between automobile
usage and mass transit, of the existing supply of right-
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of -ways already allocated to transportation. I/hcre
previously the highway for automobiles was given the
"lion's share" of funding and consideration, transit
will be given a more substantial share of limited re-
sources. The rationale for this direction being the hope
that eventually, acceptance of a more efficient mass
transit system would be established.
One observation concerning the proposed mass transit
p an lies the substantial savings of land to be realized
through usage of existing rail right-of-ways, e.g., the
i:orth-South iionon line as seen on Figure 14, It may be
suggested that a similar type of proposal be implemented
insofar as possible, consistent with the inventory of rail
right-of-ways available, as a viable alternative to the
use of thoroughfares. Such a system would not only pro-
vide for less competition with automobile uses of thorough-
fares, but also provide better safety and savings in time.
For example, it may be possible for the right-of-way
now maintained as the Ilickel Plate Railroad to be used for
mass transit in deference of the proposed iiortheast Free-
way.
Proposal of partial or anticipated inadequate mass transit
systems, however, may hurt their intended purposes. Often
times trial or demonstration projects on a limited scale
fail to realize anticipated ridership and monetary returns
c imply bncausc of limited service and consequently; a
fundamental requirement in the success of a mass transit
system, In addition, the all too common effort of reviving
a deteriorating transit system would probably encounter
similar rejection by potential ridership.
The second direction may be seen as a more long run policy
of devising some new pattern of transportation facility.
!/hat this is meant to suggest is a committment to the
development of some total transit pattern while maintain-
ing a fixed supply of thoroughfare right-of-ways. !/hile
no new roads are built, it is hoped that automobile user
costs will rise due to competition among auto users for
the fixed stock of facilities. This would tend to price
out those marginal auto users and potential transit riders
who are already hard pressed with costs incurred through
use of the automobile.
!/hile auto facilities arc held fixed, a total mass transit
system for the IRTADS area would be built. In the interim
between the start and completion of such a system, transit
facilities should be improved corresponding to increased
revenue due to forced ridership.
It is suggested that if allocated funds were channelled
into a total mass transit proposal, probabilities of
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acceptance of a full mass transit system arc improved.
If in fact a full mass transit system is implemented and
accepted, ^any benefits may be derived. Costs for con-
struction and right-of-ways for highways v/ould be substant-
ially reduced, as its needs will be reduced, mobility and
accessibility would be provided to disadvantaged neighbor-
hoods, and land -reduction would be substantially curtail d.
This, of course, is a very strong suggestion and requires
total committment by the agencies involved to the risks
involved. Risks arc very high with such a suggestion as
large outlays are involved and failure would mean substant-
ial loss of investment capital and land resources. However,
the IJ1TADS area desperately needs some relief from the
demands placed on its supply of land by transportation
needs, iiass transit appears to be the current state-of-
the-art solution. Success of mass transit requires a
large enough need for transportation in a manageable
physical area, and the IRTADS area appears to qualify
admirably.
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V. SUMMARY AND CO±!CLUSIONS
A. Summary
The present study has attempted, through the use of three
specific investigation areas, to evaluate the impact of the
official Indianapolis transportatbr/plan for 1985. on the
potential or actual rapid transit users of the future.
Statistical projection of population characteristics by
traffic zone were used to locate geographical areas that
could be expected to have high transit rider potential in
1985. These residential areas were identified, located on
the base map and designated as origin analysis units. By
the use of various criteria (employment, floor space, or
importance to origin unit residents), some thirty-five
major destination units were developed and located on the
base map.
The first investigative area analyzed two broad areas of
influence upon the transportation plan in general, and the
transit plan in particular; land use or growth patterns and
relevant objectives that were either official (government
)
or unofficial (private) manifestations of the Indianapolis
region. Important relationships between growth patterns of
the area and some relevant areawide objectives were dis-
cussed. These relationships in turn were analyzed to see
how they might affect, or be affected by, the actual Trans-
portation Plan. A number of absolute or potential conflicts
were uncovered when specific objectives were investigated
in each of four categories; economic, housing, social, and
recreational and natural resources. The implicit conclusion
of this investigative approach was that although the basic
need and goal (accessibility) of the transit portion of the
Plan was sound, many conflicts would arise during the actual
implementation of the Plan. It is beyond the scope of this
study to examine in detail, the likelihood that a given con-
flict potential would' materialize, or the prospects for re-
solving the conflict.
The second area of investigation, unlike the broad area-wide
approach of the first, looked directly at the access rela-
tionship between each particular origin and destination
study unit. After establishing some common characteristics
often related to the transit user, an empirical examination
was made of the actual transit routes proposed by the Plan.
By use of criteria based on walking distance to a transit
boarding point, and directness of the route between origin
and destination, accessibility could be analyzed. A simple
technique was developed so that the accessibility of a given
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origin with a given destination could be quantified and
thus compared with all other origin-destination combinations.
The weak points in terms of specific origin-destination
access were analyzed, subjective values assigned so that
comparisons as mentioned above could be made c At those
points where access was either fair or non-uxistent, fur-
ther study was made to determine potential (railroad right-
of-ways or existing freeways) routes that would substan-
tially improve the access with a minimum of route exten-
sions or rerouting,. Modifications that met the criteria
just mentioned were made on the base aiapo The same quanti-
fying technique was again used to assign numerical values
to each origin-destination combination, this time to the
proposed plan with suggested modifications „ The two resul-
tant matrices were then compared. Where the original pro-
posed plan rated very low, the moderate modifications pro-
vided a rating that was superior by a factor of 8 to 11,
depending on the land uses under study « Since the modifi-
cations did nox use any technological or other condi. Honing
factors different from those adopted by the proposed plan,
it had to be concluded that the accessibility for most tran-
sit users to many activity centers was much less than desi-
rable; especially in light of available alternative routes.
Additional suggestions were made on improving accessibility
to transit user's, A number of special tscrvic'os were pro-
posed such as shopper express., special event service, major
employment center service; and free transit to the needy
»
No attempt was made to analyze the feasibility of such ser-
vices. They were given only as suggestions for improving
rapid transit access.,
The third investigative approach was broader, and less fo-
cused on origin-destination units than the immediately pre-
ceeding investigation, The third approach was more akin "to
the first analysis on growth patterns and objectives. It
looked at the region as a whole, although specific problems,
as with the other investigation areas.- were concentrated
mainly in the center unit of Marion County known as Center
Township, This approach also concentrated much more on high-
ways and streets than the previous tv/o approaches, mainly
because it is the highway that is most responsible for the
great amounts of land used up for transportation facilities
(excluding a few exceptions, such as an airport).
It was shown that the amount of land used for major thorough-
fares in 1964 was almost exactly equal to that of developed
residential land- The i985 picture will not be substantially
different, even though a great increase in developed land
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absorbs the relative increase in transportation land uses.
The study also attempts to identify the change in major
land classifications, especially in Center Township. For
instance, it is shown that the greatest loss of land in
Center Township will be that of residential land and much
of this land is presently occupied by the mass transit pa-
tron's dwelling units. This section of the study also ana-
lyzed the percent of land devoted to the parking of auto-
mobiles. 1 was made clear that it is not just the<- total
network or miles of transportation facilities that deter-
mines the total land reduced, but the ratio of private
mode facilities over public mode facilities. It was hy-
pothesized, not as a rational solution, but just as a com-
parative emphasis, that if the proposed road mileage was
converted to 30 feet wide transit right-of-ways, the amount
of land used would drop from a total land usage of 75 square
miles to less than 7 square miles.
The conclusion of the third investigative approach was that
the entire area suffers land losses because of the heavy
emphasis on automobile (versus mass transit) travel. How-
ever, the problem was compounded when at least preliminary
evidence suggests that it is the rapid transit rider, due
to where he resides, that is most affected by the shortage
of land or relocation problems brought about by the construc-
tion of transportation right-of-ways. Reflections were also
made as to long-range solutions where action is taken not
just to serve the present transit rider, but to discourage
or somehow reduce the use of the automobile relative to mass
transit.
B. Overall Observations and Implications
Before tying together the three investigative areas in
order to determine the outcome of the hypothesis testing,
some "thinking out loud" on the part of the study authors
may be warranted at this point. The first observation is
that there were two reasons for selecting the three inves-
tigative areas. The first and most obvious reason is that
each were important aspects of transportation planning and
had implications for prospective transit users, either di-
rectly or indirectly. The second, and possibly less obvious
reason, relates to strategy. Since the present study faced
real limitations in terms of time, manpower, financial re-
so urces, data access, and not least of all. . .expertise, it
was felt to be wise not putting "all our eggs in one basket."
If only one investigative area was chosen, and it turned
out to be weak in terms of the study design, then the en-
tire study would have had to have been abandoned. With three
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ways of measuring the same hypothesis, one can be more
sure of the resultant outcome, even though the soundness
of any one proof is less than desirable. It was felt
however, that to go beyond three investigations would
severely limit the time and effort that could be devoted
to any one investigative approach, and hence, once again
the outcome or conclusions would be very questionable.
It should also be reiterated at this point that the sugges-
ted modifications of proposed transit routes were not to
be used as absolute, but only comparative measures of the
shortcomings of the present proposal as related to rapid
bus transit access. In fact, the suggestions do not re-
present as much modifications as they do observations of
what some of the more appar ent weaknesses or shortcomings
of the transit plan as proposed by IRTADS are. Therefore
even if one of the modifications prove later to be imprac-
tical, a conclusion could still hold true regarding the
degree of access provided by the officially proposed plan.
One la st observation must be made before looking at the
final outcome of the hypothesis tested. The transit rider
is, of course, the beneficiary of this study, because it is
he who is most directly affected by the quantity and quali-
ty of transit services offered in the area. However, the
transit rider is often the "beneficiary" of other social,
political and economic circumstances beyond the scope of
this paper, but still worth a few comments. In most U.S.
cities, including Indianapolis, transit riders are to a
very great extent members of other minority groupings (e.g.
young, old, poor, handicapped) besides the usual racial/
ethnically discriminated. One cannot help but reflect on
hov easily a mass transportation plan can either take-away
or add to the already overburdened list of hardships suf-
fered by those with one or more memberships in such groups.
There seems to be little room for doubt that the Indianapo-
lis transit rider w: 11 often be adversely affected by the
1985 transportation plan* If implementated as proposed,
it appears that even if not directly hurt by the Plan, the
transit rider would not often receive the benefits he should
derive from such a system. These conclusions will not ho]d
true for all the transit riders, all the origin-destination
combinations, or even all of any one kind of transit trip.
However, they appear to be operative for enough users under
sufficiently differing conditions to warrant the general
conclusion that the tested hypothesis is true. Each inves-
tigative area has already established the assumptions, facts
and observations on which the final conclusion was based.
However, if one wished to highlight the major outcome of
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each investigative analysis which led to the final hypo-
thesis solution, he could do so with little difficulty.
The highlights will be briefly outlined in the next few
paragraphs.
The first investigative approach showed up a number of
potential conflicts between growth pattern trends, trans-
portation and non-transportation objectives, and the ac-
tual Plan. However, after research and analysis in this
area was complete, a supra-level conflict seemed clear:
a strong central core pattern and its accompanying radial
transportation network often restricts the ability of the
system to give the transit using core resident what he
most needs, better access to opportunities on the out-
lying areas of the city. Present patterns of growth are
driving a wedge between those' residents most in heed of
fast, reliable public service and the prime job and other
opportunities opening up in the region. This core-fringe
dichotomy is made very clear by the Plan itself, when it
speaks of the minority resident and related job opportuni-
ties :
An evaluation of minority group employment in Indiana-
polis indicates that they tend to be concentrated in
certain occupational groupings such as laborers, ser-
vice occupations, domestic help, and factory operatives
with very little employment in the professional, tech-
nical, managerial, and other similar occupational grou-
pings. It is the latter group of employment catego-
ries (however) that tends to cluster in the central
business district, which is most readily accessible "to
tflie inner city resident by transit.
The second investigative approach seemed to indicate a ten-
dency for transit routes to be located on the basis of engi-
neering or economic considerations, or just where most con-
venient from a planning standpoint, and not always accor-
ding to where the greatest need was. (This was not covered
in detail in the study paper, but was very evident from the
various IRTADS technical work papers.) The proposed routes
can be defended very well in terms of vehicle capacities,
operating headways, capital costs, availability of existing
right-of-ways and numerous other criteria. And although
these are very valid and important considerations, they are
without purpose or significance if routes selected on the
above grounds do not first give proper access to the great
majority of those who have no alternative (captive riders)
or who desire to use rapid transit. It means little to a
resident who is beyond easy and convenient access to a tra>
sit route that the particular route is located where it is
most economical or politically feasible.
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The final investigative approach suggests that most land
used for transportation facilities comes either from under-
developed land or land cleared for right-of-way purposes.
The second category relates mostly to land near the core
where; 1 )' slum or deteriorating conditions have reduced the
value of land, 2) urban renewal has made land available far
right-of-ways or, 3) the political and econmic power of re-
sidents of many areas in this part of the city have made
their land a "line of least resistence" when eminent domain
powers are to be used. Since most of the captive riders live
in the same general area where most clearance of previously
developed land takes place, it seems that the transit ridar
often furnishes land for city-wide growth out of proportion
to the number of residents in the area who are transit ri-
ders.
Since all three areas each led to the same conclusion in
terms of the hypothesis, the test solution as a whole was
clear; the hypothesis is true. The result of the study
should disturb most readers, whether layman or professional
planner, but it will probably not surprise most of them.
Indianapolis like all but a few U.S. cities, puts relative-
ly little emphasis on mass transit beyond that just needed
to suffice. And again, Indianapolis, like her counterparts
in the country, can give many logical reasons for putting
most planning emphasis on the care and feeding of the pri-
vate automobile. A few of the items off the almost limit-
less list are:
1. The auto ownership is already so high as to need
an excessive array of routes and facilities.
2. One can get the most "bang for the buck" since
such federal highways are subsidized up to 90 perosnt.
3. Transit ridership has fallen off in the last 20 years
(usually no mention of the fact that transit rider-
ship has to fall off if the service keeps declining
in quality)
.
4. The "highway lobby" is an important and powerful
interest group that can do much to promote auto
usage and discourage transit patronage.
5. A highway often generates new demand that can some-
what offset the capacity added to the system, and
as a result, still another highway may be required
in order to obtain the original desired capacity
increase.
Indianapolis, however, is at least somewhat different than
many other similar sized cities in two relevant areas. First
of all, Indianapolis is even more devoted to streets and
highways than most other cities. Besides being the hub of
seven completed or proposed interstates as mentioned earlier
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in another section, Indianapolis also has an above-normal
share of her land devoted to all classes of city owned st
streets. A land use study published in 1968 compared the
amount of land devoted to different categories of use for
over 100 cities. For comparative purposes, a number of
cities with a density of population similar to Indianapo-
lis in i960 (6,689 persons per square mile) have been
used to illustrate the percent differences of city area
devoted to all forms of city owned streets.
Percent of land in streets: (city owned)
Indianapolis 25.7$
Cincinnati 13-2%
Denver 19.8%
Flint 20.4%
Louisville 18.3%
Norfolk 16.3%
Oakland 21.7%
GSeattle 27.1%
Toledo 13.1%
Because of the extreme auto orientation of Indianapolis,
one would hope that the vices of continued emphasis on an
almost one-mode system of transportation would be apparent
and the region would put out a concerted effort to curb
such a trend, but such is not evident at a program level.
(It does seem some concern is given at the level of goals
and objectives, but little implementation is evident, as
will be discussed next.)
The second difference between the Indiarfpolis region and
similar sized areas is that Indianapolis has put a lot of
money and effort into developing a comprehensive land use
and transportation plan. And most of the values, goals,
and policies underlying the Plan are worthy of recommenda-
tion to other regions. The problem lies, at least as far
as the subject report is concerned, in two areas. First,
the transit networks and likely implementation procedures
do not seem to relate to an alternative that is best for
fulfilling the values and goals proposed by the Plan. The
Plan is loaded with observations on the plight of the reverse
commuter, the need for good access for all residents, and
the influence transportation has on land use and overall
growth patterns. And yet, the present study has repeated-
ly uncovered areas of significant conflict or shown selec-
ted alternatives to be less promising than just reading the
Plan would lead one to believe.
The second and more important aspect related to the Indiana -
polis Plan is that the Plan if implemented as suggested,
will continue the present trends that lead to congestion,
increasing land costs, more and more valuable land buried
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under concrete and asphalt, and numerous social and politi-
cal ills. As mentioned in the introductory section to the
study, transportation is not viewed by the authors as just
a necessary service function but a tool that can be used "to
create growth patterns that will promote better living con-
ditions for all the residents of the area... or at least
those most desperately in need of an improvement in general
living conditions.
Here again, the Plan has observed that a plan can, and may-
be even should, be used to create new land use arrangement
.
and improve general living conditions of the urban resident.
But it later rationalizes why it did not use the Plan in
such a manner:
Considering the extensive time required to develop
and test alternative land-use arrangements on a regio-
nal scale and..., evaluation of alternative regional
land use arrangements w*re not included in the IRTADS
scope of work.-^
And a few sentences later:
The continuing planning program in Marion Gounty is
now in the process of developing detailed plans for
various suvareas of the region. At this scale, alter-
native arrangements of land use and transportation fa-
cilities have been and are being explored by the plan-
ning staff and local community groups.^-
To the first insert one can only observe that it is always
going to take extensive time to do any major study, so if
not now, when? And the second comment noted above hints
of a rather old-fashioned piecemeeal approach to planning.
If it is the transportation plan that can promote more de-
sirable growth patterns and land use arrangements, then
such objectives should be incorporated into the plan itself.
It is hardly likely that a future land use arrangement for
a subarea could be significantly altered after implementing
an area-wide system that was not designed with such changes
in mind. A transportation plan that conforms to the present
trends as well as retains the same relative percentage of
total internal person travel by transit in 1985 as in 1964
(approximately h percent) ~> has not seen fit to - present the
plan in a role other than as a strictly service function,
doing little more than what is absolutely necessary.
C. Reflections of Working Assumptions and Methodology
Hindsight is easy to come by and often rings hollow when a
project is complete and someone observes "we should have
done it another way." However, similar projects will come
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up in the future and so it is worthwhile to reflect upon
weaknesses in the study design , operational procedures,
or assumptions upon which the study was based. One can
then use this knowledge in interpreting the completed stu-
dy results and improving the development of. new studies.
Some weaknesses in the present study were evident at the
outset but they v/ere accepted due to limiting factors of
time, data available, etc. Other weaknesses were not
apparent until after the study had progressed enough to
evaluate the results that were beginning to manifest them-
selves. Some observations to be made at this point also
are not really weaknesses but simply suggestions of alter-
natives that may prove to be of benefit in future studies
similar to the subject project.
One area of concern is that of the methodology and assump-
tions behind the selection of the origin analysis units.
The idea of selecting transit rider clusters by indication
of auto ownership is a sound one and the methodology as ex-
plained in the report will identify the most potential tran-
sit rider clusters from a probability standpoint (even
though the actual probability was not stated). However,
one could have been much more sure of the accuracy and spe-
cific geographical boundaries had the data on auto ownership
been by household instead of by zone only, and had also
figures been available on number of persons per household
for the projected target date. Some of the categories of
the data '-eeded were not accessible to the study team,
while other data was not disaggregated enough to provide
the level of detail needed. Had the data been available as
desired, one could have relaxed the implicit assumption
that household or family size was not significantly variant
enough from one zone to another to destroy the validity of
the persons per auto ratios used in the study.
Another measure of accessibility could have been incorpora-
ted into the study, that of travel time. Most of this infor-
mati on is actually available but would have been very time
consuming to calculate or even just record and analyze in
all the origin-destination combinations. (Each element of
time would have to be determined for each route choice; home
to boarding point, waiting, riding, unloading point to des-
tination, accident or delay factors, etc.)
One can also reflect on the desirability of having a grealEr
number of destination units so as to reduce the number of
real transit trips that are not evaluated due to omission.
Hov/ever, this would call for a much greater collection of
data and the use of more sophisticated methods (i.e. mar-
ket analysis, questionnaires) to determine the likelihood
that certain groups of transit users would frequent certain
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activity sites. Besides the extra effort in collecting such
data, a great amount of time would be needed to analyze all
possible trip combinations and the development of a complex
trip/route network could necessitate the use of the computer,
As always, one must look at tradeoffs, and although accuracy
wouB be increased by adding relevant destinations , one does
not need to analyze every possible transit trip combination
in order to evaluate the proposed transit plan as a whole.
(A greater number of land use types would also necessitate
the use of standard color codes etc., which were neither
necessary, nor perhaps desirable in a study that was analy-
zing only four conglomerate categories of land use.)
The three aforementioned suggestions would be given consi-
derable attention by the present study team if they were
to repeat the present, or a similar study and probably
each change would be incorporated to some degree in a re-
vised study design. A number of other suggestions will be
presented in the following paragraphs but it should be em-
phasized that these are more extensive modifications requi-
ring much greater resource inputs and in some cases they
even broaden the scope and purpose of the study.
Perhaps the most obvious major change in study design wou]d
be to incorporate the local bus system so that the analysis
could be more comprehensive and complete; mass transit in-
stead of just rapid transit. Besides the obvious increase
in time and effort needed to collect and analyze such data,
there is a large question as to whether it would even exist.
Except for those transit systems wholly owned and operated
by the city, little if any long range planning is being done
by local transit authorities. So long range route and faci-
lity forecasts would not be readily available, and in any
case would be highly questionable as to their accuracy ard
prospect of being implemented.
If one had access to both a reliable model and a computer
or other EDP equipment, he could assign probabilities to the
objective conflict analysis used in this study as the first
investigative approach. In other words, one could go beyond
the simple identification of possible conflicts as done in
the present study and determine the probability that; 1) a
conflict would manifest itself, and 2) the chance that one
could overcome such a conflict. Then various alternatives
could be weighed according to some implementation index that
reflected the degree of difficulty of implementation posed
by relevant conflicts.
It was suggested earlier that a greater number of destina-
tions would generally be desirable. One could also attack
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this problem more from the issue of quality instead of
quantity. Instead of just adding destinations to the list
one could devise a more accurate technique for selecting
the destination sites one wishes to study. One suggestion
might be to survey consumers at a major destination (i.e.
a shopping center) to determine what percent came by tran-
sit and what percent of auto drivers or riders would have
come by transit had such a service been made more convenient
to them. By analyzing the residence addresses of the inter-
viewees, one could determine which origin areas have the
most need (real or potential) for transit service to the
destination site in question. One could then select desti-
nations for further study that were most relevant to the
transit rider. One could also use a home survey to deter-
mine not only where the transit rider lived but where he
would need or like to have good access by public transpor-
tation.
Although not a suggestion to improve the present type of
study, one could use the accessibility matrix developed in
the present study to determine where a facility should be
located for maximum accessibility to the entire region.
For example, one could divide the entire region into rela-
tively small zones (or at least those parts of the region
having residential ind uses); these would be the origin
zones located in the columns of the matrix. Then each des-
tination site to be analyzed (airport, regional shopping
center, etc.) would be located in the rows of the matrix.
Then either a subjective value scale could be applied (as
done in the present study) or an absolute measure could be
used (i.e. total trip time) to determine the cell values.
The major difference in the use of the matrix would be that
one would sum up not the columns (origins), but the rows
(destinations). If .one then had alternative sites for a
given destination, he could use the values generated for
each option to select the one site that offered the best
accessibility to the city as a whole (or some pre-seleted
combination of origin zones).
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Three
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(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government.
Printing Office, 19bo). pp. 36-39-
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I. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY
A. General Background
The overall purpose of this research is to observe the work-
ings of regional government within the functional area of
ecological planning. The first visit to Indianapolis was in-
tended as a fact-finding trip from which the specific topic
of research could be selected. Our source of information was
Lynn Bender, a relatively new member of the Department of
Metropolitan Development's staff. From this Initial inter-
view, it was discovered that Indianapolis had done very
little ecologically based planning. There were several
proposed projects, but their stage of development severely
limited academic research. The subject area of parks and
recreation was ultimately chosen for research as some plan-
ning had been done in this area and Information on the
topic was available.
B. Specific Topic Selection
Wltln this general area wo decided to investigate the
planning as undertaken by the Department of Parks and
recreation. Via a lengthy interview with Mr. Carl Brel-
denbach, the head of the Department's planning section,
a study of the effectiveness of public input in park site
planning was decided upon via a case study. The structure
of the study was hung on the framework of hypothesis test-
ing. The specific hypothesis was: The Indianapolis park
planners accurately perceived neighborhood desires in the
design of Lentz Park and achieved their design objectives.
Later the study was expanded to include the entire park
planning process, from regional scale planning to indivi-
dual site planning. This type of study involved actions
taken by both the Department of Parks and Recreation
and the Department of Development. From preliminary ob-
servations, it appeared that the rolls of the two depart-
ments were confused. Our hypothesis adopted the stated
position of the planning department: The Department of
Development is responsible and has been doing all of the
park planning in Indianapolis -Marion County. By lnvestl-
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gating this hypothesis, the present roles of the two
departments In park planning would be Identified and the ul-
timate roles would be projected.
In order to treat all phases of this project adequately, the
group broke Into two teams. Team one studied the planning
process as viewed from the park department to the public
level. Team two studied the process as viewed from the
park department to the planning department. Our general
assumptions included: 1. There was a hierarchy involved In
park planning in Indianapolis which roughly corresponds to
the specificity of the planning tasks. Moving from top to
bottom, it was identified as the Planning Department, the
Park Department, and the public. 2. Unigov should allow
for the optimum relationships to develop between the ele-
ments of this hlerarohy, 3. Those whom we talk to will
relate as accurately as possible the planning process as
seen from their viewpoint.
The general methodology of the project centered on split-
ting into teams, gathering data, and then rejoining to
evaluate the entire planning process. Each team used the
interview as the chief data source. The philosophy used
in the interview process involved speaking to members of
groups assumed to oontain differing viewpoints. From
this we hoped to find a clearer picture of park planning
in Indianapolis and what this planning should bo at its
optimum,
C, Structure of the Remaining Sections
The following part of this paper will be divided into the
findings of each term, In parallel sections, each team will
describe its methodology, findings, and conclusions.
Common conclusions will then be recorded, Section V will
be a discussion of possible improvements in the entire
study and Section VI will be a description of how this
type of study could benefit Indianapolis and other
Metropolitan areas. The closing section of the paper
is a discourse of the eduoational value of the projeot.
f
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II. TEAM ONE - Tin PARK PLANNING PROCESS FOR A NEIGH
BORHOOD PARK: A CASS STUDY OF LENTZ PARK
A. Introduction
Our initial discussion with Ilr. Brcidcnbach, a professional
landscape architect, indicated that he did not consider
national standards as adequate basis for neighborhood
park planning in Indianapolis. Though he could identify
some elements, such as neighborhood surveys, actual design,
and community meetings, which were common to planning
each park, neighborhood park planning did not follow
a fixed procedure and we found that i\re could best under-
stand it through examples, Lentz Park, which we found
sodded the same day wo had talked to Mr. Brcidcnbach,
offered an opportunity to test the initial success of a
park design according to the designer's objectives and
to learn the pattern of citizen participation involved in
its refurbishment from neighborhood groups in the im-
mediate vicinity of the park as well as from representa-
tives of the park department. After a brief description
of the neighborhood and the park itself, we will discuss,
in that order, our methodology, findings and conclusions,
B. Lentz Park and the Neighborhood It Serves
The four block service radius of Lentz Park and neighbor-
hood centers involved x-Jith the park can be seen in the
following sketch. ,
_L LQlt- i?_±L__
.u
Hau^ilic
7 I •'
H M'ichi.K11 ,C',\
.<1\J£.
I
According to Mr. Brcidcnbach, ilr. Christian (the Director
of the nearby settlement house, Christamore House, personal
observation, and the questioning of several residents, the
neighborhood is almost entirely residential with pre-
dominantly a black population, a few whites, with both
groups being poor and possessing large families. Through
Mr. Christian, we were led to three neighborhood centers,
all immediately abutting the park. Hauvillc Community Center
.'-
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is directed by Reverend Johnson , a black ninister, and is
part of the Connunity Action Against Poverty of Greater
Indianapolis. Inc., with extensive block organization in
the neighborhood. Mr. Haydcn, a deacon in Reverend John-
son's church, loads the block surrounding the park and has
a barbershop next to it. Mount Vernon Baptist Church is also
next to the park and is where the park planners held their
neighborhood meetings.
The park itself was donated to the city by '3ara Lentz
in the 1920 r s, but remained undeveloped until refurbished '
this past year. Its dimensions and relation to the neighbor-
hood can best be understood from photographs and drawings
on the following pages
,
C. Methodology
Our study involved three steps: developing our hypothesis,
testing it, and analyzing the evidence and drawing con-
clusions. These will be discussed in turn.
Our hypothesis, that "the Indianapolis park planners
acurately percieved neighborhood desires in the design
of Lentz Park and achieved their design objectives," was
the product of background reading and of our experience
looking at Lentz Park and another park Mr. Breldenbach
mentioned to us as examples of recently built innovative
designs. Claire Cooper's study of the success of design-
ers in achieving social objectives and perceiving what
potential users would want In public housing was model for
our study and influenced its development i l ) On the afternoon
of April 16, following our Initial discussion with Mr.
Breldenbach, we "windshield surveyed" the park and neigh-
borhood and talked to Mr. Chrlsitan at the CHRIS TAMORE
House. He mentioned that students had designed a park
to adjoin Christamore on the basis of a neighborhood
survey. This park had not been approved by the park
department or built, so it was impossible to test how it
would have achieved its design objectives, but Lentz Park
had just been completed and offered a fine opportunity to
test the initial 'success of a park design. It also gave
us an opportunity to test Mr. Broidenbach's belief that
adult inputs into park design were very useful and that
surveying children and using professional designers pro-
duced parks which satisfied users more than if the design-
ers had relied on a local adult concensus. Mr. Christian
mentioned that his initial reaction to Lentz Park was that
It looked more indestructible than safe to him and he
would have preferred a more conventional design, ^e sus-
pected other local adults would have had similar reactions.
We wanted to learn it users and the neighborhood were satis-
fied with the design and to see what the input into the
design process had been and what the neighborhood wanted
or did not want in a park. More basically, we were chal-
lenged by Mr„ Breldenbach : s explanation of the difficulty
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of getting useful feedback or input into design from local
residents and wo wanted to understand these difficulties
and sec if they might be surmounted and how.
Our hypothesis, then, was originally designed to answer
all these questions to the extent that it was possible,
the results being determined largely by our interviews.
We split our initial setup into two teams, with the other
team also viewing park planning at the metropolitan level.
Team one interviewed Mr. Breidenbach and talked to Roger
Despaine, who supervised the park department's neighborhood
surveys. They determined how Lcntz Park had been planned
and what is design objectives were on the basis of the
following set of prepared questions.
How was this particular site located?
.hat is its service area?
What was the process used in determining the
content of the park?
1. Where there surveys?
2. How many surveys of the neighborhood
were made?
3. What role did the children of the area play
in the design?
4. What role did the adults of the area play
in the design?
5. Ihat role did the leaders of the area play
in the design?
6. were the property owners or dwellers immediat-
ely adjeccnt to the park consulted?
7. What role did CAP play?
What was the overall philosophy of the park?
was there an attempt made to educate the adults
to the advantages of this type of playground?
fere the children allowed to help in the con-
struction stage?
What are the functional areas of the park?
What are the objectives of each subarea?
Team one interviewed users of the park and neighborhood
leaders the following Saturday afternoon. The purpose of
their questions, which had been prepared in list form
prior to the interivews, though lists were not consulted,
during the questioning, were the following:
a) For park users in order to see who used the park
and in what way the park was used. We were also able
to get an lead of play patterns for the neighborhood
before the park was refurbished and of user satisfac-
tion of the park as it was and what else they would
have liked included in its design.
b) From neighborhood leaders in order to discern how they
had been involved in the planning of the park, what
they wanted in the design of the park and what they
and other adults liked or did not like about the
park as it had been designed. Since both leaders
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could sgc the park from where they worked, they also
answered many of the sane questions we asked park
users.
The interviews in the park itself on Saturday were considered
successful. The female nenber of the tcan talked to five
children from ages three to nine as they followed each other
around the park, while the male raenber talked to two young
men and one women in their twenties, a middle aged couple,
and to a six-year old boy. '.Je did not contact leaders of the
neighborhood itself that 3atrudny, though, and one member
went back during the next week to talk to Reverend Johnson
at the Hauville Community Center and Mr Haydcn at his
barbershop.
Following those interviews, a preliminary report was com-
pleted and sent to Mr. Brcidcnbach. He replied by letter and
was phoned for further discussion of his comments, which
caused us to reevaluate our conclusions and recommenda-
tions. For our rccvaulation, we looked for case studies
of successful park planning in cooperation with neigh-
borhood groups and for how neighborhood surveying was done
in other places. Here we were particularly helped by Mr.
Joseph Bannon from the Department of Recreation at the
University of Illinois and by the resources in the library.
On the basis of this evidence and our analysis and evaluation
of it, final conclusions were drawn and this report pre-
pared.
D. Findings
What we learned fell into four categories: how Lcntz Park
came to be refurbished, what the process was that led to
its design, how it is used and viewed now by residents,
and how neighborhood park planning and surveys arc per-
formed in other similar localities.
Exactly how the park department came to refurbish Lentz
Park and the relative strenth of the reasons for doing
so while the decision was madj is subject to the
vagaries of memory over more than a year, but there is
agreement from all parties on two things: the park was
one of the least developed in the city and the neighborhood
wanted it improved. The young men interviewed in the park
told us that is was mainly used for gang fights and that
children played' there very little. The park's condition
particularly bothered the park planners and the neigh-
borhood when some nearby recreational facilities were
closed during the summer of 1970, and the park department
secured a HUD Urban Bcautiflcation Grant to refurbish it.
According to Mr. Hayden, he personally "got word" through
the mayor's staff and other politicians to get the job
done. Mr. Breidcnbach denies that political leaders told
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the park department to improve the park but confirms
that the park's neglected condition and indications
to the park department that local residents wanted it
improved played a role in the decision.
The usual process of renovating an established park,
according to Mr, Breidcnbach, involved a number of steps;
determining the need for renovation and the assurance
that residents would use the result; analyzing the neigh-
borhood and talking to children at the park to find how
they used the equipment and what they liked to do (sometimes
summer workers could supply much of this information)
;
determining design objectives; completing the design, with
public meetings in the neighborhood during this phase.
The process for Lentz Park varied in one respect - there
was no survey of the neighborhood. It was also designed
by a private firm (Browning, Day and Associates), but
this did not change the described design process.
In analyzing the neighborhood, Mr Breidcnbach noted that
factors he considered for this and other established
neighborhoods included:
1. Will it remain residential? (yes in this case
for the foreseeable future).
2. That is the population density, particularly of
children? (high for Lentz Park service
radius, with very large families).
3. That are the activity preferences of the
residents that would vary from national
space standards? (greater interest in bas-
ketball as an inner-city and predominantly
black area)
.
b. That other recreational facilities arc
available within or near the park's service
radius? (none that could duplicate xvhat a
park could offer, except for the Christa-
more House's gym, which was overburdened al-
ready)
.
The designer further noted through talking to children in
the park that they were bored with the equipment there
and that there was substantial vandalism.
The most disappointing part of the design process to
both the park planners and the neighborhood leaders was
the scries of public meetings, held at Mt, Vernon Baptist
Church. According to Mr. Breidcnbach, the designers had
hoped to find their proposals understood and get reactions
and feedback, but got very little response. Mr Hayden said
he was disturbed that he did not get a special invitation
and he did not attend the meetings nor did Reverend John-
son.
The design objectives were probably influenced by a pro-
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vious similar design built under the Beautification Grant.
There was very little input fron the neighborhood. Those
inputs that were testable and our observation" on how they
were achieved in initial use follows.
1. lach aro.-« of the park was designed to be used by a parti-
cular age group, '/c found the designer's expectations
fulfilled from what we observed and what those at the park
told us about use at other times than Saturday noon period
we were there.
a) The Northeast corner was used by snail children and
wris designed at a smeller scale than the other facilities
in the park.
b) The northwest corner was used by children approximately
five to thirteen and had the most sophisticated
play equipment.
c) The 3outh half with a free piny area and basketball
court was used by teenagers for basketball while we
were there and j-t .-. - T ..re told that other teenagers and
young men used it very often. The sod had not been
successfully placed in the free plry area yet ^nd it
s not u^ 2d.
d) The pavilion in the center was the most interesting part
of the park. \'hilc we were th^rc , it was not used, but
we were told adults and teenagers used it for picnics.
One unintended use, though, was very .adequately pro-
vided for. The sundeck of the navilion made a fine
place for gambling and Mr. Hayden and the children
claimed the gamblers ran smaller children off the
grounds in the evenings.
2. The designers wanted a natural, rural atmosphere for
children and a "Better Hones and Gardens" look for
adults, as part of creating a different environment from
the slum surrounding the park. They did achieve this
visual effect.
3. The park was designed to be maintenance free. This was
one objective we dod not find likely to be achieved.
Minor vandalism had already occurred when we visited the
park. For example some concrete structure in the small
children's section had been broken, some boards were
missing from the main pavilion, broken bottles were
laying around.
One striking finding was almost universal satisfaction with
the overall design of the park, Particularly by those who
used it. n asked what kind of a park they would like if
they could start from scratch, all liked the present
designs or were neutral or uninterested in overall design.
Improvements recommended were either minor (the basketball
court was too slick) or supplementary to the design (several
people mentioned thay they had no access to a s"inraing pool
and wanted one in addition to the park and Mr. Kayden wanted
a supervisor to prevent gambling, but none wanted basic
changes in the park.
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In our research at the University of Illinois, we
concentrated on the aspects of the planning process for
Lentz Park which had not been successful. V/e included
in this survey procedures as well as cooperation with
neighborhood groups and looked for successful examples
of each. They were rare and examples of surveys which
gave designers little to go on and neighborhood in-
volvement which designers felt was obstructive and
unappreciative of cost and practical constraints were
more easy to come by, but there were successful ex-
periences in each area.
v/e found examples of increasingly successful survey
experiences in Champaign, Peoria, and Minneapolis.
Landscape architecture students, aided b$r Mr. Jcjrry
Corush from the Children's' Research Center, surveyed
children playing in Scott ,;>ark near the predominately
Negro North End of Champaign. They found that everyone
had differing ideas abbut what they wanted in the park
and little else, according to Mr. Corush. Similar
unsatisfactory experiences, we suspect, are widespread.
A somewhat more successful effort was conducted in
the Carver community in Perria by John Montgomery, a.
graduate student in recreation at the University of
Illinois.-' He was unable to find any previous recreation
studies of individual neighborhoods within a city in
195^ and we found that such studies continued to be
the exception to studies of larger units. The Carver
neighborhood was similar to the service radius of
Lentz Park in including a park with a large neighborhood
house a little over four blocks away and in housing
mostly poor Negroes with large families. Interestingly,
Montgomery found much more apathy abbut the lack of
recreational opportunities than the Christamore House
had in their survey, as did Marcou, O'Leary and associates
in their study of the Meridian Hill section of Washington
referred to later in this report, but he also included
two elements in his study that were successfully used
in Minneapolis- the eagerness of neighborhood groups to
cooperate in such surveys aimed at improving the
recreational opportunities of their areas and a focus
on the participation and interest of residents in
leisure activities' not included in the range of acti-
vities provided for in the normal park program.
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The Minneapolis study by census tracts offers; an
example of the kind of survey that can be useful to
park planners at both the metropolitan and neighbor-
hood level. 5 Dr. Allen Sapora, its director, utilized
the potential of volunteer distributors of questionaires
to survey eleven census' tracts within the city. Char-
acteristics of the study which are particularly note-
worthy are %
l)It surveyed participation and interest in non-
park oriented leisure activities.
2)It provided ample space for open-ended responses
to questions about unlisted leisure activities which
respondents either participated in or wanted to par-
ticipate in and a full sheet for free comments about
parks and recreation opportunities in Minneapolis.
3) It was used to ascertain the improvements most
wanted in recreational opportunities for the city as
a whole and for each census tract.
Another interesting and potentially inexpensive
approach to estimating the demand for particular kinds
of facilities in neighborhoods is suggested by a study
of attendance and use of selected playgrounds in
Baltimore by summer supervisors, which was used by
Drs . Norbert Dee and, Jon C. Liebman to develope regression
equations of demand. Given access to the mathematical
skill required to handle the data, such a method could
provide more reliable indicators of the demand for
particular facilities in similar neighborhoods than
either national standards or intuition.
We discovered the s?ame mixed experiences in cases
of cooperation with neighborhood groups in local park
planning. The Champaign landscape architecture stu-
dents planning Scott ^ark, according to Mr. Horner,
did not feel the North End residents' contribution was
useful in designing the park. Others1 have reported
successful cooperation , however.
The Urban Renewal Administration in Baltimore claims
to have had successful cooperation between an agency-
stimulated Block Association and an agency-hired arhitect
ill designing Harlem 1;>ark.' According to their description
of the process, a committee of the association decided
the facilities they wanted in the park and the age
orientation before consulting with the architect, who
recommended some changes and drew up preliminary plans,
after which the block association decided what it wanted
changed in them and had the architect complete his plans.

IMr. Jq^eph Bannon of the Department of Recreation
and ,:>ark Administration of the University of Illinois
also reports sccessful cooperation between the designers
and neighborhood in planning a community park for the
Stites Township Park Bbard serving Brooklyn and National
City near East St. Louis. This instance also involved
the intervention of another group than the park distrist
professionals, the field service of the university's
recreation department, and the key role of a black
student in the recreation program, bbt Mr. Bannon is
publishing an article in the June, 1971 issue of the
Illinois 'ark and Recreation Journal, "We V/ant You
Involved, But", describing how this cooperation could
be effected generally.
E. Conclusions
From what our team found, we drew three conclusions
about our hypothesis and three others about possible
improvements1 in the neighborhood planning process.
Our hypothesis was that "the Indianapolis park
planners accurately perceived neighborhood desires;
in the design of Lentz Park and achieved their design
objectives." V/e concluded that i
1) The park planners; had accurately sensed demand
from the residents in the service radius: of Lentz Park
for its refurbishment. Residents questioned in the park
who had been in the neighbbrhood the previous; year and
Mr". Hayden bbth agreed that residents wanted the park
improved very much(Mr. Hayden claims; he "got word to
(Mayor) Lugar" of this) and Mr. Bbeidenbach remembered
that he and others in the park department had been aware
of this; while they decided to s;eek an urban bba.utifica-
tion grant for the park, though he denied that political
leaders- had ever ordered it and exactly how he became
aware of the neighborhood's desires is a moot and
forgotten point by now. More generally, learning if
residents actually want a new park or improvements
in an existing one has been the strength of the park
department's: neighborhood surveys;, but we consider
thos^e conducted by the Christamore House which compared
demand for parks; to that for other local uses of city
money, or the political process of selection of local
issues from alternatives; , more valid indicators: of how
important park improvement is; to a neighborhood than
the department's surveys;.
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2) The residents'' role in park planning- We recognize
the potential for a lack of fruitful interchange as well
as for its achievement each time design professionals
and neighborhood groups attempt to work together and
that the effort necessary to make the cooperation a
success often does not seem worth the extra demands
it makes on each party. Both designers and neighbor-
hood groups have a great deal to offer each other,
though, If park planners make early contact with these
groups and perhaps ask their help in surveying the
neighbbrhood and if they make an effort to keep residents
from feeling ill at ease in responding to design profes-
sionals, and if neighbbrhood leaders take the time to
cooperate -with designers to get the most for the neigh-
bbrhood under the constraints to which both they and
the designers are subject, we believe both groups will
consider the effort to have been worthwhile . The prob-
lem is one of cooperation and communication across
personal and social barriers which urban planners cannot
claim to have adequately dealt with, either, but the
successful examples of such cooperation in park planning
and elsewhere convince us that it is crucial and possible
in any planning aimed at the satisfaction of human need?;.
3) The behavioral basis for park planning- We were
impressed with the success the planners; of Lentz Park
achieved through professionalism and design creativity,
particularly as we bbcame more aware of the inadequacy,
which Mr. Breidenbach discussed with us at the beginning
of our study, of the space and other standards which the
designers had to use as a basis for neighborhood park
planning. The designer of a neighbbrhood park wants to
know what will satisfy the needs and wants of a particu-
lar neighborhood and we found case studies which might
be of use very difficult to find, in contrast to studies
of the recreational needs of the general populace from
a psychological viewpoint, entire cities based on the
application of standards, or particular parks; with an
emphasis upon equipment. George Marcou and Associates'
have begun to fill the gap and we found their "Open
Space and Human Needs;" pamphlet, particularly the case
study of the Meridian Hill neighborhood in Washington,"
a. valuable model for a neighborhood behavioral study as
a bas;is; for design. Ultimately, the succesfulness of
a. design in meeting human needs depends upon the sensi-
tivity and creativity of the designer, but our field
s'ftudy and reading convinced us; that guidance or assis-
tance in understanding the individual recreational
needs; and interests a neighborhood has' is; the contri-
bution city planners can make to neighborhood park
planning and that s;uch understanding would be a more
valuable basis; for design than reliance upon standards
or psychological studies of large aggregate populations.
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III. TEAM TWO
A. Methodology
Our work task was to determine the relationship between
the park department and the planning department in terms
of park planning. This overall task was broken down into
five major ^ork items. The first item involved prepara-
tion for interviews. We decided to keep the written
questions simple and small in number. This way the inter-
view could be undertaken in a more relaxed and free
atmosphere, allowing the questioners to adjust their ap-
proach where necessary. Those questions which formed the
framework are as follows:
1. What is the conception of the relationship
between the park department and the planning
department?
2. What do you feel would be the optimal rela-
tionship?
3. What is the purpose and function of the planning
department in the area of open space and recreation?
b. What is the purpose and function of the planners
in the park district in the area of open space
planning?
5. What sort of cooperation exists (ed) between
the Park District and the Planning Department
in the Eagle Creek Project?
6. How do the different levels of scale in park
planning effect the planning done in the park
department and the planning department?
7. How are the actual park sites selected and by
whom? 'hat is the procedure?
8. What work tasks are involved in the upcoming park
plan and who will be assigned what responsibi-
lities?
9. Who does the planning of the actual facilities which
go into the parks and what stage are these
decisions made at?
10. What role do the citizens play in park planning?
These questions were based on information gained from
preliminary interviews of both departments. This same
structure was used for all interviews. The same two
people were to conduct all relevant interviews so the
encounters were fairly equivalent in method, bias and
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The second work item was the actual interviews. Don
Spaid, director of the Fianning Department, Bill Abrams
,
liason to the park department and author of the I965
Parks and Open Space Master Plan, and Carl Brcidenbach,
head of the park department's planning devision, were in-
terviewed. The three were interviewed in a single day,
with each interview lasting close to two hours. The length
of time spent with each was sufficient to ask questions
in several manners, increasing the accuracy of our data.
An attempt was made to interview William Spencer, direc-
tor of the Department of Porks and Recreation, but his
time schedule and ours could not be brought into agree-
ment. Since we had prcvisouly interviewed members of
both departments' staffs, we were able to structure the
interviews to bring out contrasts between the two. There
is probably some sidtortion in the results of the inter-
views, however, since two employees of the planning
department and only one of the park department were in-
terviewed.
The third work item was research into other communities
and their planning arrangements. This task was being
done during the whole project. It was completed, though,
before moving to the final stage of drawing conclusions.
The outside sources included visits to other planning
units, including Peoria, Champaign-Urbana, Danville and the
State of Illinois. Other communities were studied via
written reports. General texts on recreational plan-
ning were consulted also. This work item provided the
perspective from which the conclusions were drawn con-
cerning the effectiveness of Indianapolis' planning
process.
The fourth work item was aggregating the data from all
the different sources, This included some cooperation
from the other team within our group. 3y categorizing
the data, expanding it through additions vci.de by the
other team, we became prepared to draw conclusions.
Much of this work task consisted of group discussions
over the responses to the interviews
The fifth and final responsibility of this team was the
analysis of the data. Our .hypothesis was proven false,
but our analysis exceeded bhis simple statement. It
addressed such points as the description of present
roles for each department, their projected future roles,
and optimum roles from our viewpoint. Jithin the context
of describing optimum roles, vie in effect assessed the
effectiveness of park planning under Unigov.

B. Data V-]^'
The results of the interviews with persons in both the
Planning Department and the Park District revealed that
many of the differences we had supposed to exist between
the two agencies from our initial research did not exist.
Originally wc were led to believe that the Planning
Department was responsible for all the "planning" of
parks and recreation in Marion County, which was supposed
to include in certain circumstances actual site planning
and development. A spokesman from the Park Department
denied that the Planning Department actually was in-
volved with site selection planning. Upon further in-
vestigation it became apparent that much of the supposed
conflict was a result of different persons directing
their answers to different levels of scale at which the
planning agency and the Park District were functioning.
Mr. ipaid noted that at present the Plan Agency is doing
and has for several years done the comprehensive plan
for park and recreation planning in the county. Com-
prehensive planning in the past, he stated, has included
recommendations for actual sites to be acquired. 3paid
said the planning agency assumed this function because
of the inability of the Park District to select proper
park sites themselves. This deficiency in the Park
Department was a result of most of the personcl being
hired by the patronage system which resulted until just
recently no college trained professionals being on the
staff. 3paid seems to think the Park District is still
suffering from its history of incompetency and that it is
not fully ready, he assumed, to fulfill an expanded role
in the planning process.
Theoretically Spaid tihinks the proper division of res-
ponsibility in the area of park planning would give more
duties to the Park District. Assuming a more able organ-
ization, the district would be better- able to guage which
particular site needs a park the most and which specific
functions should be incorporated into the park design.
The park district is constantly concerned with the
many facets of providing recreation and does not receive
feedback from citizen user groups. Spaid sees the
Park District's optimum responsibility as selecting
the specific park location and supervising its design.
He sees the plan agency as responsible for all necessary
work tasks preceding site selection at a neighborhood,
regional and county scale.
An interview vrith Bill Abrams , a planner for the Plan
Department concerned with Recreation and Park Planning
produced slightly different results. Abrams is the
man who supervised the formulation of the 1965 County
Comprehensive Park Plan. Abrams differed from jpaid in
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that he denied the Planning Department was ever involved
in actual site selection or development. He mentioned the
fact, however, that all decisions by the Park District
to acquire a piece of property must be approved by the
Plan Department. Approval by the Plan Department is
usually only a formality since the Plan Department
doesn't see fit to challenge the wisdom of the Park
Department.
Abrams pointed to the I965 plan to show what the res-
ponsibilities of the Plan Department have been in the
past. The Plan pinpoints areas were open space def-
iciencies existed and recommends land acquisition with-
in a given distance from a particular spot, but actual
sites were not recommended, Abrams characterized the
relationship between the Plan Department and the Park
District as one of compromises and cooperation, not
conflict. He didnot portray the Park district staff as
deficient in its ability to select or develop park sites.
Mr. Breidenbach, the head of the Park District's planning
division was interviewed twice to discern his point of view
of the relationship between the Department of Planning and
the Park District. He also denied that the Planning Depart-
ment actually selects or designs park sites. He felt that
the present division of responsibility between the two
agencies was optimal. At present, the park district is
responsible for actual park site selection and development,
with recommendations from the Plan Department in the form
of the required approval of the site and concurrance with
the Comprehensive Park Plan.
Breidenbach was the most recent employee of the Indiana-
polis-Marion County government, being employed as a park
planner for about two years. He was, however, cognizant of
the gross deficiencies in the present Park District oper-
ations and stated the District was about 15 years out of
date. Being one of the few professionals in the District
staff and fairly recently hired, Breidenbach was not
defensive about past park District affairs and was critical
of the 1965 Comprehensive County Recreation Plan. He
thought the plan was too general and offered little which
his staff could incorporate into their work. He was also
skeptical of the value of the space ond facilities stan-
dards incorporated into the document. Breidenbach found
standards favorable only if they could be adjusted to such
physical and social-economic factors as race, income, age,
density of housing, type of housing, etc. Generally
Breidenbach hoped for a more innovative approach to plan-
ning in the proposed upcoming revision to the 19^5 'Ian.
From the interviews with the three men it is apparent that
they are all in general agreement as to the optimal
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division of planning responsibility among the Plan Depart-
ment and the Park Department. Disagreement, however, docs e
exist as to what the relationship of the two agencies is
today and how to realize the optimal situation. Mr. Spaid
differs from Mr. Abrams in his perception of the extent
of open space planning done in his office. Mr. Abrams
and Mr. Breidcnbach differ on their opinions of the worth
of the I965 plan. Mr. Spaid and Mr. Breidcnbach disagree
as to the competency of the Park Department staff in
participating in the planning process.
The Unigov system that was supposed to streamline and
revolutionize Indianapolis -Marion County government has
had no noticeable effect upon the relationship between
the Plan Department and the Park District. This may be
partially explained by the fact that the Park District has
been operating on a county-wide basis for several years,
and the Planning Department has firmly established its
role as responsible for Comprehensive Park Planning in the
County.
Park Planning in Marion County suffers from a lack of an
apparent formalized structure between the concerned
agencies. The principal actors have slightly differing
conceptions of what the relationship actually is. The
structure between the Plan Department and the Park District
is based to a large extent on informal cooperation and
communications and on good will of key personalities in
both agencies. Mr. 3paid noted one of the important links
of the Planning Department to the Park Department was
through the good will and friendship of the Superintendent
of Parks. Part of the problems inherent in the rela-
tionship of the two agencies may be in the high degree of
informal and unstructured cooperation that is dependent on
the idiosyncrasies of the key personalities involved.
Should one or more of the personalities change, the char-
acter of the agencies in planning could also change.
Besides the incongruent perceptions of the existing . ark
planning in Marion County, some conflict also exists as to
the performance of each of the agencies in completing their
respective tasks. Breidcnbach has serious reservations
about some aspects of the Planning Departments operations,
specifically their criteria for using their standards.
Spaid views the Park Department staff as still hamstrung
by the vestiges of the patronage system and is reluctant
to grant them further responsibility.
It is not apparent how changes in the relationships between
the Park District and Plan Agency would be made. ipaid
indicated any change would be evolutionary in nature, con-
ditioned by the state of the planning ability of the Park
District. The Plan Department could usurp the present plan-
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ning functions fron the Park District. Threats of such
actions would do nuch to realize and possibly formalize
the relationships of the two agencies.
C. Conclusions
1. The roles of each agency in the planning process are
not clearly defined. This loads to some confusion
in the assignment of work tasks for the forthcoming
master plan for parks. Jc feel that the personnel
in the agencies do have a fairly accurate view of
what the optimum roles should be. Under this
type of governemnt, the regional scale plans should
primarily be the responsibility of the planning
department. Recreation and open space needs should
also be a part of any neighborhood planning under-
taken by the planning department. The primary
responsibility for specific site selection and design
should belong to the park department. In this
way the planning agengy can coordinate park loca-
tion with other influencing land use elements and
priority ratings for accompanying capital improve-
ments.
2. The relationship between the two .agencies is quite
amiable. The communication between the two, how-
ever, is not as open as it should be, nor docs it
occur between the right people. Mr. Abrams is the
liason between the two agencies and yet his volume
of communication with Mr. Brcidenbach, the head of
the park department's planning division, appeared
to be quite low. With the amiable, cooperative
atmosphere, communications should be more direct
and informative.
3- While there was some common pooling of data, further
coordination if this aspect of the planning process
would be helpful. This could be done via common
research of neighborhoods and a better understanding
by each agency of what data the other one needs.
The planning department did exchange data but no
evidence was found supporting a similar exchange by
the park department.
k. The role of Unigov in improving the planning: process
whs minimal. Under Unigov, the directors of the
various departments arc supposed to meet in Cabinet
meetings with the mayor. Our research indicated that
these meetings were very infrequent, due to the
mayor's schedule, and were therefore ineffective in
promoting their intended goal of coordination between
departments. Unigov also provides that final
approval for any capital improvement lies with the
planning commission. This body is the policy-making
arm of the planning department. This measure does
not insure cooperation between departments during

the early planning stages of a project. This stage
is where cooperation between the park department
and the planning department is most needed.
Unigov also provides that fcho planning department
is responsible for all planning undertaken in the
county. This only served to complicate the picture
because the park department also has the power to
plan. The budgetary constraints of planning and
implementing the plans are also shared by both
departments with no clear definition of where one
department's responsibility ends and the other
begins. Unigov did not clarify or improve the
relationship between these two agencies at all.
Perhaps it should be remembered that both agencies
were county-wide long before Unigov cane into effect.
5. Our final conclusion is a culmination of all the
others. We feel that the division of planning
roles between the departments is correct. We also
feel that the measures included in the Unigov legis-
lation are good, providing they are implemented. But
we do feel that the communication lines between the
two agencies needs to be formalized or institu-
tionalized to a greater degree and that through this
process, the roles and responsibilities of each will
be clarifies. The role of Bill Abrans as liason
between the park department and the planning
department needs to be expanded. The contacts he
makes in the park department should include such
people as the head of the park departments
palnning division, Mr. Breidcnbach. Others who are
involved in open space planning in the planning
department should come into contact with the park
department's staff more often also. Agreements
should be reached between the two agencies as to
when one should be informed of the others planned
work projects or the status of present projects.
There should be regular opportunities for members
of both staffs to meet together and brainstorm their
work. In this way such things as a park planner
working under a master plan that he feels is inade-
quate would hopefully be prevented. Regular meet-
ings would remove the haphazardness of communication
which presently exists. It would lesson the effect
personalities presently play in maintaining commun-
ication lines. With this increase in communication,
each agency's role should become clear. The ex-
pertise of both staffs will become apparent and they
will become more trusting of the other to handle
specific tasks.
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iv. joint conclusions of tsam ont and
T'^AM TJO
This two directional study of various levels of pork and
recreation planninf attempts to provide some insight
into the Indianapolis-Marion County planning process.
The report, being divided into two sub-areas, was meant
to give an overview of park planning from its most
general to its most specific functions. In both areas,
we discerned problems of communications among the various
role players in the planning process. In the Lentz Park
study, communications between park district and the
community leaders and recreation user groups resulted
in some unsatisfaction among the neighborhood residents
with the park planning orocess and the park itself.
More important, has anything been done to Improve the
communications and planning process? It seems as though
the next time a park is planned, the same disorganized
information system will be Present. The residents them-
selves need a more stable base to rely on for information
about the planning process. The community leaders can,
of course, only carry their function so far. The real
problem must be solved by the park district through
more intensive surveying methods and more efforts in or-
ganizing community meetings.
Furthermore, if the people cannot relate properly to the
park department, can they be expected to understand
what the planning department is trying to do? The
planning department and its relationship to the Park
Department is even more confusing, judging by the
fact that both claimed to be doing the same things at
times. Unigov has obviously failed the very people it
was created for .
The communication lines, it seems, lie open in both
levels. The potential for an information exchange betweeen
the plan department and th^ park department is very
good, even without Unigov. Maybe what *s. needed to set -
off the communications Is a new evaluation within both
departments of their functions and responsibilities to
the people. It is hoped th-^t this report can be en-
lightening by pointing out the strengths rnd weaknesses
of the planning process in terms of its responsiveness
to the people and to otlur professionals Involved in
the process.
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V. HOW THE STUDY COULD BE IMPROVED
Our report could be considerably improved. Some of
its? limitations stem from pursuing dead end and begin-
ning the present study late in the semester, with the
time constraints that imposed, while others are the
result of oversights, mistakes, or inadequately
preparing for some of the tasks involved in the study.
A much wider acquaintance with park planning in
Indianapolis than we obtained would improve the basis
for generalizations considerably, especially in the case
of Lentz Park, where we were dealing with a unique
neighborhood as an example of the neighborhood park
planning process in general. It would be necessary in
that effort to follow the planning process for several
parks and to be present during the stage of design and
public meetings as well as after the park was constructed,
and also to select and study the neighborhoods involved
more intensively to gain a genuinely adequate basis for
generalizations
.
Acquiring the necessary theoretical basis, back-
ground knowledge, and familiarity with what could be
gained from the university community and other avai-
lable sources of assistance early in the study would
also have improved aspects of it which became more
difficult to change once init.Vvted. Familiarity with
innovative or demonstratedly effective appraaches to
metropolitan and neighborhood park planning should
have been gained before conducting interviews with the
participants in the process in Indianapolis. The same
is true for acquiring skills in interviewing, sampling
and neighborhood analysis which were necessary in the
study.
An unfortunate aspect of the study, too, is that
we lost much of the larger view of the interplation of
what we each studied with metropolitan planning as a
whole. More attention to this, such as became necessary
in dealing with the simulated planning problem presented
to the entire class at one point during the semester,
would have improved the value of our report read in
connection with the others in this joint effort and
would have involved us in the questions of priorities
and interrelationships with which we must deal as
planners. If we were beginning again., those would be
the most important improvements we would make in how
we conducted our study to improve its final product.
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VI. INCORPORATION OF TH3 TUDY INTO INDIANAPOLI3
This type of study, if done in great enough detail and in-
cluding the improvements mentioned in the previous, section,
could greatly benefit the workings of Unigov. It can serve
as a self-cvaulation measure for all departments in Unigov.
Exposing the types of problems mentioned in the body of the
report will show the weakness of the governmental structure
and hopefully lead to discussion concerning solutions to
those problem
.
The planning and park departments could both learn a great deal
from the other with the information gathered by this type of
in depth study. The planning department has expertise in
planning methods while the park department possesses exper-
tise on the theory of recreation. Inputs from both are needed
for useful, realistic planning. At present, the departments
are not aware of the full value of their counterparts,
Indianapolis feels that is has enough sufficient communication
channels to employ these inputs. However, this type of
study will show the deficiency of meaningful communication
and point to lines of communication which will help to al-
leviate the deficiency.
By opening these communication barriers and exposing and
discussing problems, Indianapolis would be in a better
position to identify the roles of the public and the two
agencies in the planning process. ^y clearly defining
these roles, all three would be albc to do a more effective,
complete job. This should result in a much more efficient
planning and implementation program.
Having an outside agency do this type of management study would
increase the objectivity and the validity of the result:,
especially if a cooperative study with other communities
such as Baltimore and Minneapolis -St. Paul inclurt .
With this information, Indianapolis could derive an optimum
park planning process and steps to achieve it. Then
Indianapolis would not have to rely of the present, hap-
hazard, evolutionary process to reach the optimum.
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VII. EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF THE STUDY
Probably the greatest value of this s:tudy will lie
in what we learned from it. Some of that consists of
what not to do in conducting similar studies;, such as
expecting the sophisticated analysis of recreational
demand we found in some studies would be an important
part the planning of the park department we chose to
study and being overoptimistic in scheduling work and
procrastinate in producing it, and our study was
replete with educational value of this sort.
More positively, we were also able to go bbhind
official and academic publications ab^ut planning and
observe and discuss how it is presently practiced and
we bbcame aware of nuts and bolts aspects of it which
we might not otherwise have considered. We also saw
that established working relationships between those
involved in park planning at one level or in one office
and another were essential to effective planning and
that efforts and procedures which init."~ted and main-
tained these relationships are a vital part of p;" -Mining
and not solely matters of formalities or personality.
But we also noted that a concern to improve serving
the needs- of the people; to whom : lanners are respon-
sible, a concern which transcends maintaining estab-
lished harmonious professional relationships and
procedures, is necessary to keep planning responsive
and innovative. We learned to appreciate better the
personal demands such a concern makes on planners and
the contiibbtinn made bb those who maintain it.
Despite the different direction our study took from
what we had originally intended, we also found value
in it for our original purposes; and something learned
from the paths; taken but not followed to their conclu=
sion. In particular, we realized that ecological
planning mus;t pay at least as much attention to the
needs of the people who use open space as it does; to
resource bfeses and the natural balance, which are,
to be sure, invoiced in the human needs:. We also
appreciated the limitations; reliance on written
planning standards and coordinative procedures; imposed
on planning when they bbcame authoritative in them-
selws, whether or not they were adapted j.^.d used to
make 1 planning more responsibe to human needs. Finally,
we realized that the questions of establishing priori-
ties between conflicting needs: and demands for rec-
reation which we had considered examining in the
administration, of the park department were at the
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heart of the deco^ions each planner or neighborhood
lender we interviewed had to make and that neither the
conventions guiding each of these groups (e.g. Mr. Abrams
)
nor an aversion to my regularized procedure (such as
exhibited by Mr, Hayden) wore sufficient to deal with
those decisions. life learned to appreciate better than
we had before the importance in planning of working
within a franework of relationships and nininun
standards, but of regarding then only as minimuns and
looking beyond then to the needs of those served to make
our planning as responsive as possible. This, in addition
to specific data and lossons each of us learned, was the
eudcational value of this study to us.
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1. Clare? C. Cooper, Some Social Implications; of House
and Site ^lan Design at Easter Hill Village ; A Case
Study , Jgint preprint, Institute of Urban and
Regional Development and the Center for Planning
and Development Research, University of California,
Berkeley, September 1965
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2. Discussions with Mr. Corush and Wes Horner, a graduate
student in landscape architecture.
3- John Montgomery, "A Study of the Recreation Tuterests
and Needs; of a Selected Neighborhood in ,;,eoria,
Illinois," Master's Thesis, University of Illinois.
Published by the George v/ashington Carver Assoc, Inc.,
,3eoria, 195^.
4. ibid, p. 8
5. Dr. Allen V. Sapora, Parks and Recreation in Minnea -
polis > Volume II: The Leisure Behavior , ;* ttitudes , and
Expressed Interests of Minneapolis Residents , Univ.
of Illinois, December 1965.
6. Norbbrt Dee and Jon C. Liebman: "A Statistical Study
of Attendance at Urban Playgrounds," Jhl . of Leg sure
Research
, v . 2, No. 3, Summer 19?0.
7. "A Demonstration of Rehabilitation HARLEM PARK
Baltimore, Md.", 95 PP- » City of Baltimore, June
1965.
8. Very briefly described if. "Program and Park Development
Considerations for Stites Township 15ark District,"
Office of Recreation and ^ark Resources, Dept. of
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I. INTRODUCTION
Moralistic arguments aside, equal opportunity for all Americans is called for
by the nation's principles and laws. Every man's rights are inherent in nature.
The Declaration of Independence proclaims, "We hold these truths to be self-
evident: all men are created equal* that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain inalienable rights . . . : ' Yet the Negro's rights have not been respe'cted
from the beginning of our nation. Originally each black counted as only 3/5 of a
man when determining political representation: one human being, 3/5 of his
democratic rights. This rather gross injustice was rectified after the Civil War,
at least on the official document, the United States Constitution. But it seemed
that the freed slave could not be a free citizen. We have had to enact civil
rights legislation to allow him to practice his human rights. But white America,
ever resourceful, has devised ways around them. Americans have a poor record
on obeying laws that interfere with their personal way of life.
But not only do the principles upon which this nation was founded and the
law demand the practice of equal opportunity for all, but necessity dictates it.
After one of many race riots that swept the nation, a commission recommended $hat
administrative boards be more vigilant in the condemnation and razing of 'all
houses unfit for human habitation, many of which the Commission has found to
exist in the Negro residence areas, ;| and that Negroes should be protected in their
right to use public facilities any where in the city. The schools were told to
exercise special care in selecting principals and teachers in the Negro community
as well as to alleviate overcrowding. Labor unions were urged to deal with
"Negroes as workmen on the same plane as white workmen. 1 The report reiterated
the statement that Negroes were entitled to live anywhere in the city. It
insisted that property depreciation in Negro areas was often due to factors
other than Negro occupancy, condemned arbitrary advance of rents, and designated
the amount and quality of housing as an all-important factor in urban racial
problems. The final verdict was that "this situation will be made worse by
methods tending toward forcible segregation or exclusion of Negroes."-^
The words of the 1968 U.S. Piot Commission Report (Kerner Commision Report) ?
No, rather these conclusions were reached a half century ago by the Chicago
Commission on Race Relations following Chicago's 1919 race riots. It's
warnings have gone unheeded as is revealed by the Kerner Commission's conclusion
that pervasive discrimination and segregation in employment, education, and
housing have excluded great numbers of Negroes from the benefits of economic
progress. -* Like the Chicago Riot Report, the Kerner Commission also called
for new efforts to improve police-community relations. Similarly it calls for
improvement in the schools of the Negro communities as well as for the
elimination of de facto school segregation. And the Kerner Commission calls
for an upgrading of existing housing conditions as well as the abandonment of
racial discrimination in housing.
Not much has really changed in fifty years. Only the severity and urgency
of the "problem." An explosive mixture of frustrated hopes, frustration of
powerlessness, of a -.limate approving and encouraging violence, and of a new'
mood springing up among young "egroes replacing apathy and submission to the
"svstem," combined to create the riots of 1967 and to pose a threat for the
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future. If morality, our nation's principles and the law are not enough
to convince one that equal opportunity should be protected for all, surely
the spector of a nation seriously threatened by self-destruction from within
along racial line should.
Housing is clearly an important component in the struggle, for equal
opportunity. Both of the above reports note housing discrimination as a key
factor causing civil unrest. Both note that ife is illegal. Yet it still
exists. Analysis of 1970 census figures shows that Chicago, not content to
be the 'Second City" anymore, has consolidated its position as the most
segregated big city in the nation. "Seventy-eight per cent of Chicago's blacks
now live in neighborhoods that are over 90 per cent black, compared to 66 per
cent . . . ten years ago." And what little relative change has occurred in
the suburbs "suggests a tightening tather than a loosening of the white
suburban noose around the black inner city." Hardly wishing to be outdone,
Indianapolis ranks right behind Chicago, Dallas, and Houston as the fourth
most segregated big city in the nation. & Racial barriers in housing have not
fallen over the last decade. They, in fact, seem to be strengthened.
The planning department of any big city must deal with integrated housing.
It can either actively plan for its implementation or it can sit by passively
while racial barriers continue to determine where one may live. In order
to plan for the eventual attainment of free choice in housing, the planning
agency must deal with all other agencies, public and private, in the city and
metropolitan area which deal with housing and which can affect housing
patterns. Wishing to learn what is being done in Indianapolis to attain free
choice in housing location, which is said to be a goal of the Dpartment of
Metropolitan Development, we created a questionaire which i.*e administered to
members of most of the public and private agencies which could conceivably
play a part in integrating the housing patterns of Indianapolis. Analysis of
the results of these questionaires should indicate what is being done by
these agencies to attain integrated housing in Indianapolis and what the major
obastacles to this goal are as well as what the members of these agencies
perceive the issues surrounding integrating housing to be. Indeed, if
integrated housing is a goal of most Indianapolis agencies dealing with housing,
the 1970 census information should be viewed with some alarm. Clearly, if
anything is going to stop this trend, actions should be taken by public and
private agencies, who have integrated housing as a goal, to deal with the trend
and to act to reverse it. We also sought to learn the depth and nature of
commitment toward these agencies' goalaf integrated housing where it exists.
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II. PROCEDURE
After an initial interview with a member of the planning
department staff and a reading of background material on Indianapolis,
the four group members, their interests coalescing, decided to learn
what is and has been done in Idianapolis to attain integrated housing.
When the time came for a second trip to Indianapolis , the group
informally asked these eight questions of a member of the city's
planning department staff, a member of the staff of the Commission
of Human Rights, and a staff member of the Department of Urban Renewal:
(1) Is integrated housing a goal of UNIGOV and/or your agency?
(2) If so, what is meant by "integrated housing?"
(3) How do you know when you've attained integrated housing?
(4) How can UNIT 7/your department act to attain integrated
housing ?
Direct actions?
Indirect actions?
(5) What can other government and private agencies do to
help attain this goal ?
Can you identify these agencies ?
(6) What are the crucial variables in attaining this goal ?
(7) Are there any integrated neighborhoods in Indianapolis ?
If yes, name them. How are they integrated ? Why aren't
there more?
If no, why aren't there any ?
Realizing that the planning department would have to deal with
other agencies that affect the parameters determining the likelihood of
attaining integrated hosuing in Indianapolis, we decided to expand
our sample to include as many of those agencies as we could find.
Based upon information found in documents concerning Indianapolis and
upon suggestions offered by our respondents throughout the interviewing
period, we eventually solicited interviews with representatives of the
following agencies:
Department of Metropolitan Development
Division of Planning and Zoning
Commission of Human Tights
Department of Urban Renewal
Model Cities-
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Indianapolis Housing Authority
Federal Housing Authority
Urban League
Black Expo
Butler-Tarkington Neighborhood Association
A leading realtor
Housing Opportunities Mutliplied Ecumenically (HOME)
Community Ir.ter-Faith Housing, Incorporated
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We decided to expand the scope and size of the questioinaire so as to
provide more information on factors affecting the integration of housing.
We chose the formal questionaire form so that we would have directly
comparable bits of information for analytical purposes. We chose to
use questions which yielded qualitative rather than quatitative answers
since we wished to learn exactly what the respondents' thoughts were
regarding each issue and we wanted to allow qualification of the
answers since the issues involved are so complex. Since our sample
size would be relatively small numerically we could afford to deal
with a qualitative rather than quatitative analysis process. We chose
to make our questions direct and to the point. We felt that this would
be the only way to obtain the information we needed for analysis under
our operating conditions. We feared that very abstract and vague
questions which "beat around the bush" would yield information
inadequate for analysis. Unfortunately the design of the questionaire
and its rather direct approach may have encouraged some respondents
to try to answer some questions as they whought we would like them
answered. Probably this response would occur in cases where the
respondent really had no opinion or had not thought about the "question
at hand," but did not wish to appear ignorant. Since some of the
respondents who answered the questionaire without an interviewer
present did not answer some of the questions asked, there is further
credence given to this fear. However, the answers given by interviewed
respondents to these questions that has been left blank by some of the
non- interviewed respondents were not what we expected. In fact, there
may indeed, be no factual basis for this fear.
The questionaire administered to the respondents consisted
of a series of 33 multiple-part questions. Each question was included
for a specific reason although in making the final analysis of the
responses, we found some of the questions to have been worthless.
Adequate pretesting and early anr.lysis could have revealed these inadequacies
and allowed us to create a more compact and efficient questionaire.
The respondent was first asked how he or she defines "integration"
and "integrated housing." These questio-ns were caked first so the
respondent would be able to answer the rest of the questions in light
of his own definitions of these two crucial terms. The next series
of questions, 3-8, (see Appendix A lor the actual questionaire) were
included primarily to see if the respondent would rebel at the idea
of defining housing integration in terms of arbitrary percentages.
In addition, these answers could be related to those dealing with the
concept of managed integration (question 16) which can require the
use of arbitrary percentages.
Questions 10 and 13 were designed to learn if the respondent
required stability as a precondition for a community to be truely
racially integrated. Questions 11 rnd 12 were offered to learn if the
respondent actually believed two very false myths concerning the
movement of blacks into a previously all-white area. We honestly did
not expect any respondent to believe either of ths^ myths. However,
several did. The purpose of question 14 was to offer concrete situations
against which he could compare his definition of integration given in
response to question 1-
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By asking how the respondent feels integrated housing can
be attained (question 15) we establish a basis against which we can
compare the factors the respondent names (question 29) as hindering
the attainment of integrated housing in Indianapolis. If the replies
to these questions are unrelated, some inconsistency in the interviewee's
thinking would be revealed. Question 17 was designed to examine
how well the respondent understands the concept of the tipping
point.
By comparing the answer to question 18 with that to questions
9 and 32, we can better understand the honesty of the respondent's
answers especially if they should contradict one another.
The next series of questions deal with the respondent's
agency's programs and his own perception of them. First the agency's
employee was asked if integrated housing in Idianapolis is a goal of
the agency. Then he is asked if the agency has attempted to define
integration, what it is doing to attain integrated housing, and if it
evaluates its programs for attaining integrated housing and how the
agency knows when integrated housing is being attained. Clearly if
the agency holds the attainment of integrated housing as a goal and
has no way to know if it is being attained, or has programs and does
not evaluate them, something is amiss. By asking why (question 23)
the respondent feels the agency's efforts to attain integrated housing
will or will not be effective, we get to see if the agency's efforts
actually attack the forces hindering the attainment of integrated
housing in Indianapolis (questions 29 and 30).
Questions 26 through 28 are designed to learn if there is any
coordination or communication among the agencies that deal with the
question of integrated housing in Indianapolis. The answers to question
28 should indicate the likelihood of any coordinated approach being
adopted in the near future.
Questions 31 and 32 are designed to learn if the respondent sees
residential segregation as a barrier to equality and if he feels
integrated housing to be a worthwhile goal. The final question (33)
seeks to learn when the respondent thinks residential integration will
be attained in Indianapolis and to compare his feelings to our own
perceptions.
Since the people interviewed were all in positions potentially
dealing with the problems of integrated hosing, the entire questionaire
was so designed as to reveal how much they have thought about the
factors influencing integrated housing. Failure to have thought much
about these factors would not augur veil for the prospect of attaining
integrated housing in the near future.
We must also note that some of the questionaires were filled
in directly by the respondent without the presence of an interviewer.
This had to be done due to a shortage of time available to us for
administering the questionaire and problems in arranging interviews.
: i
'
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(See also section VI of this chapter: A Further Note on Methodology and
Procedure.) We acknowledge the fact that this serious methodological
breech could taint the results, but we could not find any differential
pattern between the answers of the interviewed and the non-interviewed
respondents. However, if we had it to do over again, x^e would
interview all the respondents because: (1) the questionaire is designed
for interviews: (2) in an interview the interviewee does not see what
the next question will be in advance; (3) interviews allow for a deeper
probing of the respondent's answers; and (4) interviewers can get the
respondent to answer all the questions and to explain answers if
desired.
Before examining the results, we must explain the definitions
under which we began this project. Segregation was thought of as a
socially-patterned separation of people, with or without explicit
sanction. ^ Desegregation was seen as "the abolition of social practices
that bar equal access to opportunity or that bar equal access to the
'mainstream of American life.'"-'-^ Integration, however, is the
"
realization of equal opportunity by deliberate cooperation and without
regard to racial or other social barriers. "" This would imply a
degree of social interaction among members of all races on an equal
basis. Integrated housing then, would be this realization of equal
opportunity regarding the actual choice of housing location available
to members of all races. Due to the disproportionate number of blacks
in the lower-income brackets, this would entail the availability of
housing for all income brackets throughout the metropolitan area for
all racial groups. It means that no part of the metropolitan area
could be classified as white or black.
!
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III. ANALYSIS
The purpose of this section is to analyze the answers we received to the
survey. For purposes of analysis, questions relating to each other
were grouped into eight different groups. A ninth is of one of the
questions analyzed by itself.
The analysis made of each group of responses consists of the following
structure
:
(1) The question itself is stated:
(2) A summary of the private vs. public agency responses follows in
capital letters;
(3) A more thorough private vs. public agency analysis of response follows;
(4) A summary of black vs. white responses follows;
(5) A more complete analysis of black vs. white responses;
(6) Conclusions pertaining to the responses to the particular set of
questions are presented.
W.e decided to analyze black vs. white responses because
of the nature of the issues involved in the survey, to see
if different attitudes and perceptions exist regarding our
questions. We also wanted to see how answers from public
agency respondents differed from those of private agencies,
again to see the nature of differing perceptions.
Our sample size included five blacks and fourteen whites;
respondents from eight private agencies and eleven public.
Our black sample is small, and we planned on it being
larger, but failure to send back questionnaires by one key
agency resulted in the smaller sample.

Analysis A: VI- R
Question 1: How do you define integration?
Question 2: How do you define integrated housing?
THERE WERE FEW DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRIVATE AMD PUBLIC AGENCY
RESPONSES IN GENERAL THE RESPONDENTS DEFINED BOTH INTEGRA-
TION AND INTEGRATED HOUSING IN ESSENTIALLY THE SANE TERMS.
In considering private agency responses, in each case but one
the definition of integrated housing was included in the first
definition of integration. The one set of responses that
differed did so with much vagueness and it wasn't clear what
was meant. The rest of the responses were very similar
living, working together with equal opportunity; an ethnic-
ally mixed society with equal access in all areas with the
possible exception of the use of the definition: integration
is an "action form of non-prejudice."
Regarding public agency responses, again most answers re-
peated the private agency responses. Two of the exceptions
defined integrated housing within which was their definition
of integration. Again the responses dealt with a free and
open society; with no barriers leading to a free choice of
housing for everyone; the right of everyone to live where
they want.
THERE WERE PEW DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BLACK AND WHITE RESPON-
DENTS ON THE DEFINING OF INTEGRATION AND INTEGRATED HOUSING.
BOTH BLACKS A"T> WHITES PERCEIVED THE TERNS SIMILARLY.
Host of the black respondents gave definitions of integra-
tion that included integrated housing. One respondent gave
the same answer for both. The responses were in terms of
living, working together, however one response included a
statement that integration is when one can't define areas
as black or white, rich or poor, which introduces a dif-
ferent variable, that of elimination of class differences.
The white responses were all similar and all but two defined
integrated housing in terms of their definitions of integra-
tion. Again, the phrases free and open society, mutual
respect, were often used.
OUR CONCLUSION IS THAT IT IS GOOD THE RESPONDENTS DEFI
PERCEIVE THE TERNS SIMILARLY. SUCH SIMILARITY INCREASES
THE LIKLIHOOD THAT INTEGRATION OR INTEGRATED HOUSING COULD
BE ATTAINED IE INDIANAPOLIS, SINCE AT LEAST EVERYONE PER-
CEIVES THE TERNS IN THE SANE WAY.
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Analysis B:
Question 9: If you were able to determine single-handedly
the racial composition of a "new town" near
Indianapolis, what proportion of the population
would you want to be non-white?
Question IP; Today some blacks and whites feel that it is
better for the races to cluster seperately.
Others feel that ti is better for the rases
to integrate, Which of these alternatives
do you thin): is better?
Question 32: Do you feel that integrated housing is a
worthwhile goal?
BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE AGENCIES, THE RESPONDENTS , WITH
ONE EXCEPTION, ALL FELT INTEGRATION IS A WORTHWHILE GOAL;
ALL BUT THREE FELT INTEGRATION WAS BETTER THAN FOR TIT?, RACES
TO CLUSTER SEPERATELY, WITH ONLY ONE PREFERRING SEGREGATION.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS OF RESPONDENTS OCCURRED I
THE CONSIDERATION OF THE NEW TOWN. THE PRIVATE AGENCIES
REFLECTED A WIDER RANGE WITH MORE EXTREMES THE PUBLIC
AGENCY RESPONSES CLUSTERING CLOSER ON THE CONTINUUM. THE
ONLY INCONSISTENCY NOTED BETWEEN RESPONSES WAS THE RESPON-
DENT "WO FELT INTEGRATION OR SEGREGATION WAS AN INDIVIDUAL
CHOICE AND WHO TREK WANTED THE NEW TOWN TO BE 100%' NONWHITE.
All the private agency respondents felt that integrated housing
is a worthwhile goal, except for one who gave no explana-
tion why he felt it wasn't. Five of the respondents felt, in
response to question 13 that it is better for the races to
integrate; two felt it should be either an individual choice
or a "natural phenomenon"; and another felt segregation
would be better. As for question number 9, the private
agency responses ranged from 8i^ nonwhite to 100': nonwhite.
One response gave no percentage, but said the new town should
be composed of people who find an advantage in living there.
Considering those five who felt it would be best for society
to integrate, one was the no percentage response, the other
four gave nonwhite percentages of 35 >> ^0%, should duplicate
racial composition of metro, area, and 8%, which represents
a rural nonwhite percentage. The respondent who wanted
individual choice in the makeup of the new tovm then wanted
it to be 100? nonwhite the respondent who felt it should
be a natural phenomenon wanted his new town to have 50^
nonwhite. The segregationist i^anted P5 C? nonwhite.
All the public agency respondents felt a goal of integrated
housing is worthwhile. All felt integration rather than
segregation is better. The range between the new town per-
centages was less—from a high of 60^ nonwhite to a low of
15-20/' nonwhite. Besides the 60f,, there were two $0% non-
white with the rest betvieen 20 and kO/l nonwhite. Two of
the respondents in this category felt the percentages should
reflect the "parent city" or surrounding metro, area.
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CONSIDERING INTEGRATED HOUSING AS A GOAL T"I OUS RE-
SPONSE OF BLACKS AMD WHITES \:AS THAT IT 18 WORTHW r
ALMOST ALL FELT IT "-'AS BETTER FO^ SOCIETY TO INTEGRATE. BUT
VERY CLEAR DIF] CES IN PERCEPTIO?' OCCURRED AS TO THE %*B
OF WON ' 1ITES THAT SHOULD BE IN THE NE ! rOWN. TIE PREDOM-
'AS T !AT NO SHOULD 3S II' THE
MAJORITY (OVER 50$) OF THE POPULATION OF THE NEW TO .
Concerning black responses, all except one felt integrated
housing was a worthwhile goal; three felt it was better for
society to integrate, one segregate, and the other indi-
vidual choice, To the percentage in the new town question,
one response was 'don't know', the others all were over
50$ nonwhite, with one 85$ and another 100$.
White respondents all felt integrated housing was a worth-
while goals all felt it was better for the races to inte-
grate. Except for one response of 60j, all respondents
wanted 50$ or fewer nonwhites in the new town. The responses
clustered between 20 and U-0% primarily. Three respondents
felt the percentage should reflect the nearby area.
BLACKS TEND TO BE MORE EXTREME IN THEIR NEW TOWN RESPONSE
AMD OUR OBSERVATION IS THAT EACH RACE FAVORS THEMSELVES IN
THE MAKEUP OF THE NEW TOWN.
IT IS SIGNIFICANT THE RESPONDENTS FELT INTEGRATED HOUSING
IS A WORTHWHILE GOAL AND THAT SOCIETY SHOULD INTEGRATE. IF
THEY THINK THE GOAL IS WORTHWHILE THEN WHAT ARE THEY AND
THEIR AGENCIES DOING ABOUT IT; IF THEY THINK SOCIETY
SHOUT D INTEGRATE: WHAT hBE THEY AND THEIR AGENCIES DOING
TO SEE INTEGRATION REALIZED?
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analysis C:
Question 11: Do you agree with the assertion that when
nonwhites move into an area property values
fall?
Question 12: Do you agree with the assertion that once
nonwhites move into an area, an Inevitable
and irreversible process ending in the com-
plete racial turnover of the area from
white to nonwhite has begun?
REACTIONS BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE AGENCY RESPONDENTS WERE
SOMEWHAT NIXED. YET DESPITE SOME DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TYPES
OF RESPONSES IN PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE AGENCIES, BY AND LARGE
THE MYTHS WERE REJECTED BY BOTH TYPES OF AGENCIES.
The private agency respondents were mixed in their responses.
Two agreed with both questions; one agreed with question 12
and disagreed with 11; four rejected both with the other
respondent answering neither with yes or no.
Six public agency respondents rejected both myths. No
one said yes to both, but three said yes to question 11
with another saying yes, but only when everyone tries to
sell. Those that said yes to 11, all said no to » question
12.
AMONG BLACKS THE ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION OF THE MYTHS WAS
ABOUT HALF AND HALF; AMONG WHITES THE TENDENCY TO REJECT
WAS MUCH HIGHER.
Black responses were: one rejected both, another accepted
both; one rejected 11 and accepted 12, another vice versa.
White responses included nine who rejected both myths, one
who accepted both, and three who all rejected 12, but agreed
with 11.
OUR CONCLUSION IS THAT IT IS GOOD THE RESPONDENTS TENDED TO
REJECT THE MYTHS. IT WAS INTERESTING THERE WAS LESS TENDENCY
AMONG BLACKS TO REJECT THEM. IT TENDS TO INDICATE THAT
PERHAPS BLACKS DENY THE EXISTENCE OF ANY "STABLE" INTEGRATED
NEIGHBORHOODS AND THAT THESE SUPPOSED "MYTHS" AREN'T MYTHS
AT ALL. WHITES MAY BE MORE PRONE TO SEE NEIGHBORHOODS—
BUTLER-TARKIMGTON , FOR EXAMPLE—AS INTEGRATED AND A PLACE
THERE THESE MYTHS CAN BE SEEN A3 MYTHS. BLACKS MAY BE SEE:
TO BE LORE PESSIMISTIC ABOUT THE EXISTENCE OF INTEGRATED
NEIGHBORHOODS ALSO WITH OUR FAIRLY SMALL BLACK SAMPLE
SIZE, IT NAY BE GOOD NOT TO DRAW TOO MANY CONCLUSIONS.
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Analysis D:
Question 1,
Question 14: Integration is when:
a) whites and nonwhites live next to each
other,
b) whites and nonwhite children attend the
same school,,
c) whites and nonwhites work together.
d) '.whites and nonwhites shop together.
e) whites and nonwhites are friends and
socially mix.
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE AGENCY RESPONDENTS TENDED TO SAY YES
TO 1**. JUST OVER HALF OF THE PRIVATE MID 'JELL OVER HALF
OF THE PUBLIC AGENCY RESPONDENTS SAID YES TO ALL OF 14,
Private agency respondents, with perhaps one exception,
were consistent concerning their answers to the questions
1 and 14, Four said yes to all of 14, one didn't answer,
and two said yes to some, no to the rest. Of those two,
one said yes only to e, the other said no only to e.
Public agency respondents also were consistent in their
responses. Seven said yes to all of 14; noe said no to
all, and three gave mixed yes's and no's.
BLACK AND WHITE RESPONSES ALSO WERE FOR THE MOST PART CON-
SISTENT BET'JEEN 1 AND 14. THEY ALSO PRIMARILY SAID YES TO
14: THREE BLACKS AND EIGHT WHITES AGREEING. ONE INCON-
SISTENCY RESULTED WITH ONE BLACK RESPONDEAT INCLUDING IN
QUESTION 1 SOCIAL MIXING AND THEN REJECTING PART e IN
QUESTION 14.
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Analysis Es
Question 17: As nonwhites move into a previously all-
white neighborhood a point is reached where
the proportion of nonwhites living in the
neighborhood is so great that whites begin
to move out in large numbers. What do you
believe this proportion to be?
PRIVATE AND PUBLIC AGENCY RESPONDENTS REPLIED WITH VARYING
PERCENTAGES, WITH "IDE RANGES OF PERCENTAGES IN BOTH TYPES
OF AGENCIES.
WHITES SEEMED A LITTLE MORE WILLING TO PERCENTAGIZE THE
"TIPPING POINT", AND THE MAJORITY SAID OVER 25%. BLACKS,
ON THE OTHER HAND, SEEMED TO HESITATE ANSWERING IN PERCEN-
TAGES, AND THE ONE RESPONDENT WHO DID SAID 1 '.
Black respondents replied with two don't knows, one no
response, and the two that gave percentages gave 1%, and
one family.
Among whites there was one don't know, and one replied: one
couple; the rest gave percentages varying from 2$% to 95$»
with two 25%, two over 5^%, and five mentioning &0%, the
mode.
OUR CONCLUSION REGARDING THIS QUESTION IS PRIMARILY THAT IT
WAS A BADLY WORDED QUESTION. WE WANTED TO SEE, AMONG OTHER
THINGS, IF RESPONDENTS WOULD DENY THAT A TIPPING POINT EXISTS-
BUT WE WORDED IT SO AS TO IK PLY WE WANTED A PERCENTAGE
AND IN HOST CASES WE GOT A PERCENTAGE.

Analysis P:
VI - 14
Questions 3-5: Is a neighborhood integrated when:
About 2$% of the residents are nonwhite?
About $0% of the residents are nonwhite?
About 60S of the residents are nonwhite?
Question 16: Do you feel that the use of the process
known as "managed integration" (quota sys-
tem) is necessary to attain integrated
housing? Is it morally right? Is use of
managed integration practical?
REGARDING THE PERCENTAGE QUESTIONS, BOTH PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
AGENCY RESPONDENTS RESPONDED SIMILARLY, WITH MOST IN BOTH TYPES
OP AGENCIES ACCEPTING THE PERCENTAGES. BUT REGARDING NAN-
AGED INTEGRATION, MORE PRIVATE AGENCY RESPONDENTS REJECTED
IT THAN ACCEPTED IT; PUBLIC AGENCY RESPONDENTS, BY ? TO
4 MARGIN, ACCEPTED IT. ALSO T-IANY MORE PRIVATE AGENCY RESPON-
DENTS BELIEVE IT TO BE MORALLY WRONG THAN DO THOSE PEOPLE
FROM PUBLIC AGENCIES. ON THE ISSUE OF PRACTICALITY, MANY
MORE PUBLIC AGENCY RESPONDENTS BELIEVE IT TO BE PRACTICAL.
THUS A SPLIT SEEMS TO BE EVIDENT, WITH MANAGED INTEGRATION
BEING MUCH MORE "POPULAR" IN PUBLIC AGENCIES THAN IN PRIVATE.
Among the private agency respondents, two reject the per-
centages completely, pointing out that integration is beyond
a "numbers game". Another rejected 25/° nonwhite as a
measure of integration, but accepting 50% and 60%„ The
remaining five accept the percentages. Four respondents
reject the notion of managed integration, while three think
its okay. Seven believe it to be morally wrong. Four
believed it wasn't practical and those that said it was prac-
tical generally qualified it by adding, practical for cer-
tain periods of time. There seems to be little correlation
between the acceptance of percentages in questions 3-5
and the acceptance or rejection of managed integration.
Of six that accepted the percentages, three felt managed
integration to be wrong, the other three accepted it.
Looking at public agency responses: Five accepted the
percentages, three rejected them, and one respondent said
yes to Z5% and no to the other two. Four respondents
rejected the use of managed integration, while seven ac-
cepted it. Regarding morality, four felt it was morally
wrong, another four felt it was morally right. Eight felt
it was practical, three felt it wasn't. Again little
correlation occurred between feelings of percentages and
acceptance or rejection of managed integration. One in-
teresting finding: of four who did not accept percentages
three did accept managed integration. This could be re-
flective of inconsistency, or possibly these people
didn't know that much about managed integration.
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A SPLIT IS EVIDENT IN CONSIDERING THE QUESTION OF PERCE] -
TAGES, WITH BLACKS ACCEPTING, AND T LY ABOUT HALF THE WHITES
ACCEPTING THE!'.. &NY SPLIT >T EVIDENT CONSIDERING
MANAGED INTEGRATION, HOWEVER, AND IT APPEARS BLACKS AND
WHITES ARE SPLIT AMONG THEMSELVES PRETTY EVENLY. ON THE
MORALITY ISSUE, AGAIN SIMILAR RESPONSES. CONSIDERING PRAC-
TICALITY, WHITES IN GENERAL TEND TO THINK ITS MORE PRACTICAL,
Among black respondents, all accepted the percentages as
being measures of integration. Two of these accepted the
percentages with the qualification that the percentage re-
flect the overall racial composition of the total community.
Three said yes to use of managed integration, two said
no; all said it was morally wrong; and two felt it prac-
tical, three did not. Here again there was little correla-
tion between acceptance of percentages and acceptance or
rejection of managed integration.
White respondents were split on the percentages six said
yes, five said no. Again they were split on the question
of managed integration, with seven for it, six against.
Most felt it was morally wrong, with eight saying wrong,
two believing it morally right. Seven feel it is practical
while five do not.
WE CONCLUDE THAT PUBLIC AGENCIES ARE MORE PARTIAL TO MANA-
GED INTEGRATION SINCE THEY (AT LEAST THE ONES WE USED IN
OUR SAMPLE) HAVE MORE "POWER" AND JURISDICTION THAN THE
PRIVATE AGENCIES WE CONTACTED. THUS THEY MORE EASILY
ACCEPTED A "FORCED", QUOTA, CONCEPT. AND ONLY HALF OF
THOSE WHO RESPONDED FROM PUBLIC AGENCIES FELT IT RALLY
WRONG. IT MAY THEN BE TRUE THAT IF INTEGRATED HOUSING
IS TO BE ACHIEVED, AND MORE THAN JUST "LIP SERVICE" IS
PAID TO IT AS A GOAL, PUBLIC AGENCIES MAY TURN TO A MANAGED
INTEGRATION FORM EVENTUALLY. AMONG OTHER THINGS, MiANAGED
INTEGRATION IMPLIES SHIFTING PEOPLE (PRIMARILY POWERLESS
PEOPLE, POOR OR OTHERWISE) AROUND, AND A SOLUTION LIKE THIS
IS MORE APPEALING THAN FOR AGENCIES TO ATTEMPT TO CONFRONT
POWERFUL VESTED INTERESTS WHO PERPETUATE A NON- INTEGRATED
SOCIETY. THESE LAST FEW STATEMENTS ARE MORE THEORETICAL AND/
OR HYPOTHETICAL.
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Analysis G:
Question 19: Is the attainment of integrated housing
throughout Indianapolis a goal of your
agency?
Question 24: Does your agency evaluate its program for
attaining integrated housing?
Question 25: How does your agency know when integrated
housing is being attained?
Question 21: Do you feel that your agency has attempted
to define integration?
Question 22: What is your agency doing to attain in-
tegrated housing in the short run? In the
long run?
IN BOTH PUBLIC AND PRIVATE AGENCIES THE MAJORITY OF RESPON-
DENTS SAID INTEGRATED SOUSING WAS A GOAL OF THEIR AGENCY.
AGAIN BOTH WERE SIMILAR IN TERMS OF AGENCIES HAVING ATTEMP-
TED TO DEFINE INTEGRATION, \rITH ABOUT HALF RESPONDING YES,
HALF NO. ALSO BOTH TYPES OF AGENCIES DON'T EVALUATE THEIR
PROGRAMS FOR ATTAINING INTEGRATED HOUSING. ONLY TWO RESPON-
DENTS OUT OF THE 19 STATED THEY DID. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE AGENCY RESPONDENTS OCCURRED WITH QUES-
TION 25, WITH THE MAJORITY OF PRIVATE RESPONSES STATING
EITHER THEY DIDN'T KNOW OR GIVING NO ANSWER; ON THE OTHER
HAND THE PUBLIC AGENCIES HAD MORS (BY 6 TO k MARGIN) RESPON-
DENTS RESPONDING WITH MEASURES. MINOR DIFFERENCES OCCURRED
WITH QUESTION 22, WITH THREE PRIVATE AGENCIES RESPONDING
WITH NOTHING, WHILE ONLY ONE PUBLIC AGENCY RESPONDENT SAID
NEITHER LONG NOR SHORT RUN ACTIONS WERE BEING TAKEN.
Of those people in the private agencies, all but two said
the attainment of integrated housing is a goal of their agency.
Of those that said integrated housing is a goal of their
agency, three said their agency has attempted to define
integration, and the remaining three said their agency
hasn't, 'hen asked if their agency evaluates its program
for attaining integrated housing, all responded no. Also,
vihen asked question 25, one respondent said irhen people stop
complaining; another knows its being attained by keeping
in touch with the Urban League. The remainder of the respon-
ses were either no answer or their agency doesn't know when
its being attained. 'hen asked what their agency is doing
in the short and long run we got a variety of responses.
Three said their agencies were doing nothing in short or
long run. Only t'-To respondents gave specific examples of
both short and long run programs.
Concerning the public agency responses, again all but two
said integrated housing is a goal of their agency. Of
those that said their agency has integrated housing as a
goal, four said the agency has attempted to define integra-
tion, five said the agency hasn't. And only two said their
agency evaluates its program for attaining integrated housing.
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Seven said their agency does not evaluate their programs.
Concerning how the agencies know when integrated housing is
being attained, four respondents replied they didn't know,
while six gave measures ranging from taking surveys,
reading maps, by word of mouth, and as one respondent
replied: "like all public agencies—thru statistics."
"hen asked what their agency is doing to attain integrated
housing, four responded with both short and long range
responses, only one responded with no answer to either, and
five responded with short run responses.
In this analysis vie decided not to evaluate black vs. white
responses, since these questions deal with agencies and not
with more personal attitudes, and differences in percep-
tions or attitudes due to race didn't really occur in this
Co. SG a
WE FIND IT SIGNIFICANT THAT THE MAJORITY OF RESPONDENTS
SAID INTEGRATED HOUSING IS A GOAL OF THEIR AGENCY. BUT
'^, PEEL THAT IF IT IS THERE SHOULD BE MEANS BY UHICH TIE
AGENCY EVALUATES THE ATTAINMENT OF THE GOAL; THE AGENCY
SHOULD KNOW WHEN THE GOAL IS BEING ATTAINED; THE AGENCY
SHOULD THEN HAVE DEFINED INTEGRATION AND. IF IT IS A GOAL,
THE AGENCY SHOULD HAVE PROGRAMS TO HELP ATTAIN INTEGRATED
HOUSING. BUT THE RESULTS ARE DISAPPOINTING. LESS TH
HALF THE PEOPLE WE QUESTIONED SAID THE AGENCY DEFINES
INTEGRATION. ONLY TWO RESPONDENTS SAID THEY EVALUATE THE
PROGRAMS INVOLVED. 1 ANY RESPONDENTS GAVE NO MEASURES OF
ATTAINING THE GOAL, AMD THOSE THAT DID GAVE MEASURES WHICH
COULD BE OF DUBIOUS VALUE, IE. WORD-OF-MOUTH, READING MAPS.
THUS WE FEEL THAT, TO A LARGE DEGREE, ONLY "LIP SERVICE"
IS BEING PAID BY "ANY OF THE AGENCIES INVOLVED IN OUR STUDY
CONCERNING THEIR COMMITMENT TO GOALS OF INTEGRATED HOUSING.
ITS LAUDABLE THAT SO MANY ARE SO CONCERNED ABOUT INTEGRATED
HOUSING THAT IT BECOMES A GOAL, BUT GOALS ARE JUST THE
BEGINNING AND SELDOM, IF EVER, CAN BE REALIZED IF ONLY
"ENDS Ii rHEMSELVES".
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Analysis H:
Question 15: How do you feel integrated housing can
be attained?
Question 29: Are there any factors hindering the attain-
ment of integrated housing in Indianapolis?
Question 30: Are there any factors of any sort hindering
your agency from moving toward its goal of
attaining integrated housing?
ABOUT HALF OF THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE AGENCY RESPONDENTS
ARE INCONSISTENT IN THEIR RESPONSES, IE. THEY FEEL CERTAIN
FACTORS HINDER ATTAINING INTEGRATED HOUSING IN INDIANAPOLIS
BUT DON'T MENTION THESE HINDRANCES "HEN DISCUSSING HO"
INTEGRATED HOUSING CAN BE ATTAINED.
In these questions we attempted to see if responses to
15, 29, and 30 would be essentially the same we felt
that they should be and if they irere then we felt consis-
tency occurred. The private agency responses were half
and half on the question of consistency. Those that were
consistent felt the hindering factors and how integrated
housing can be attained related to changing white attitudes,
dealing with real estate people, and developing understan-
ding.
Among public agency respondents it i\ras again about half
who were consistent. They also felt the answers to the
questions deal with attitudes and removing prejudices and
fears; dealing vrith real estate people to take profit out
of segregated housing.
BLACK AND WHITE RESPONSES ALSO NERE HALF AND HALF ON THE
QUESTION OF CONSISTENCY.
OUR FEELINGS REG AUDI: TG CONSISTENCY ARE THAT IF FACTORS
HINDER THE ATTAINMENT OF INTEGRATED T0USL G IN INDIA) ^.POLIS,
THEN IT CAN'T BE ATTAINED UNTIL THE HINDRANCES ARE DELT WITH,
IT IS DISTURBING TO SEE AS 1 ANY AS :HALF OF THE RESPONDENTS
NOT RESPONDING SIMILARLY TO 15, 29 AND 30. WHILE OUR DEFI-
NITIONS OF CONSISTENCY AS RELATES TO INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES
MAY BE VERY SUBJECTIVE IN CERTAIi 1 CASES, THE RESULTS NEVER-
THELESS POINT TO DIFFERENT PERCEPTIONS PERTAINING TO THE TWO
ISSUES RAISED IN A LARGS NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS. INTEGRATED
HOUSING AS A GOAL CAi. BE HAMPERED BY INDIVIDUALS AS WELL AS
BY LACK OF AN ADEQUATE AGENCY RESPONSE. WE FEEL MANY INDI-
VIDUALS ' INCONSISTENT PERCEPTIONS ARE NOT "HELPI.'G THE CAUSE".
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Analysis I
Question 26: What agencies in Indianapolis are doing
the rrost to help attain integrated housing?
Question 27: Do you feel that it should be the respon-
sibility of any particular agency or agencies
to deal with integrated housing?
Question 28: Should there be a coordinated attempt to
attain integrated housing among agencies
in Indianapolis? If so, what agency should
be the principle coordinator?
TO QUESTION 26 PRIVATE AGENCY RESPONDENTS TENDED TO LIST
MORE AGENCIES, AND THE URBAN LEAGUE WAS MENTIONED HOST.
AMONG PUBLIC AGENCIES THE URBAN LEAGUE WAS ONLY I ENTIONED
OFCE AMD THE COMMISSION OF HUMAN RIGHTS ; rAS MENTIONED
THE MOST. TO QUESTION 27 BOTH PUBLIC A T 'U PRIVATE AGENCY
RESPONDENTS FELT INTEGRATED HOUSING WAS THE RESPONSIBILITY
OF A PARTICULAR AGENCY, AND THE PRIVATE RESPONDENTS
TIONED FHA MOST, WHILE THE PUBLIC RESPONDENTS MENTIONED
THE COMMISSION OF HUT-IAN RIGHTS LOST. MOST ALL PRIVATE
AND PUBLIC RESPONDENTS SAID YES TO COORDINATED ATTEMPT—
BUT PRIVATE RESPONDENTS LISTED FEN COORDINATORS PUBLIC
RES POP DENTS MENTIONED THE COMMISSION OF HUMAN RIGHTS MOST.
To the question, what agencies are doing the most, at least
nine different agencies were mentioned, with the Urban League
mentioned three times, the Commission of Human Rights and
Butler-Tarkington Neighborhood Assoc, both mentioned twice.
To question 27, the majority of respondents said yes, it
should be the responsibility of a particular agency to deal
with integrated housing. When asked which one FHA was men-
tioned twice. Two respondents felt many agencies should be
responsible. Concerning a coordinated attempt, eight said
yes there should be a coordinated attempt, but only three
mentioned who the coordinator should be.
Public agency responses xiere as follows: to question 26
there were four no responses, and of those who did respond,
Seven agencies were mentioned: Commission of Suman Rights,
mentioned five times, State Civil Rights Commission men-
tioned four times, and Butler Tarkington Neigh, xissoc, three
times. Eight respondents felt it was the responsibility
of a particular agency, and mentioned five different agen-
cies: Commission of Human Rights five times, and the
Housing Authority twice. Ten respondents felt there should
be a coordinated attempt to attain integrated housing among
agencies, and two agencies were mentioned to be the co-
ordinator: Commission of Human Rights four times, the Dept.
of retro, 'Develop, twice.
THERE WERE NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BE. BLaCK A;
WHITE RESPONSES REGARDING THE RESULTS OF THESE QUESTIO .
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)TH PELT MAINLY THAT INTEGRATED HOUSING IS THE RESPON-
SIBILITY OF A PARTICULAR AGENCY AND PRAT THERE SHOULD BE
A COORDINATING AGEMCY AND TO BOTH THESE QUESTIONS BASIC-
ALLY THE SANE AGENCIES WERE GIVE] .
TO CONCLUDE, WE FIND IT INTERESTING AND VERY SIGNIFICANT
! /OPULARITY OF THE COMMISSION OF HUMAN RIGHTS. AS
COORDINATOR, AND THE AGENCY I OST RESPONSIBLE, THE COMMISSION
APPEARS TO BE EXPECTED TO PLAY A VITAL ROLE. BUT AT PRE-
SENT THE COMMISSION HAS ONLY FOUR FULL-TIME STAFF MEMBERS AND
LACKS A HOUSING COORDINATOR. THAT SUCH A SMALL OPERATION
IS EXPECTED TO PLAY SUCH A VITAL AND EXTENSIVE HOLE SPEAKS
PESSIMISTICALLY ABOUT THE FUTURE OF INTEGRATED HOUSING I]
INDIANAPOLIS. THERE IS ALWAYS THE POSSIBILITY THAT THE
COMMISSION IS DUE TO EXPAND QUICKLY, SOON AND THE HIRING
OF A HOUSING COORDINATOR WHICH IS S INENT AY HELP EXPAND
OPERATIONS. BUT BY-AND-LARGE TIE COMMISSION LACKS THE
RESOURCES, T;OT TO MENTION THE CHARGE, TO ACT AS THE
COORDINATOR AND IF THOSE AGENCIES WANT TO SEE THE COMMISSION
AS THE COORDINATOR, THEN THEY SHOULD HELP THE COMMISSION DEVEL-
OP THE RESOURCES NEEDED.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the data upon which the preceding analysis is
based, and taking fully into account the limitations of the data
and the methods employed, the following conclusions can be made.
(1) We found nothing, to indicate any effort at coordination among
private and/or public agencies in the attempt to attain integrated
housing in Indianapolis.
(2) An interesting phenomenon was found: while employees of some
agencies repeatedly said that integrated housing was a goal of their
agency, this goal was not among those enumerated in some of these
agencies' publications. "A Review of the Goals and Objectives"
by the Division of Planning and Aoning and the "Urban Renewal
Report" do not list the attainment of integrated housing among their
goals.
(3) The agencies involved with efforts to attain integrated housing
in Indianapolis may themselves be the biggest obstacle of all to
attaining integrated housing. It is indeed suspect that while these
agencies may espouse such a goal, they have few, if any, concrete
programs in use or even on the planning board, which are directed at
attaining the goal. It is ludicrous that, when they have a program, they
could not tell us of any concrete way to tell if integrated housing
is being attained. Many of the programs mentioned were of dubious value,
especially in light of the fact that the agencies generally had no plans
nor means to evaluate them. It would appear that declarations by
employees of these agencies that integrated housing is a goal of the agency,
may be only hollow platitudes of dubious value.
(A) A general lack of awareness of what other agencies are doing to
attain integrated housing in Indianapolis does not augur well for the
creation of a coordinated approach to the problem.
(5) In light of the above conclusions and previously detaled analysis
of the data, as well as the report that housing segregation is increasing
rather than decreasing in some cities, it is astounding that more than
half of the respondents reported themselves to be optimistic that
integrated housing could be attained in Indianapolis by 1985 or sooner.
Perhaps these respondents must be optimistic so they can adequately
perform their jobs; however, their optimism seems to be unfounded
unless some drastic changes occur very soon in the effort to attain this
goal. Only four respondents felt that efforts of their agencies
would not be successful, while eight did, and seven would not answer
the question.
(6) However, there are several findings that point towards the
existence of potential success. That all respondents tended to
perceive integration and integrated housing in essentially the same
terms is a sign that some meaningful goals with a base in the common
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perception could be developed. Although the repeated expression of
the feeling that integrated housing is a worthwhile goal and that the
integration of society should happen may only be "lip service" to these
ideas, there is some hope that a coordinated attempt to attain integrated
housing in Indianapolis could be created. While there may be some
potential, the facts seem to indicate that this potential will not
come through unless changes are made in the current situation.
V. RECOMMENDATIONS
(1) Agencies who have goals of integrated housing should
develop programs toward its attainment, programs that
attempt to define integrated housing, that evaluate its
attainment, that enable the agency to know when it's being
attained.
(2) There should be a coordinated attempt among individuals
and agencies to work toward the attainment of integrated
housing and the mayor or whoever' s responsibility it
should be should designate a, or the, principle coordinator,
(3) The attainment of integrated housing must be part of
a comprehensive approach toward the attainment of an in-
tegrated society. Economic, physical, and social barriers
to an open society must be removed if integration is to
occur, and an involvement with integrated housing is only
part of the solution. Agencies should recognize this and
realize how their involvement with integrated housing can
relate to the "larger problem",
(4) The Dept, of Metro. Develop, should play a key, if not
leading, role in the attainment of integrated housing In
Indianapolis. Its divisions play key roles relating to
housing, and particularly the planning division should have
vested interests in seeing the development of "worthwhile"
,
coordinated, comprehensive programs developed by agencies
to reach goals of integration and integrated housing.
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VI. A FURTHER NOTE ON METHODOLOGY and PROCEDURE
The sampling hypothesis employed called for the inclusion in the
sample of agencies that deal with the major parameters affecting the at-
tainment of integrated housing. By studying publications available in the
University of Illinois libraries, we were able to determine a number of
agencies that should definitely be included in our sample. However, these
publications provided so little information concerning integrated housing
that we had no choice" but to resort -to interviews. In fact the information
available from publications about Indianapolis was so scarce that we had to
rely on the people we interviewed in the preliminary survey (see section II
of this chapter.) and the final survey to learn what other agencies could
possibly be involved in activities that could affect integrating housing.
Even this approach may have failed to reveal all the agencies that would fit
our sampling hypothesis. For example, we learned of Community Inter- Faith
Housing, Inc. by chance from a lower-echelon member of the Division of
Planning and Zoning. From the interviews held at this agency we learned of
what was probably the only other agency like it in Indianapolis, Housing
Opportunities Multiplied Ecumenically. Possibly these are the only agencies
of their type in Indianapolis; however we have no way of knowing for sure
since even they could not definitely say there were no others. In all pro-
bability, though, we requested interviews with employees of most agencies
in Indianapolis that fit the sample hypotheses. While the sample size
itself was not large absolutely, it was large relatively.
For each agency involved we tried, not always successfully, to
interview the head of the agency and one or two of his or her underlings.
Unfortunately, for some agencies we were only able to interview the head or
just one of his underlings who he chose for us. Thus from some agencies we
had as many as three respondents, and from others just a single response.
We should have obtained an interview with the head of each agency and with
two other employees of the agency chosen at random by us. With such pro-
cedure we would have been able to learn if the employees and head of each
agency had the same perception of its agency's goals and programs. If they
consistently had differing perceptions, the consequences for the effective-
ness of the agency in helping to attain integrated housing could be greatly
lessened.
Not only did we not interview more than one person at each agency,
we did not receive responses from every agency we contacted. The Department
of Metropolitan Development, on the advice of a law student, refused to
answer our questionnaire or submit to an interview because he felt that due
to the way the questions were worded and the subject under examination, any
answers they might make could be used for political purposes. Since the
Department is so close to the Mayor's office and this is an election year
in Indianapolis, this agency refused to answer our questionnaire. Instead
its director of public relations did supply us with some of its publications
which proved totally useless for our investigation.
The Federal Housing Administration also refused to answer our question-
naire. On our third effort to learn why , they finally told us that they needed
permission from "Washington." By this time it was too late to include their
responses in our rnalysis even if permission was granted.
Five questionnaires left with the Director of Indianapolis' Urban
League were never returned to us although we were assured repeatedly that they
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would be mailed to us. We were told that they had all b'een filled out when
we last visited Indianapolis but that the head of the agency was out of town
and the secretary could not find them.
These problems could have been overcomed had we done more than just
verbally explained the purpose of our study and promise anonymity in the
report of their answers. We should have sent a covering letter on University
of Illinois stationery signed by the instructors of this studio course ex-
plaining the purpose of this study, and the possible uses of it. This letter
should have also guaranteed the anonymity of the responses and that the results
would not be made available to any person or group of partisan interests. Any
future questionnaire or investigation dealing with so 'delicate" a subject as
race relations should be preceded by such a covering letter.
In addition, the questionnaire could attempt to be more subtle or
indirect so that the potential respondent could not be offended by the questions.
But, most important would be the fact that none of the interviewed respondents
refused to answer the questionnaire. Those who refused were among those with
whom we left the questionnaire to be filled in and then picked up by us or
mailed to us. As discussed above in Section II of this chapter, all the
questionnaires should have been administered in an interview.
Clearly we hindered our project by not allowing enough time to travel to
Indianapolis a sufficient number of times so we could personally administer the
questionnaire to all the possible respondents.
All the interviewers should have been trained to use the same intro-
duction to the respondent and to administer the questionnaire in as nearly the
same manner as possible. Facial expression should have been controlled so as
not to give the interviewee any idea of the interviewer's opinions of his
answers. The respondent should not be led on in anyway.- nor should he know what
kind of answers the interviewer might expect or want from him. There is always
a great danger of the respondent trying to meet the interviewer's expectations
so as to please him or her.
Tge questionnaire should have undergone an exhaustive "pretest" so that
its inadequacies could have been discovered and corrected before its actual
use with the final sample. We have only our unique ability for not allowing
enou6n time to carry out tliio project to ulawe for our not pretesting tne
questionnaire adequately. Had we performed a "pilot" run, we might have found
that some questions should not have been so open-ended. We may have decided
to use questions which would yield more easily quantifiable and comparable
answers such as:
16. The use of managed integration(the quota system) is necessary for integrated
housing to be attained.
no opinion strongly mildly ambivalent mildly strongly
disagree disagree agree agree1.2 3 4 56
Or we may have chosen to ask the following set of questions:
30. Lis tin order of importance any factors of any sort that hinder your , ,
agency's attempts to help attain integrated housing
a. c.
b. d.
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31. List your answers to question 30, by tne identifying letters used above,
in- the order in which these hinderances should be dealt with
1. 3.
2. 4.
32. List your answers to question 30 in the order in which these hinderances
will be dealt with.
1. 3.
2. 4.
An adequate pretest would have revealed if any of the questions were, indeed,
leading or overtly, biased. Had we been wise enough to allow enough time, we
could have created a questionnaire that asked less direct questions and still
may have been able to elicit responses providing the information we needed to
analyze. Such a pretest might have also made us more aware of the error we
made in question 10 as shown in Appendix A. Had all the questionnaires been
administered by an interviewer, there would have been no problem crossing out
"Negro' and replacing it with"black". However, some were filled in directly
by the respondent and this change conceivably could have had some effect on the
respondent's answers. Perhaps it made him think that we wer""militant and,
wanted to get militant answers. Conceivably it could have alienated the
respondent toward the questionnaire. The entire page should have been reprinted
if any changes were to be made in the wording of the questions. However, even
more fundamentally, we should have used the phrase "non-white" since it is
probably the most value-neutral of the three terms considered.
In determining our conclusions we scrutinized them to see if it were
possible to reach opposite conclusions from the same data, if the conclusions
were consistent, if other persons view the data in the same way, if their
meaning is unmistakable, and if they are biased by the writer's personal
yiewsf By submitting the tentative conclusions to analysis by each of the
four team members we were able to discover and correct any individual personal
biases that may have affected the conclusions.
While there were errors made in tile administrative and composition of
the questionnaire, they are not serious enough to invalidate the findings as
recorded in sections TELI and IV of this chapter. The analysis and conclusions
have been qualified to allow for limitations upon them by our procedure and .*. ,
methods.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE QUESTIONAIRE:
Spaces for answers have been removed to preserve space.
Identification Number and position Firm or agency
1) How do you define "integration?"
2) How do you define "integrated housing?"
For questions 3 through 8:
IS A NEIGHBORHOOD INTEGRATED WHEN . . . YES NO
3) about 25 per cent of the residents are non-white ?
4) 50 per cent of the residents are non-white?
5) 60 per cent of the residents are non-white?
6) one family is white?
7) one family is non-whito?
8) a racially mixed couple lives in the neighborhood?
Note here any comments the respondent makes during the
asking of the above questions:
9) If you were able to determine single-handedly the racial composition
of a new town near Indianapolis, what proportion of the population would
you want to be non-white ? % white? %
RESPONDENT * S COMMENTS
:
10) Do you agree with the following statement? ^i\)
"Integration is the period between which the first _N***ro" family moves
into a block and the last white family moves out."
Yes No
11) Do you agree with the assertion that when non-whites move into an area
property values fall? YES NO
12) Do you agree with the assertion that once non-whites move into an area
an inevitable and irreversible process ending in the complete racial
turnover of the area from white to non-white has begun?
YES NO
13) Would you consider a neighborhood continually changing in racial
composition to be integrated, OR does racial integration require
greater stability in terms of racial composition? YES NO
YES NO
If so, how would you define 'stability?'
14) Integration is when YES NO
a) whites and non-whites live next to each other.
b) white and non-white children attend the same
school
c) whites and non-whites work together
d) whites and non-whites shop together
e) whites and non-"hites are friends and socially
mix.
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Record any comments made by respondent while answering
the above set of questions*
15) How do you feel integrated housing can be attained ?
16) Do you feel that the use of the process known as "managed integration"
(quota system) is necessary to attain integrated iiousing? YES MO
Is the use of managed integration morally right?
Is use of managed integration practical?
17) As non-whites move into a previously all-white neighborhood a point is
reached where the proportion of non-whites living in the neighborhood
is so great that whites begin to move out in large numbers. What do
you believe this proportion to be ?
18) today some blacks and whites feel that it is better for the races to
cluster separately. Others feel that it is better for the races to
integrate. Which of these alternatives do you think is better? WHY?
19) Is the attainment of integrated housing throughout Indianapolis a goal
of your agency? YES N0_
20) Do you feel that your agency's definition of integration/integrated
housing differs from your definition ? If so, how?
21) Do you feel that your agency has attempted to define integration? YES_N0_
22) What is your agency doing to attain integrated housing in the short run?
In the long run?
23) Do you feel that what your agency is doing to help attain integrated
housing is or will be effective? YES N0_ Why?
24) Does your agency evaluate its program for attaining integrated housing?
YES NO HOW?
25) How does your agency know when integrated housing is being attained?
26) What agencies in Indianapolis are doing the most to help attain
integrated hosuing?
27) Do you feel thatit should be the responsibility of any particular agency
or agencies to deal with integrated housing ? If so, what agency or agencies?
28) Should there be a coordinated attempt to attain integrated housing
among agencies in Indianapolis ? YES NO
If so, what agency (or agencies) should be the principle coordinator?
29) Are there any factors hindering the attainment of integrated housing
in Indianapolis ? If YE?, what factors?
Yes
No
30) Are there any factors of any sort hindering your agency from moving
toward its goal of attaining integrated housing ? If YES, what factors?
YES
NO
"
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31) Do you agree or disagree with the following quotation ?
"Residential segregation persists as a major barrier to
equality in race relations."
WHY OR WHY NOT?
32) Do you feel that integrated hosuing is a worthwhile goal ?
WHY OR WHY NOT?
YEs
No
33) Are you optimistic about the chances of integrated housing being
attained in Indianapolis by YES NO
a) 1980
b) 1985
c) 1991
d) this century
e) any time
RECORD ANY DATE THE RESPONDENT MIGHT SET FOR THE ATTAIN? !ENT OF
INTEGRATED HOUSING AND NAY COMMENTS HE IIAKES IN ANSWERING THIS
QUESTION:
RECORD ANY ADDIONAL INFORMATION BELOW:
END OF QUESTIONAIRE
• ( i.
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